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September 30,2002

The Honorable Joseph F. Anderson, Jr. 
United States District Judge 
P. 0.Box 447

Dear Judge Anderson: 

At your request the District Court Advisory Committee has studied the proposed 
revisions (prohibiting the sealing of filed settlement agreements) to Local Civil Rule 5.03 as 
adnpted at the July meeting of the District Judges. After carefiil consideration, the Committee 
suggests a proposed alternative which we believe will adequately address any concerns with the
current scope of Rule 5.03. Most particularly, the Committee’s proposed amendment confirms 
that the procedures set forth for compliance with In re Knight Publishing 743 231 (4th
Cir. apply to all requests to seal filed documents. Other technical amendments are also 
included in our proposed draft. 

Both a copy of the proposed modified rule as by the DCAC and a 
comparison to the existing rule are enclosed with this letter. 

With best personal regards, I am

yours,

Tate, Jr.

Enclosures

cc: Virginia L. Vroegop, Esq. 
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PROPOSED REVISIONS TO 5.03

5.03: Filing Documents under Seal. Absent a requirement to seal in the governing rule, 
statute, or order, which statute or order shall be drawn to the court’s attention at time the
documents are any party seeking to file documents, including settlement under
seal, or seeking to have previously filed placed under seal, shall follow the mandatory 
procedure described below. Failure to obtain prior approval as required by this Rule shall result 
in summary denial of any request seal filed documents. -Nothing in this Rule limits 
the ability of the parties, by agreement, to restrict access to documents which are not filed with 
the Court. See Local Civil Rule 26.08. 

(1) A party seeking to file documents under seal or to seal filed documents
shall file and serve a “Motion to Seal” accompanied by a memorandum. See
Local Civil Rule 7.04. The shall: identify, with specificity, the 
documents or portions thereof for which sealing is requested; (2) state the reasons 
why sealing is necessary; (3) explain (for each document or group of documents) 
why less drastic alternatives to sealing will not afford adequate protection; 
address the factors governing sealing of documents reflected in controlling case 
law.

1 311 1 and ( 5 ) anypublic
interest consideration that may be involved. A non-confidential descriptive index 
of the documents at issue shall be attached to the motion. motions may be
allowed only under extraordinary circumstances and must address all of
factors set forth above as well as the adequacy of public notice.

A scparatcly attachment labeled “Confidential to
Submitted to Court in Connection with Motion to Seal” shall be submitted
with the motion. This attachment shall contain the documents at issue for 
the Court’s camera review and shall not be filed. The Court’s docket 
shall reflect that the motion and memorandum were filed and were
supported by a sealed attachment submitted for in camera review.- I

@+- Non parties intervene for the of
sealing

request
unseali

of
previo

v. Inc., 218 288 (4th Cir. 2000); and In re Knight1

Publishing 743 231 (4th Cir. 1984).



PROPOSED REVISIONS TO LOCAL RULE 5.03

5.03: Filing Documents under Seal. Absent a requirement to seal in the governing rule, 
statute, or order, which rule, statute or order shall be drawn to the court’s attention at the time the 
documents are filed, any party seeking to file documents, including settlement agreements, under 
seal, or seeking to have previously filed documents placed under seal, shall follow the mandatory 
procedure described below. Failure to obtain prior approval as required by this Rule shall result 
in summary denial of any request to seal filed documents. Nothing in this Rule limits the ability 
nf the parties, hy agreement, tn restrict access tn which are nnt filed with the
See Local Civil Rule 26.08.

A party seeking to file documents under seal or to seal previously filed documents 
shall file and serve a “Motion to Seal” accompanied by a memorandum. See
Local Civil Rule The memorandum shall: (i) identify, with specificity, the 
documents or portions thereof for which sealing is requested; (2 ) state the reasons 
why sealing is necessary; (3) explain (for each document or group of documents) 
why less drastic alternatives to sealing will not afford adequate protection; (4) 
address the factors governing sealing of documents reflected in controlling case 
law;’ and (5) address any public interest consideration that may be involved. A
non-confidential descriptive index of the documents at issue shall be attached to
the motion. Oral motions may be allowed only under extraordinary circumstances 
and must address all of the factors set forth above as well as the adequacy of 
public notice. 

A separately sealed attachment labeled “Confidential Information to be Submitted
to Court in Connection with Motion to Seal” shall with motion.
This attachment shall contain the documents at issue for the Court’s in camera 
review and shall not be filed. The Court’s docket shall reflect that the motion and 
memorandum were filed and were supported by a sealed attachment submitted for 
in camera review.

Non parties may intervene for the purpose of opposing sealing or to request 
unsealing of previously sealed
documents and shall, by such
intervention, become subject to the
jurisdiction of the court and bound 
by any orders relating to the subject 
matter of the intervention. 

shall provide public notice of to Seal
by the Court. Absent direction to the contrary, this may be accomplished by
docketing the motion in a manner that discloses its nature as a motion to seal. 

v. Inc., 218 288 (4th Cir. 2000); and In re Knight1

Publishing Co.,743 231 (4th Cir.1984).



(D) Motions to close a courtroom shall, to the extent practicable, be made in 
accordance with the same procedures as set forth above for motions to seal filed 
documents.



LITIGATION GROUP
1600 STREET,

WASHINGTON,

(202) 588-1000

September 25,2002

Larry W. Propes
Clerk of the Court 
U.S. District Court 
1815 Assembly Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Rule 5.03

Dear Mr. Propes 

Public Citizen submits these comments to express support for the spirit of the South
Carolina District Court's proposed amendments to Local Rule 5.03, but to urge the Court to
modify its proposal to provide more substantive disclosures of information concerning public 
health and safety.

Public Citizen is a nonprofit consumer advocacy organization with approximately 
125,000members nationwide. Throughout its 31-year history, Public Citizen has taken an active
role in promoting consumer health and safety and ensuring that the public is well informed about
the health risks of consumer products. Public Citizen has long been an advocate for keeping the 
judicial process open to the public and has frequently opposed overbroad protective orders that
prohibit disclosure of information concerning consumer health and safety. See. Public
Citizen v. 858 775 (1st Cir. 1988); In re Agent Orange Product Liability Litigation, 
104F.R.D. 559,574 (E.D.N.Y. 821 139 (2d Cir. 1987).

Public Citizen supports the intent behind the proposed rule change as an important step in 
opening up the judicial process to public view. Without question, the current policy of
permitting secret settlements has caused injury and even cost lives. In the last few years alone,
secret settlements have kept hidden the dangers of defective Firestone tires and the child sexual 
abuse scandal in the Catholic church. Secrecy delayed public awareness of the magnitude of
these problems, permitting both Firestone and the Catholic church simply to pay off individual 
litigants without making substantive changes to put an end to the problems. 

Individual litigants have no right to keep most of the health and safety information 
produced in the course of litigation secret. Courts are public institutions, paid for by tax dollars
for the purpose of producing public goods such as court precedents, legal rules, and factual 
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accounts of contested events. Although courts also serve the purpose of resolving
individual disputes -- a purpose that secrecy, arguably, can sometimes promote -- they should not
do so at the expense of depriving the public of information concerning health and safety.

The only way to prevent litigants keeping information about dangerous products, 
working conditions, or other public hazards secret is for courts or legislatures to establish rules 
prohibiting secrecy. Defendants frequently insist on secrecy out of fear of that the settlement 
will harm their reputation and inspire additional lawsuits. Plaintiffs have no incentive to resist,
particularly when they can extract larger settlements by promising not to talk about a lawsuit or
the settlement. Nor can attorneys for the parties insist that the settlement remain public: The
ethical rules governing lawyers’ conduct actually require that lawyers enter into secrecy 
agreements when doing so is in the best interests of their clients. See, Alan B. Morrison,
“The Secrecy Scandal,” Boston Globe E7, April 14,2002 (attached).

Although Public supports of the proposed rule, it does not go far
enough in protecting the public from falling victim to litigated public hazards. The proposed 
rule only applies to settlements filed with the Court, and thus will have no effect in the vast
majority of cases that are settled in private agreements between the parties and then simply
dismissed by stipulation. The only settlements that need be filed with the Court are settlements
in class actions or with minors. Thus, the rule will not prevent the parties from agreeing to keep 
the fact and terms of settlement secret in the majority of cases. Moreover, even settlements filed 
with the Court may contain very little information about the truth of the allegations, or the
underlying evidence produced in the course of the suit, and thus their disclosure may be of little 
value in alerting the public to health hazards. 

To further promote the goal of informing the health
hazards, we recommend that the court issue rules eliminating the common practice of secrecy in
the discovery process. All too often, the parties obtain blanket protective orders that prohibit
disclosure of most of the documents received in discovery, and bar plaintiffs’ attorneys their
experts from discussing the health and safety hazards they learn about through discovery with 
anyone, including public officials and regulators. Eliminating secrecy of court-filed settlements 
alone will not provide the public with the information about the dangers identified in discovery. 

For example, officials at the Department of Transportation stated that the sealing of 
documents in settled lawsuits was one reason that they did not become aware of the pattern of 
scores of rollover deaths in Ford Explorers equipped with Firestone Tires. See Matthew L. Wald

Keith Bradsher, “Judge Tells Firestone to Release Technical Data on Tires,” N.Y. Times,
Sept. 29,2002, at C2. For eight years before the public and government authorities learned
about the dangers of combining Ford Explorer sport utility vehicles and 
tires, Ford and Firestone had been settling lawsuits concerning the injuries and deaths caused by
those products and requiring that plaintiffs keep secret the information they had learned through
discovery. The problem only came to light when documents chronicling those accidents were
leaked to journalists in violation of secrecy agreements and court orders. See Susan P. Koniak,
“Are Agreements to Keep Secret Information Learned in Discovery Legal, Illegal, or Something 
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In Between?” 30 Hofstra L. Rev. 783, 784 (Spring 1992). A rule prohibiting the sealing of filed
settlements would not have prevented the tragedy that arose from Ford and Firestone’s practice
of settling with plaintiffs on the condition that plaintiffs not disclose the information they had 
gathered through litigation about the dangers of Ford Explorers. 

Several states have already adopted rules prohibiting secrecy agreements that prevent the
public from learning of public health and safety problems. For example, Florida has adopted a
statute providing that: 

Except pursuant to this section, no court shall enter an order or 
judgment which has the purpose or effect of concealing a public 
hazard or any information concerning a public hazard, nor shall the 
court enter an order or judgment which has the purpose or effect of
concealing any infomation which may be to members of
the public in protecting themselves from injury which may result
from the public hazard. 

Fla. Stat. 69.08 In Florida
including representatives of the news media, to challenge any agreement that violates this 
provision. A copy of Florida’s statute is attached. 

We suggest that this Court adopt a rule presumptively prohibiting the sealing of any
records containing information concerning public health or safety or raising other issues of
significant public interest. In addition, the parties should be prohibited from requesting, as a
condition of cooperating with discovery or the settlement of any action, secrecy in cases 
concerning these subjects. This rule could make allowances for secrecy regarding trade secrets, 
confidential commercial information, or private and personal information. In addition, there is
no need to require disclosure of the amount that defendants pay in settlement, as this information 
has little value in protecting public health and safety.

In sum, we strongly support the intent behind the Court’s proposed rule eliminating 
secrecy of settlements filed with the Court, and we urge the Court to go further by eliminating
secrecy agreements in the discovery process as well. 

Sincerely,

Amanda Frost 
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Boston Globe Online Editorials Opinions The secrecy scandal 

The secrecy scandal
By Alan B. 4/14/2002

N RECENT WEEKS the media have been flooded with stories about
pedophilia among Catholic priests and the failure of the Boston 

archdiocese to remove priests accused of child abuse. But there has been little 
attention given to the fact that it is lawyers and the secrecy agreements that
they wrote that contributed to the scandal. 

In many respects the lawyers themselves are not the real source of the 
problem; rather, the culprit is the "ethical" rules of the bar that effectively 
command this result. Not only don't the rules tell lawyers that secrecy
agreements are wrong, but they encourage and in most cases require that
lawyers put the wishes of the clients above any public interest in prosecuting 
criminal acts. 

The public is now just learning about the number of cases that were filed
against priests in the past Apparently far larger numbers of claims were 
resolved before a lawsuit was filed and the charges made public. Virtually 
every case was settled without a trial and with no disclosure of the amount 
paid. Supposedly, there were assurances that the offending cleric would 
receive "treatment," but it is obvious that this approach was a massive failure. 
The most serious problem, however, is that, to obtain a settlement, the victim, 
his family, and his lawyer had to promise not to tell anyone anything about
the charges. 

Secrecy clauses in settlement agreements arc nothing 
regulators in the dark and were responsible for the long delay in getting the 
Firestone tires that caused countless accidents and deaths off the road. But at 

harms wcrc happcncd, unlike the child who 
has been molested and is too frightened to tell anyone about what happened,
let alone that his trusted priest was the perpetrator. 

However, the church's lawyers who drafted and insisted on these secrecy 
agreements did not violate any ethical rules. Nor did the lawyers for the
victims, who had a clear obligation to follow the wishes of their clients. If the 
families were willing to accept secrecy as the price of compensation, their 
attorneys had no choice but to go along with the deal. Even the lawyers who 
had grave misgivings about suppressing the facts could do nothing. Breaking 
the secrecy pledge would place at risk their license and their fee, and 
jeopardize their client's settlement. 

Counsel for the church faced similarly tight restraints because lawyers are 
generally forbidden from disclosing confidential information learned while 
representing clients, unless the client consents. 

Different states have different rules, and the rules have changed over the 
years, but the principal exception from the ban is if disclosure would prevent 
a crime where the result would be imminent death or serious bodily (not just

htm
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Boston Globe Online Editorials Opinions The secrecy scandal Page 2 of 2

emotional) harm. This narrow exception would almost certainly not apply in 
these situations, and even if it did, it would only permit, not require, a lawyer 
to divulge these sexual abuses. 

Especially after it became clear that the church was simply recycling 
pedophilic priests to other parishes, it is hard to understand how a lawyer 
could continue to represent a client who demanded secrecy that resulted in
such harms.It is fair for an public to ask,at what point can a lawyer
no longer justify his conduct by saying that it does not violate the bar's ethics
rules, even if it violates fundamental moral principles? 

The real problem is that lawyers' ethical rules don't permit lawyers to tell the
government about conduct that presents a real threat to the public, 
notwithstanding the basic duties of confidentiality and loyalty to one's client. 
No lawyer should be forced to choose between his obligations to his client 
and assuring that information about pedophilic priests and others who prey on
the public is delivered to the proper authorities. 

The American Bar Association is in the final stages of developing a new set
of model rules that it will recommend to the states. surest way for this 
change to become law is for the to make it unethical for a lawyer to ask 
for or agree to a secrecy provision that prevents a lawyer or client
informing the government about conduct or products that are likely to cause 
death or serious physical or psychological harm to members of the public. 

And if the organized bar does not do what's right, state legislatures should 
step in and protect unsuspecting victims and enable lawyers to do what is 
morally right, without jeopardizing their licenses when they follow the 
dictates of their consciences. 

Alan B. Morrisonis the Visiting Fellow at Stanford Law School.

This story ran on page E7 of the Boston Globe on 4/14/2002.
(c) Copyright 2002 Globe Newspaper Company. 

[ Send this story to a friend Easy-print version Search archives 
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WEST'S FLORIDA STATUTES ANNOTATED 
TITLE CIVIL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 

CHAPTER 69. MISCELLANEOUS PROCEDURAL MATTERS 

Copr. West Group 2002. All rights reserved. 

Current through End of 2001 Special 'B' and 'C' Sessions, the End of 2002
Regular Session, and the End of 2002 Special Session

69.081. Sunshine in litigation; concealment of public hazards prohibited 

(1) This section may be cited as the "Sunshine in Litigation Act."

(2) As used in this section, "public hazard" means an instrumentality, including but not limited to any device, 
instrument, person, procedure, product, or a condition of a device, instrument, person, procedure or product, that 
has caused and is likely to cause injury. 

(3) Except pursuant to this section, no court shall enter an order or judgment which ha3 the purpose or effect of
concealing a public hazard or any information concerning a public hazard, nor shall the court enter an order or 
judgment which has the purpose or effect of concealing any information which may be useful to members of the
public in protecting themselves from injury which may result from the public hazard. 

(4) Any portion of an agreement or contract which has the purpose or effect of concealing a public hazard, any 
information concerning a public hazard, or any information which may be useful to members of the public in
protecting themselves from injury which may result from the public hazard, is void, contrary to public policy, and 
may not be enforced.

( 5 ) Trade secrets as defined in 688.002 which are not pertinent to public hazards shall be protected pursuant to 
chapter 688.

(6) Any substantially affected person, including but not limited to representatives of news media, has standing to 
contest an order, judgment, agreement, or contract that violates this section. A person may contest an
judgment, agreement, or contract that violates this section by motion in the court that entered the order or 
judgment, or by bringing a declaratory judgment action pursuant to chapter 86. 

(7) Upon motion and good cause shown by a party attempting to prevent disclosure of information or materials 
which have not previously been disclosed, including but not limited to alleged trade secrets, the court shall examine 
the disputed information or materials in camera. If the court that the information or materials or portions
thereof consist of information concerning a public hazard or information which may be useful to members of the 
public in protecting themselves injury which may result from a public hazard, the court shall allow disclosure 
of the information or materials. If allowing disclosure, the court shall allow disclosure of only that portion of the
information or materials necessary or useful to the public regarding the public hazard. 

Any portion of an agreement or contract which has the purpose or effect of concealing information relating 
to the settlement or resolution of any claim or action against the state, its agencies, or subdivisions or against any 
municipality or constitutionally created body or commission is void, contrary to public policy, and may not be 
enforced. Any person has standing to contest an order, judgment, agreement, or contract that violates this section.
A person may contest an order, judgment, agreement, or contract that violates this subsection by the court
that entered such order or judgment, or by bringing a declaratory judgment action pursuant to chapter 86. 

Copr. West 2002 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works 
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(b) Any person having custody of any document, record, contract, or agreement relating to any settlement as set
forth in this section shall maintain said public records in compliancewith chapter 119.

(c) Failure of any custodian to disclose and provide any document, record, contract, or agreement as set forth in 
this section shall be subject to the sanctions as set forth in chapter 119.

This subsection does not apply to trade secrets protected pursuant to chapter 688, proprietary confidential business 
information,or other information that is confidentialunder state or federal law. 

(9) A governmental entity, except a municipality or county, that settles a claim in tort which requires the 
expenditure of public funds in excess of $5,000, shall provide notice, in accordance with the provisions of chapter
50, of such settlement, in the county in which the claim arose, within 60 days of entering into such settlement; 
provided that no notice shall be required if the settlement has been approved by a court of competent jurisdiction.

2002 Electronic Update

Added by Laws 1990, c. 90-20, 1, July 1, 1990. Amended by Laws 1991, c. 91-85, 1, eff. Oct. 1, 1991;
Laws 1996, 96-349, 1,eff. Oct. 1, 1996.

Materials (GM) - References, Annotations, or Tables>

HISTORICALAND STATUTORYNOTES

2002 ElectronicUpdate

Laws c. 90-20, 2, provides:

"This act shall take effect July 1, 1990,and shall apply to causes of action accruing on or after the effective date.''

Laws 1991, c. 91-85, 1, Oct. 1, 1991,added (8) and (9). 

Laws 1996, c. 96-349, 1, eff. Oct. 1, 1996, in inserted an exception relating to municipalities and
counties.

AMERICAN LAW REPORTS

Restrictingpublic access to judicial records of state courts, 84 598.

Copr. West 2002 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works
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A S S O C I A T I O N O F T R I A L L A W Y E R S O F A M E R I C A

The Leonard M. Ring
Law Center

1050 31 Street, NW
Washington, DC
20007-4499

202-965-3500
www.atla.org

Larry W. Propes
Clerk of Court 
U.S. fur
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Re: Proposed Amendment to Local Rule 5.03;
Support for Open Public 

Dear Mr. Propes: 

On behalf of the 60,000 members of the Association of Trial Lawyers of
America (ATLA), I write to convey strong support for the Court’s 
admirable initiatives to reduce the incidence of sealed files and secret settlements
in its jurisdiction. These enhancements of the public’s right to know and
contributions to public health and safety are of great value.

ATLA is a private bar association, most of whose members represent plaintiffs 
in personal injury, civil employment, and environmental litigation; the 
defense in criminal cases; and either side in business and family litigation. 

Secrecy in our state and federal courts undermines every American’s right to
know. Secrecy denies American families vital health and safety information, and
leads to needless injuries and deaths. American courts are public institutions and
must operate under the presumption of openness. Secrecy is the antithesis of
Americanjustice. The United States Constitution requires open courts. 

ATLA applauds the August 2001 action creating (through its Local Rule 
a presumption against sealing documents and imposing strict requirements 

on the process by which documents might be sealed. The court now proposes
appropriatelyto amend Local Rule 5.03 to clarify that settlement agreements
filed with will

Rather than comment specifically on the court’s proposed addition of a section 
to Local Rule 503, I would like to comment on the critical need to reduce

secrecy in all our courts and on the several arguments that are frequently made
against attempts to do so.

T H E S C A L E S J U S T I C E



ATLA Stands Against Court Secrecy 

ATLA supports the concept of open courts. Civil litigation is not merely the private property of 
those in litigation. It affects the health and safety, ultimately, of all Americans. It the people’s
business.

Accordingly, ATLA has long opposed all forms of secrecy in litigation unless a judge finds a
compelling, specifically determined reason to deny the public access. In 1989, Board of 

adopted a courts to or prohibit secret and
agreements, require particularized proof in the limited circumstances in which secrecy is justified, 
and look favorablyon petitions to change secrecy agreements. 

Our resolution called on attorneys to resist requests for secrecy agreements that could impair 
anyone’s future access to justice or reduce the effectiveness of public safety agencies.A copy of
our resolution is attached. We have also published a significant body of information about court 
secrecy on the ATLA at http://www.atlanet.org/secrecy.

We believe an effective approach to the problem of secrecy should not only tell judges and
attorneys what they must not do, but should also tell them what they should do. A rule-based
approach should provide guidance to judges on how to weigh competing interests, legitimate
privacy rights v. the public’s right to be safe hazards that are sometimes hidden by those who
create them. It should also provide guidance to lawyers on both sides as to what they can expect 
courts to do-both to resolve the competing interests of parties and to protect the public against
hidden dangers. 

Competing Arguments on Court Secrecy

For more than ten years, frequent defense demands for sealed files and secret settlements have 
sparked a struggle over secrecy in litigation and what it means for public health and safety. ATLA
has closely monitored this struggle and the trends in court responses to it. In doing so, we have
observed several phenomena: (1) the ever-increasing desire of tort defendants for secrecy even 
under the most questionable circumstances; (2) the continual discovery of sealed files and
confidentiality agreements that have obscured or hidden outright the facts behind serious hazards to
the public (the recent examples of the cases and, especially, the reprehensible 
practice of concealing clergy abuse stand out); the slow but steady growth in the number of 
federal and state judges, courts, and entire court systems that have resolved not to allow secrecy
practices to become “business as usual” in their courts, but to have a presumption in favor of 
openness; and (4) and opposition to like those of your
court to limit secrecy. 

Any court contemplating restrictions on secrecymust expect to receive arguments both for and
against its proposed action. There are some reasonable arguments on both sides, and they do not
always contradict each other. The sealing of files in divorce and adoption cases, for instance, may 
be appropriate. But, in evaluating the arguments overall, here are several questions the court might
care to ask: 



... . . . . 

Is the court hearing any complaints against its efforts from individuals or civil 
liberties organizations, who see the proposed anti-secrecy action as a threat to
privacy or from consumer protection organizations who see it as anti-consumer?

Does local law confer any “privacy” rights on corporations that are akin to the 
privacy rights conferred by law on individuals? 

Can any advocate point to a concrete, documented instance when a court refused 
allow secrecy in litigation, which then led to a

misuse of proprietary business information? (Stated more flippantly, is there a
company that wants to steal the secret process for making defective tires that will
explode and lead to lawsuits against that company?) 

Can demonstrate factually that, in stateswith limits on secrecy in litigation, 
the settlement rate per capita has decreased significantly since the limits were 
implemented?

Can anyone demonstrate factually that, in states with limits on secrecy in litigation, 
the trial rate per capita has increased significantly since the limits were 
implemented?

Florida’s “Sunshine in Litigation” Statute -Proof of Success

Since July 1, 1990, Florida has had a “sunshine in litigation” statute that limits secrecy in matters 
that involve ”public hazards.” Larry Stewart, a prominent Florida litigator and a former president of

was recently quoted in the Miami Daily Business Review (Dan Christensen, “Federal
Judges Ponder Future of Secret Settlements,” September 12,2002) saying that he 
hasn’t heard of any settlements that weren’t achieved because of the effect of Florida’s law, and
that “this is not a big deal anymore.”

The Florida legislature requires its state supreme court to maintain comprehensive statistics on court 
filings and dispositions in a number of different categories. The statistics are available from the 
Office of the State Court Administrator. I am attaching a chart that tracks the essential numbers 
from 1986 (before the Sunshine in Litigation Act took effect) through 1999 (the last year for which
data were available).

The chart shows that the number of filings and dispositions of tort cases in Florida has varied little in
period. The ciucial however, is between filings and dispositions and

growing population of the state. When tort filings and dispositions are viewed on a per capita basis, 
it is clear that filings have actually decreased since 1986, and that dispositions per capita have 
tracked filings very closely.

Florida’s statutory rejection of court secrecy has not led to more litigation per capita; nor has it
curtailed the number of cases that are closed.



I hope these thoughts are useful to the court as it reviews public comments on the proposed
amendment to Local Rule 5.03.

Thank you for your leadership in providing sunshine in the courts for the public good.

Sincerely,

Mary E. Alexander, J.D., M.P.H. 
President, Association of Trial Lawyers of America

Attachments: (1) Board of Governors Resolution 
(2) Florida court statistics on per capita tort filings and dispositions 

cc: Honorable Joseph F. Anderson,

Honorable Jean H. Toal,

William Nicholson, 

Linda Franklin, 

Executive Committee, 

Chief Judge, District Court, District of South Carolina 

Chief Justice, Supreme Court of South Carolina 

President, South Carolina Trial Lawyers Association

Executive Director, South Carolina Trial Lawyers Association

Association of Trial Lawyers of America 



Florida Tort Filings and Dispositions,1986 to

YEAR 1986 1987 1988 1889 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1993

ALL TORT FILINGS 33128 32573 33935 31186 35416 34950 36520 38944 38174 38341 36495 36745

ALL TORT DISPOSITIONS 34242 33361 33451 31828 36143 34651 32566 32485 33120 34160 34751 36156 35136

FLORIDA POPULATION I1667603 11997568 12307006 12638537 13016138 12668197 13949229 14212658 14484711 14784501 15079522 15394966

FloridaTort Filings and Dispositions per 1,000 Residents, 1986 to 1999
TORT FILINGS PER 1,000 2.76 2.69 2.63 2.76 2.63 2.56 2.62 2.74 2.59 2.42 2.39

TORT DISPOSITIONS PER 1,000 2.78 1.72 2.68 2.68 2.57 2.33 2.33 2.36 2.35 2.39

NOTES

Florida Statutes 69.091 ("Sunshine in concealmentof public hazards prohibited"), took effect on July 1,

Population figures the on July 1each Year, and are orovidedby the
FloridaLegislature's Office of Economicand Demographic Research(OEDR), DemographicEstimating
Conference updated 612000.

Data on tort filings and were provided by Florida's Office of the State Courts Administrator
from the Florida Supeme Court's Summary Reporting System (SRS].The SRS was developedby the
Florida Supreme Court pursuant to statute, to provide a uniformmeans of reporting categories of cases,
time requiredin the disposition cases, and the manner of disposition of cases. Information about the 
Administrator's office is viewable at the Florida Courts Internet site: http://www.flcourts.org/.



RESOLUTION

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

MAY 6,1989

TAMPA, FLORIDA

PROTECTIVE ORDERS 

WHEREAS,currentjudicial interpretationoften deviates prejudicially themandateofthe
establishedRule FRCP impeding an efficient,just, and speedy resolution of disputes; and, 

WHEREAS, defendants in personal injury actions,asaconditionto discovery or settlement, often 
demand the execution of an agreement ("Secrecy of an ("Secrecy
Order")which includesprovisions, prohibiting the dissemination of discovery materials;
precluding the disclosure of the contentsofpleadings,motions and forbiddingany
communication theterms of theultimateresolutionofaclaim; (iv) enjoiningplaintiffscounsel's
participationin other similar cases; (v) insisting onthe return destruction not only ofdiscovery

but counsel's personal notes; and,

WHEREAS, Secrecy Agreements and Secrecy Orders which ignore the interest of individual 
victims,thecourtsand thepubichave effects including: theymake it riot
forplaintiffscounselto andproperlyprepare the victim's case;(ii) they guarantee an advantage
to defensecounselwhoretain accessto theircollaborativemechanism; they inject collateralissues
totally unrelated to the merits of thecase; they greatly increase the time, effortandtransactionalcosts
associated with thepreparationandpresentation of a civil action; (v)they diminish the likelihoodthat the
civiljustice system will operate so asto secure the just, speedyand inexpensive determination ofevery
action; (vi) they encourage the suppression and destruction of relevant documents by unscrupulous
defendantsand other discovery materials; theyhave a chillingeffect on the right ofpersonsto resort 
to the courts for redress of their grievances; and, 

WHEREAS, thestrongpolicyfavoring openness in discovery,and public access to thematerials
whichaffect the decisions and theconductofthecivilJusticesystemisbased onrecognitionthat the
flowof information is vital to the safety,health and general welfare of thepublic and to exposingunsafe
products and activities for investigation and to the proper operation of the civil justice system, the
governmental regulatory system, and the professional disciplinary system; 



NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that The Association of Trial Lawyers of America: 

1) Encourages courts to refuse to enter any Secrecy Order and/or refuse to enforce any
Secrecy Agreement in the absence of a finding based on a good cause showing supported by a
particularized proof of the following: (a) that the proponent of the Agreement or Order possesses a

legal entitledto the protection that the subject materialsmeet therigorous
legal criteria applicable to the trade secrets or privileged informationor otherwise the court in 
exercising its judicialpowerto resmct the openness orpublic to information; (c)that
disclosure of the materials is, in fact, likely to result in a clearly defined and very serious harm.

2) Encourages courts in thoserare instances inwhich agoodcause showing supported by
particularizedproofwould seem tojustifytheentranceof aSecrecy Order, to insist onthe adoption ofand
the of such termsasarenecessaryand appropriateto protect such
asthe public's right toknow,the of claimantsinvolvedin other similaractions,thepublic's
forjudicial economy,including: (a) provision for limited disclosureto counselrepresenting plaintiffs in 
similarcases,to government agencies or toprofessional disciplinary who agreeto bcbound by
appropriateagreementsorcourt orders against broader stringent safeguards surrounding 
anyordered ordestructionofdocumentsto ensurethat and accuratecopiesofall documents will
be available to the appropriate agencies or to other litigants in the future; (c) stringentsafeguards that no
SecrecyAgreementor SecrecyOrdershouldprohibitanattorney from representingany other claimant in 
a similar action against the defendant or others; (d) stringent safeguardsto the effect that no Secrecy
Agreementor SecrecyOrdershouldprohibit reporting to a governmental agency those facts reasonably 
necessary to prevent injuries to others. 

3) Encouragescourts to look favorably on and/orto freely grant petitions for modification 
whichseekrelieffromSecrecyAgreements and/or SecrecyOrderswhich were entered into or obtained
by a procedure which did not conform to the statedin Resolution (1) aboveand/orwhich donot
contain provisions similar to those contained in Resolution (2) above.

4) Discourages attorneys fromagreeing to Secrecy Agreementsand encourages attorneys to
resist entry of Secrecy Orders that prevent disclosure ofdocumentsobtained during discoveryto fellow 
attorneys handling similar cases, or to public agencies charged with enforcing safety.



National Headquarters 
19900 Boulevard, Suite 610

California 92612

State Committee Chair
South Carolina

September 27,2002

. SC 29602

. jpressl@hsblawfirm.com
(864)240-3277

Larry W. Propes
Clerk of Court
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, SC 29201

Dear Mr.

Thank you for your invitation for public comment on the proposed amendment to Local Rule
5.03 Some time ago I sent a letter to Judge Joseph Anderson stating the position of the
American College's Committee on the Federal Rules for Civil Procedure pertaining to the sealing
of the records to protect confidentiality of settlements. I am herewith enclosing a copy of that
letter.

The Committee's position is still, as stated in the enclosed letter, that further amendments to 
Local Rule 5.03 are not necessary and not appropriate. However, I now understand there may be 
a recommendation by the District Court Advisory Committee to the judges as to what it feels is a
more appropriate amendment to Rule 5.03. If this recommendation comes about, this would be a
more appropriate amendment to Rule 5.03.

The Advisory Committee's proposal would allay the concerns expressed about the current rule
without the trial judge's discretion, and still allow the protection of where
desired and needed by the party.

Very truly yours, 

J
Enclosure
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National Headquarters 

19900 Boulevard, Suite 610
California 9261 2

State Committee Chair
for: South Carolina

July 25,2002

Please direct reply
James B. Pressly, Jr.

Box

(864) 240-3277
SC 29602

The Honorable Joseph F. Anderson, Jr. 
Chief Judge
United States District Court
1845 Assembly Street
Columbia, SC 29201

Dear Judge Anderson:

Thank you for your letter of July 5 , 2002. I have made some inquiries regarding
this question and learned that the Federal Rules Committee of the American College of
Trial Lawyers, a balanced committee of plaintiff and defense attorneys, has consistently 
opposed any change in the existing sealing and protective orders practices as being
unnecessary and inappropriate.

As you are probably aware, the Advisory Committee of the Judicial Conference 
calls upon the College’s Federal involving the

Federal Rules. The Advisory Committee of the Judicial Conference has called upon this
committee for input on the sealing and protective orders issue on more than one occasion
and has been provided with the same recommendationopposing any change.

I hope this is of some assistance in your considerations of the issue.

Sincerely,

a es B. Pre ly, Jr. 

cc: Professor John P. Freeman
H. Mills Gallivan
Richard S. Rosen
Kathryn Williams
Rebecca



EVERETT

HANCOCK
STEVENSIAttorneys and Counselorsat Law

HUGHSTEVENS
huqh@eqhs.com

September 27, 2002 

Hon. Larry W. Propes
Clerk, U. S. District Court 
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 

Re: Proposed Amendment to Local Rule 5.03.

Mr. Propes:

Iwrite to add my voice in support of the proposed change to Local Rule 5.03.

As an attorney who frequently represents news organizations I have been involved in numerous 
disputes arising out of situations in which judges have been placed in the crossfire between litigants who
wish to use the courts as private forums for resolving disputes and reporters who wish to provide their 
readers and viewers with information that may affect their lives. 

Judge Anderson's letters of June 24 and July 11 to his colleagues persuasively articulated the 
need and the rationale for the proposed rule. I would not presume to try to add to his eloquent 
explanation.

I hope that the proposed local rule will be adopted, and that it will become a model for other

opportunity to comment on this proposed amendment. 

federal district courts. 

The ProfessionalBuilding 127 Street, Suite 600 Box 9 I 1 Raleigh, North Carolina 27602-09 I 1
(9 755-0025 1 755-0009 www.eghs.com



September 27,2002
WILLIAM C. CLEVELAND,

wcleveland@bmsmlaw.com
DIAL 843-720-4606
FAX 843-723-7398

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Larry W. Propes, Clerk of Court
United States District court 
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 

Re: Proposed Rule Change to Rule 5.03

Dear Mr. Propes:

I am writing with regard to the Court's consideration of an Amendment to Rule 5.03 that would
entirely prohibit the trial courts from sealing any settlement agreement filed with the Court. I
havejust completed my service as President of the International Association of Defense Counsel, 
have enjoyed practicing law in South Carolina for almost 25 years and respectfully urge the
Court not to adopt the proposed rule. 

My practice is primarily in the area of commercial litigation, in which I represent both plaintiffs 
and defendants. Although there are a number of important considerations relating to the
proposed amendment, one that I find compelling is that the civil justice system provides an
extraordinary mechanism for litigants to compel one another to disclose information that would
otherwise be considered by all to be private and personal. The civil justice system brings all of
the resources of our government to bear in requiring parties to make full, complete disclosure of 
all requested information. Furthermore, disclosure is not limited under our rules even by the
doctrine of relevance. 

I believe the privacy rights of civil litigants to be precious. I also believe that the rights of
litigants, who are represented by competent counsel, to decide the course and outcome of their 
dispute to be precious. Finally, I believe that the district court judges in South Carolina do an
extraordinarily effective job balancing the competing interests that come into play when the
exacting scrutiny required by the civil justice system is at tension with the privacy rights of our

It is my understanding that the proposed rule would eliminate the discretion of the trial judges to
balance the competing interests when the parties to a lawsuit desire the assistance of the court in
sealing the terms of their settlement. 

BOX 777 .
843-722-3400 .FAX 843-723-7398



Larry W. Propes, Clerk of Court
September 27,2002
Page 2

In my experience, it is exceedingly rare that the parties feel the need to request the Court to order 
sealing the terms of a settlement agreement. Therefore, although the proposed rule would
probably have little effect on actual practice, it would prohibit the Court’s assisting the parties in 
protecting the confidentiality of their agreement in those cases where the parties request it and
the Court deems it appropriate.

Perhaps more importantly, South Carolina’s adoption of such a could be read as a message
that our Courts do not condone litigants’ protecting confidentiality, regardless of the 
circumstances. This is an issue that has been studied in great detail over the years. The
conclusion of most jurists and scholars is that rules should not preclude the trial courts 
exercising judgment and discretion in balancing the competing interests that requests for court 
sanctioned confidentiality often involve. I believe the blanket rule under consideration does not 

fui

Thank you for the opportunity of providing input on this issue. 

Very truly yours,

BUIST, MOORE, SMYTHE MCGEE, P.A.

William C. Cleveland,

(00454335.)



September 26,2002

U N I V E R S I T Y O F

SCHOOL OF LAW

Larry W. Propes, Esq.
Clerk of Court
U.S. District
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, SC 29201 

Re: Proposed Amendment to Local CivilRule 5.03

Dear Mr. Propes: 

Enclosed please find a copy of my letter to Chief Justice Toal, dated August 21,2002. This
letter expressed my opposition to the proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03, which if adopted
would preclude the sealing of any settlement agreement filed with the district court. The letter
outlines my reasons for opposing a prohibition on sealing

Since the date that I wrote to Chief Justice Toal, the District Court Advisory Committeehas
proposed Civil Rules 5.03 and 26.08. I agree with the proposal of the Advisory
Committee, and believe it should be adopted with a few minor modifications.

I understand that the District Court Advisory Committee is scheduled to meet on October 17,
to discuss comments to its proposal. I plan to provide my comments to the committeeprior to that 
date.

Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance to the Court.

Very truly yours, 

Howard B. U

Enclosure
cc: The Honorable Joseph F. Anderson, Jr.

Chief Judge, United States District Court

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29208

AN ACTION EQUAL OPPORTUNITYINSTITUTION



.

August 21,2002

BY HAND
The Honorable Jean Hoefer Toal
Chief Justice
South Carolina Supreme
P.O. Box 12456
Columbia, SC 29211

Re: Settlement Agreements

Dear Chief Justice Toal: 

I have been following with academicand professional interest accounts in the news media and legal
periodicals concerning sealed settlement agreements in our state and federal courts. Warren Wise of The
Post and Courier interviewed me in early August for an article that appeared on Monday,
entitled: “Legal Community Weighs Ban on Secret In fact, federaljudges have proposed 
an amendment to their Local Civil Rules prohibiting the sealing of any settlement agreement filed with the 
federal districtcourt. The court is acceptingpublic comment on the proposal through Septcmbcr 30,2002.
In view, there is no need to adopt any amendment to Federal Local Civil Rule 5.03 and, I plan to write
Chief Judge Anderson to express my opposition to the recent proposal prior to that date. 

It has also been reported that you plan to discuss the possibility of proposing a similar outright 
prohibition on sealed settlement agreements for our statecourts at a meeting of statejudges later this week.
I believe a blanket prohibition on sealed settlements is not in the best interest of our state judicial system
because it will have a “chilling effect” on the inclination of parties-both plaintiffs and defendants -to
settle civil litigation in certain instances and is likely to have other untoward, unintended consequences as 
well.

I have been on the faculty at the Law School for nineteen years. I teach Civil Procedure, Advanced 
Civil Procedure, and Federal Courts every year. Prior to joining the Law School faculty, I practiced law in 
New York City with thefirmof Cleary, Gottlieb, Hamilton, and before that I was law clerk to the
late Chief Judge David N. Edelstein of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New
York. Accordingly, my views on sealed settlement agreements are expressed not only an academic 
perspective, but also from the perspectives of a practicing lawyer and former federal court law clerk.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA SOUTH CAROLINA

U N I V E R S I T Y O F

SCHOOL OF LAW



There are two circumstances in which the parties to civil litigation might ask a court to seal 
documents: (1) during discovery, for good cause shown, a court may issue a protective order, pursuant to 
SCRCP and (2) when parties reach a settlementagreement mandating performance by both sides, the 
agreement may be made part of the judgment, and the parties may request that it be sealed. Although the 
parties are not generally required by statute or rule to file such agreements with a court, they occasionally
opt to do so in order to obtain a consent decree that will enable them to enforce the agreement by use of a
court's contempt power without filing an entirely new lawsuit.

Arthur R. Miller has regarding the importance of maintaining judicial 
discretion to seal Settlementagreements. Because he is perhaps the leading expert in privacy and procedure, 
I thought it would be useful for you to have his views. He wrote as follows:

One aspect of the confidentiality debate concerns agreements to keep the monetary
terms of a settlement confidential. In most circumstances such agreements should be
allowed. It is difficult to imagine why the general public would have more than 
idle curiosity in the dollar value of a settlement of a court dispute or its terms of payment.
These subjects have no relationship to a potential public hazard or of public
and unless official conduct is at issue, matters of proper governance are not involved. Thus, 
there is simply no legitimate public interest to be served by disclosing this information.

The parties, however, often have a compelling interest in keeping the settlement 
amount confidential to avoid encouraging nuisance claims and harassment of the recovering
party by unscrupulous free riders. For example, when a plaintiff-particularly a minor or
other noncompetent person-receives a substantial monetary settlement, confidentiality 
protects that individual being preyed upon by hucksters and long-lost relatives or
friends. Also, information that plaintiff had settled with one defendant for a very small sum
might compromise the plaintiffs ability to pursue its claims against nonsettling defendants. 
Fromthe defendant's perspective, confidentiality ensures that the settlement will not
be used to encourage the commencement of other lawsuits that never would have been 
brought or as unfair leverage to extract a similar payment in subsequent suits that may be 
meritless.

Settlement agreements also include provisions concerning private documents 
or information. These may involve the return of documents produced in the course of the
litigation (which may or may not have been under a protective order), the transfer of
information not disclosed prior to Settlement, or obligations limiting the use of certain
information in certain ways. When these settlement terms impose confidentiality on matters
concerning personal privacy or commercially valuable data, no reason exists to disregard the
wishes of the parties.

Nevertheless, because the public interest in disclosure of other aspects of a
settlement agreement may sometimes be particularly compelling and the importance of
maintaining confidentiality may be reduced, an absolute prohibition on access would be
unwise. For example, public access may be important when one of the settling litigants is
a governmental agency, public entity, or official, when the settlement is a court-approved



class settlement, or when there has been some other significant judicial participation in the 
process. These considerations can be accommodated best, however, by leaving discretion 
with the trial court to weigh the competing interests in particular cases.

Furthermore, whatever the value of disclosure, it should not obscure the strong 
public interest in, and policy objectives furthered by, promoting settlement. not
only reduces the need for further involvement, but also reduces the cost of
dispute resolution to the litigants and helps free valuable judicial resources and thereby 
promotes operation of the courts. civil justice system could not bear the
increased burden that would accompany reducing the frequency of settlementor delayingthe
stage in the litigation at which settlement is achieved.

Thus, absent special circumstances a court should honor confidentialities that are
bargained-for elements of settlement agreements. Moreover, when a confidentiality
agreement facilitates settlement, a later court should hesitate to undermine the bargain, for
if the effectiveness of the protective order cannot be relied on, its capacity to motivate
settlement will he compromised. The presumption in favor of of
a protective order is already supported by current law, and its continued vitality should be
reaffirmed.

Arthur R. Miller, Protective Orders, and Public Access Courts, 105 HARVARD L.
REV. 991) (emphasis added) (footnotes omitted). 

In my experience, and that of many otherpractitionersand academics, there have been fewproblems
with either the sealing order or protective orderprocess in or federal courts. I understand that although
there no specificallydelineated standards for sealing court records, the South Carolina courts make such
decisions in particular cases for good cause shown based on an even balancing of the interests of protecting 
privacy and confidentiality against the interest in public reasons stated above, I
respectfully submit that there is no compelling need to upset the balance one way or another by adopting
any rule that would inhibit the exercise of a judge's discretion to protect the privacy of litigants in
individual cases. The present practice that permits judges to exercise a balanced discretion to seal
settlement agreements or other court records only for good cause seems to to reflect the necessary 
flexibility that our common law system requires while at the sametime more than adequately protecting the 
public interest in an open court system. 

Please let me know I be of any further assistance to the Court in this matter.

Very truly yours, 

Howard B. Stravitz
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September 30, 2002

Hand Delivered

The Honorable Larry W. Propes
Clerk of Court
United States District Court 
1845 Assembly Street
Columbia, SC 29201-2455

Dear Mr. Propes:

This letter is in response to your invitation for public comment on the proposed amendment to
Local rule 5.03. I have previously written a letter to Judge Joseph Anderson providing my
comments on the sealing of the records to protect confidentiality of settlements and I have
attached a copy of that July 24, 2002 letter. I am responding both as a practicing attorney and
as a member of the Board of Directors of DRI, a national organization of lawyers involved in
the defense of civil litigation. In my practice and through my national organization work, I
have had the opportunity to assess the practical impact of proposed rulemaking and legislation 
that would have the effect of restricting the discretion of the Court to protect confidential
information.

It remains my view that adopting any change that would restrict the discretion of Judges to
protect confidential personal and proprietary information in civil litigation is not necessary and
would be counterproductive. Therefore, I do not believe that any further amendments to Local
Rule 5.03 are necessary. 

However, it has been brought to my attention that there may be a recommendation by the
District Court Advisory Committee to the Judges regarding what the Advisory Committee
believes is a more appropriate amendment to Local Rule 5.03. If the Advisory Committee
recommendation is submitted, I am in agreement that, if the Court is going to amend Rule 
5.03, the recommendation of the Advisory Committee would be preferable, subject to two
comments:

1) Any proposed reference to the “public interest” in Rule 5.03 should be clearly 
understood to preserve the Judge’s discretion to evenhandedly balance the interest of
private litigants in privacy and confidentiality against any public interest in disclosure;
and



The Honorable Larry W. Propes
September 30, 2002
Page 2

2) Any provision permitting non-parties to intervene in proceedings to seal or unseal court
records should require a showing of good cause to intervene and should be permissive, 

tory.

It appears that the Advisory Committee's proposal would preserve the discretion of the trial 
judge and also address the concerns that have been expressed by some about the current rule.

I appreciate your consideration of these comments. 

With highest regards, I am

Very truly yours, 

'bavid E.

Enclosure: July 24, 2002, letter to Judge Anderson
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July 24, 2002

Honorable Joseph F. Anderson, Jr.
Chief Judge
United States District Court
1845 Assembly Street
Columbia, SC 29201

Re: In Re: Court Ordered Secrecy Agreements

Dear Judge Anderson:

I appreciate the opportunity to provide input on the proposed local rule change to
either prohibit or at least strongly discourage Court sanctioned confidentiality agreements in 
cases that implicate public safety. Both as a practicing attorney and as a member of the board 
of directors of DRI, the national organization of lawyers involved in the defense of civil
litigation, have had the opportunity to assess the practical impact of proposed rulemaking 
and legislation that would have the effect of restricting the discretion of the Court to protect 
confidential information. 

It is my view that adopting any change that would restrict the discretion of Judges to
protect confidential personal and proprietary information in civil litigation is not necessary 
and would be counterproductive. 

This view is supported by the study and conclusions of the Judicial Conference Rules
Advisory Committee. While the information that was gathered was extensive, it is succinctly 
summarized by Judge Paul V. Niemeyer, then Chair, Civil Rules Advisory Committee of the
Judicial Conference in his attached March 23, 1998 letter to the J .
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary. As Judge Niemeyer stated, Advisory
Committee has determined that the instances when protective orders impede access to
information that affects the public health or safety are not widespread. A number of experts
on the subject have examined the commonly cited illustrations and have concluded that
information sufficient to protect public health and safety has alwavs been available from other
sources. The Advisory Committee has studied this matter carefully and concluded that no 
change to the present protective order practice is warranted. (emphasis added). 



Honorable Joseph F. Anderson, Jr.
July 24, 2002
Page 2

If our local rules are changed to prohibit or further restrict the ability of judges to
balance the legitimate privacy and property interests of parties, witnesses and third parties, it
will as a practical matter be more difficult to counsel clients to compromise and settle disputed 
cases. Many settlements in civil cases from the defendant’s perspective are based, at least in
part, on an assessment of the economics of pursuing the particular case. It is not unusual for
a defendant to correctly believe that it did nothing wrong, but to be willing to settle the case
based on an economic assessment of the costs and risks of the litigation. Injecting the loss of
personal or proprietary information into the settlement dynamics understandably undermines 
the ability to resolve many cases prior to trial.

Moreover, we already have in place through D.S.C. Local Rule 5.03 uniform,
mandatory procedures that must be complied with before any document is filed under seal. 
See Vroegop, Sealed Documents Protective Orders in District Court, South Carolina

2002). Local Rule 5.03 requires the Court to exercise its judgment to
balance the public interest with legitimate privacy and property interests and to resolve 
confidentiality issues based on the facts and arguments that are actually before the Court. I
have confidence that in our District sound judgment will be used when applying the current
local rule to strike the proper balance. However, I am deeply concerned that a blanket 
prohibition or further restriction on the Court’s ability to exercise its discretion in this very 
important area of protecting private and personal information, while well intended, will
inevitably have unintended consequences that interfere with the smooth functioning of the civil
litigation process. 

I appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments to the Court on this very 
important issue. I would be glad to provide any additional information that would assist the
Court as it continues to evaluate this issue. 

With highest regards, I am

Very truly yours, 

David E. Dukes

Enclosure
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VIA FEDERAL,EXPRESS

September 27,2002

Mr. Larry Propes 
of Court

1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, SC 29201

Dear Mr. Propes: 

I am submitting the enclosed statement of my views on the Court's proposed amendment 
to Local Rule 5.03.

yours,

Stephen Gillers 

.

cc: Hon. Joe Anderson [via Federal Express] 



STATEMENT OF STEPHEN GILLERS 
REGARDING THE PROPOSEDAMENDMENT TO RULE 5.03

OF THE LOCAL RULES OF THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

My name is Stephen Gillers. I am Professor of Law and Vice Dean of New York 
University School of Law. I have taught Regulation of Lawyers and Professional Responsibility 
(“legal ethics”) at and at other schools since 1978 and am author of a leading in

now in its sixth edition, and of articles on legal ethics for academic, professional and
popular audiences. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on a proposed local rule amendment with 
important public policy implications. I conclude that the proposal’s goals are salutary but that
greater clarity is needed. For the reasons that follow, I suggest alternate language. 

Theproposal in light of current law and rules 

The proposed amendment states: “No settlement agreement filed with the Court shall be
sealed pursuant to the terms of this is the “rule” to which the amendment refers. 
It lays out a procedure that a party must follow in asking the court to seal documents. Among
other things, the party must “address the factors governing sealing of documents reflected in 
controlling case law,” including Ashcroft v. Conoco, Inc., 210 288 Cir. 2000). Ashcroft
set out criteria for sealing court documents. It did this to honor the common law presumption of 
public access to judicial records. Although the Ashcroft Court was divided on certain issues, it 
was unanimous on the following criteria: 

Accordingly, before a district court may seal any court documents, we held
that it must (1) provide public notice of the request to seal and allow 
interested parties a reasonable opportunity to object, (2) consider less 
drastic alternatives to sealing the documents, and (3) provide specific 
reasons and factual findings supporting its decision to seal the documents 
and for rejecting the alternatives. Id. at 302.

In addition to requirements, this court’s local rule currently imposes burdens 
on a party seeking to seal documents. The party must identify the documents (or portions of

“with specificity,” “state the reasons why sealing is and must “cxplain
. . . why less drastic alternatives” are inadequate. To ensure that interested persons are heard on
the motion, the rule states that the Clerk of the Court “shall provide public notice of the Motion 
to Seal in the manner directed by the Court.” As quoted, also requires courts to
“provide public notice of the request to seal and allow interested parties a reasonable opportunity 
to object.” “Interested parties” should be understood to include non-profit organizations working 
in the relevant field. 

All in all, then, Ashcroft and Rule 5.03 now impose a substantial burden on efforts to seal
any court document, including settlement agreements in the court’s file. 



Thepublic policy objective and threats to it

Before proceeding to a discussion of the proposed amendment, let me identify what I
consider to be the underlying public policy and threats to it.

A plaintiff may have or in litigation discover (perhaps with the aid of court process) 
information that provides reason to believe that others have claims for the alleged harm or may
be at risk of suffering that harm thereafter. The harm may be physical, financial, or both. The
basis for liability may be a dangerous product, dangerousperson, a financial fraud, or an
environmentally unhealthy condition. A defendant may wish to limit discovery of this 
information in order to limit claims against it. The defendant may be willing to make a higher
settlement offer to achieve this goal. The plaintiff may be willing to sell the promise of secrecy 
for a larger settlement. While the plaintiff and defendant may share an interest in buying and
selling secrecy, others whom the information might benefit, either because they are unaware of
the danger or because the information can alert them to (or help them prove) their own claims, 
have an opposite interest. 

This is where public policy comes into it. Sound public policy requires that courts not
use their power to assist the secrecy objectives of private parties under these circumstances. 

Litigants might attempt to achieve secrecy in three ways. Two of them require a court’s 
cooperation. First, litigants can privately contract for secrecy. For example, the plaintiff can
promise to refrain from voluntay cooperation with other prospective claimants or with law
enforcement officials. (The plaintiff could not legally promise to refuse to honor a subpoena.) 
Violation of the promise might be deemed a breach of contract and subject the plaintiff to 
damages, perhaps in a liquidated sum identified in the contract itself. I have argued, in an article
to be published in the Hofstra Law Review as part of a symposium, that contractually binding 
confidentiality promises in settlement agreements may be obstruction of justice under federal
law. Stephen Gillers, “Speak No Evil: Settlement Agreements Conditioned on Non-Cooperation
Are Illegal and Unethical,” 31 Hofstra L. Rev. (2002) (forthcoming). However, nothing in 
the court’s proposed rule is aimed at or would affect these private efforts. While a court can
adopt legal ethics rules to frustrate this strategy, that is not the subject of the court’s proposal and
I will not address it here. 

Second, the parties may ask the court to “SO order” a settlement agreement containing a 
confidentiality promise. If the agreement is “SO ordered,” violation is contempt of court. A 

this as a disinccntivc to brcach. first strategy, a
private agreement, “SO ordering” requires court acquiescence. 

the parties may seek to seal a court file, which also requires the court’s 
cooperation. If the settlement agreement is part of the file, then sealing the file will also seal the 
agreement. But doing so will not insure secrecy for the agreement. It will only insure that
persons who try to inspect the file will not discover it. Nevertheless, a party may wish to seal a 
court file because it contains information that would alert others to possible claims or that could
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serve as the basis for a news story. A request to seal a court file will often be part of a broader 
strategythat includes a confidentiality agreement and “so ordering.” The several ways in which 
secrecy can be encouraged can work in tandem. 

My recommendationfor amending Rule 5.03

I suggest that the proposed amendment should be rewritten as follows: 

No scttlcment agreement will be sealed except pursuant to the procedures
described in this rule and in Ashcroft and other precedent. No document
contained in the Court file, including a settlement agreement, will be 
sealed if the document contains information that (1) reveals a significant 
risk of physical or financial injury to any person or (2) tends to prove the 
liability of any person for physical or financial injury already suffered. No 
confidentiality promise will be “so ordered” if it purports to protect such 
information.

I offer this language in lieu of the proposed amendment for several reasons. part, the 
proposal goes too far. On a proper showing, a settlement agreement should be amenable to 
sealing pursuant to Rule 5.03 and Ashcroft. For example, some settlement contain
trade secrets, purely private information, or the settlement amount. This information will not
ordinarily reveal a significant risk of future harm or tend to establish liability for harm already 
suffered. At the same time, the proposed amendment does not go far enough because it
addresses only sealing. It does not identify the circumstances under which a court will refuse to
“so order” a confidentiality promise. The rule should address these orders using the same 

Finally, the proposed amendment is inconsistent with Ashcroft because it would entirely 
exclude settlement agreements from the language of Rule 5.03. Ashcroft itself concerned a 
settlement agreement. Its standards were written with those agreements in mind. 

By citing Ashcroft and elaborating on its standards, and given the important notice 
requirements, an amended Rule 5.03 will give judges appropriate direction for evaluating 
requests to seal settlement agreements and whether to “so order” confidentiality promises. The 
rule will not be so general as to lack guidance nor so detailed as to deny a district judge
discretion in passing on these requests. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Stephen Gillers 

September 27, 2002
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Mr. Propcs:

Please find enclosed public comments to Proposed Rule 5.03 submitted by The
Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press, the National Press Club, The 
Television Directors Association, and the Society of Professional Journalists.

Thank you for your attention in this matter.
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Introduction

The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press, the National Press Club, The
Radio-Television News Directors Association, and the Society of Professional
Journalists submit these comments in response to Proposed Rule 5.03 banning
secret settlements. We urge the Judiciary to adopt this Proposed Rule without
modification. If the Judiciary decides to amend the Proposed Rule, we request the
opportunity to address these modifications and the opportunity to testify at the
public hearing if and when such a hearing is held.

The Signatories

The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press is a voluntary, unincorporated 
association established in 1970 by news editors and reporters to defend the First
Amendment and freedom of information rights of the print and broadcast media.
The Reporters Committee assists journalists by providing legal information via
a hotlinc and filing briefs in cases
media. The Committee produces several publications to inform journalists and
media lawyers about media law issues, including a quarterly magazine, The News

The Law, a bi-weekly newsletter, News Media Update, as well as several
informational guides and reports. 

Established in 1908, the National Press Club is an organization of journalists and
with 4,000 in Washington, and around the world.

Created in part to promote the ethical standards of journalists, the National Press
Club serves as a center for the advancement of professional standards and skills and
the promotion of free expression.

The Radio-Television News Directors Association, based in Washington, D.C., is
the world's largest and only professional organization devoted exclusively to
electronic journalism. RTNDA is made up of more than 3,000 news directors, news
associates, educators and students in radio, television, cable and other electronic
media in over 30 countries.

The Societyof ProfessionalJournalists is dedicated to improving and protecting
journalism. It is the nation's largest and most broad-based journalism organization, 
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dedicated to encouraging the free practice of journalism and stimulating high
standards of ethical behavior. Founded in 1909 as Sigma Delta Chi, SPJ promotes
the free flow of information vital to a well-informed citizenry; works to inspire and 
educate the next generation of journalists; and protects First Amendment guarantees
of of speech and press.

these

We have reviewed the Proposed Local Rule 5.03 and support its adoption. We
explain below why a ban on secret settlements would benefit the public and how the
Proposed Rule is consistent with the notion that the presumption of openness to
court documents should not be easily overcome.

Discussion

I. Banning secret settlements greatlybenefits the public.

A. Information containedin settlements is of vital public interest.

As secret settlements become routine, the public is left in the dark -- deprived of
vital health and safety information that could prevent needless injury, death and
suffering. Recent events, including exposing years of sexual abuse of children by
Catholic priests, injuries from medical malpractice, deaths caused by defective tires,
and suffering by victims of asbestos, beg the question: Why didn’t the public know
sooner?

In January 2002, The Boston Globe reported that over the last 10years the
Archdiocese of Boston secretly settled child molestation claims against at least 70
priests.’ Although it is difficult to identify the number of victims involved due to the 
secrecysurrounding these settlements, The Boston Globe estimates that the number of

‘Walter V.
Settlements Kept
2002.

Robinson, “Scores of Priests Involved in Sex Abuse Cases 
Scope of Issue Out of Public Eye,” BOSTON GLOBE,January 3 1,
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abuse victims exceeds After TheBoston Globe published its investigative report,
hundreds of new victims came forward and reports across the country surfaced of
priests’ sexual abuse and 

Because these settlements were secret, the public had no way of knowing that sexual
abuse of children by priests was a national problem. Even judges and attorneys who 
handled these cases were unaware of the extent of the harm and may have
reconsidered permitting settlements.

“If I had been aware of how widespread this issue was, I might have had a very
different reaction to it [sealing the case.],”Superior CourtJudge Margot Botsford
told The Boston Globe regarding her 1995 order sealing the records of a clergy sex
abuse case in Suffolk County, Massachusetts.

Because the use of secret settlements was routine, it took years before the public
knew of the numerous accounts of sexual abuse of children by priests. By then,
many more children suffered a t the hands of priests.

Even high-ranking priests who were aware of these secret settlements acknowledge 
that secrecy allowed abuse of children to continue.

“Ultimately,there is nothing to be gained by secrecy except avoidance of scandal,”
wrote Roman Catholic Cardinal William Keeler of in a letter to
registered families of his archdiocese. “And rather than shrinking from this scandal -
- which too often,has allowed it to continue -- we must address it with humble
contrition, righteous anger and public outrage. Telling the truth cannot be wrong.”

Id.

Walter V. Robinson, “Hundreds Now Claim Priest Abuse Lawyers Report
Flood of Alleged New Victims,” BOSTON GLOBE, February 24,2002; Brooks
Egerton and Reese “Bishops’Record in Cases of Accused Priests,” DALLAS
MORNINGNEWS, June 12,2002 (reporting accusations of pedophilia, sexual abuse
or harassment by priests in 41 states).

Walter V. Robinson and Pfeiffer, “Priest Abuse Cases Sealed by
Judges,” BOSTON GLOBE, February 16,2002.
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On September 25,2002, Cardinal Keeler disclosed that in the last 20 years, the
Baltimore Archdiocese and its insurance carriers have spent $4.1 million on
settlements paid to victim-survivors and more than 1.5 million for living expenses, 
psychiatric and medical treatment for suspended priests, counseling for victim-
survivors, and legal expenses for accused priests.

As Laurence E. Hardoon, a Boston attorney who represents victims of clergy sex
noted, “ T f we had any inkling nf the magnitude nf harm that was

out there, maybe we, as a joint group of plaintiff lawyers, would have tried to
encourage our clients to be outspoken in many cases. It is hard not to look back and
say the greater good would really have been served by the lack of secrecy earlier

Secret settlements not only hide child abuse, they hide defects in numerous well-
known products. A survey of news databases reveals that over the years secret
settlements have concealed hundreds of injuries and deaths caused by the following
products:

Asbestos
Dow Corning silicone gel breast implants 
Dalkon Shield intra-uterine device
DES synthetic estrogen 
Firestone tires 
Ford pick-up trucks
General Motors trucks (with side-saddle gas tanks)
Halcion anti-anxietydrug
Miracle Recreation Merry-go-Round
Pfizer heart valve
Prozac antidepressant 
Zomax painkiller 

Manufacturers of all of these products have benefitted from secret settlements, while 
the public suffered. For example, in 1933, the Johns-Manville Co. secretly settled a 

Pfeiffer, “Critical Eye Cast on Sex Abuse Lawyers Confidentiality,
Large Settlements Are Questioned,” BOSTON GLOBE,June 3,2002.
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case brought by 11 employees for asbestos related According to a report by
the Coalition for Consumer Rights, this secret settlement was not disclosed until 40
years later. During this time, thousands of workers contracted respiratory diseases as
a result of asbestos. Had the public been aware of the original 1933 suit, it could
have been alerted to the dangers surrounding asbestos sooner.

More recently, the public learned of secret agreements between the Ford
Mntnr and the victims of defective Firestone tires. 
The National Highway Traffic SafetyAdministration estimates that Firestone tires
caused more than 100 deaths and Even though approximately 100
lawsuits were filed over 10years, until recently, the public was in the dark about
the dangers posed by these defective tire. Meanwhile, lives were lost.

As former Texas Supreme CourtJustice Lloyd Doggett noted, “Ithink there are
lives being lost every week in America, due to hazardous products and hazardous
activities, as a result of secrecy agreements.”’

Even the size of the settlement is critical understanding of risk to the
public. Often corporations will settle cases for relatively small amounts of money in
order to avoid the cost of litigation. However, the larger the settlement payment,
the more likely the corporation perceives itself at risk for liability. The public can
thereby discern the severityof the risk posed by a particular product. 

The Proposed Local Rule enables journalists to alert the public to possible safety 
and heath risks posed by consumer products or organizations - information that the
public has a right to know.

Coalition for Consumer Rights, “Secrets that Kill: Dangers Buried in the
Courthouse,”March 2000.

Ken Paulson, “Inside First Amendment: Secret Settlements Undermine
Public Safety,”Gannett News Service,August 26,2002.

Bob Van Voris and Matt Fleischer, “Critics: Sealed Tire Deals Can Kill But
Clients’ Needs Require Them, Trial Lawyers Say,” NATIONAL LAW

September 25,2000.



. . . . . 

B. Secret settlements are used as an bargaining chip that
deprives the public of crucial information.

The secrecy of settlement agreements is bought and sold a t the expense of the
public. Sometimes referred to as “hush money,” plaintiffs are often pressured into
agreeing to secrecy as a condition of settlement.

“I’m ashamed I took their money now I should have gone and reported it to the
police or filed a lawsuit and called a press conference to announce it. If we had done
that, this problem would have been exposed long ago,” said Ray Sinibaldiwho was
abused by a priest more than 30 years

Plaintiffs’ and victims thcmsclvcs arc torn bctwccn obtaining
largest settlement possible and exposing these public threats. By banning secret
settlements, defendants could not sell secrecy as a condition of settlement.

The proposed local rule is consistent with the notion that the
presumption of openness should not be easily overcome.

A. Current supports open access to settlements.

presumptive right of access to judicial proceedings and records is beyond
dispute. v. 7 3 3 1059, 1066 (3d Cir. 1984).As the
Supreme Court noted, many centuries, both civil and criminal trials have
traditionally been open to the public. As early as 1685, SirJohn Hawles commented 
that open proceedings were necessary so ‘thatthe truth may be discovered in civil as

criminal matters.’”Gannett Co. 443 U.S. 368, 386, n. 15 (1979).
Open access to settlement agreements provides greater assurance that public will
discover when defendants may be exposing the public to harm and encourages 
discussion of public affairs. In addition to promoting heightened public awareness,

of settlement documents serves as a check on the integrity of the
judicial process.” Bank Nat. Savings v.Hotel

Walter V. Robinson, “Scores of Priests Involved in Sex Abuse Cases 
Settlements Kept Scope of Issue Out of Public Eye,” BOSTON GLOBE,January 3 1,
2002.
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800 339, 345 (3rd Cir. 1986).

The Proposed Local Rule banning secret settlements is consistent with current law
establishing a presumptive right of access to court documents of all types. See,

v. 435 U.S. 589 (1978) (finding a common law
right of access to judicial records); Republic of Phil. v.

653 (3d Cir. 1991) (right of access to trial records); Globe Newspaper Co. v.
497 (1st Cir. 1989)(right of access to trial records); 7 3 3

at 1066-67 (common law right of access extends to “civil trial and records”);
v.New YorkerMagazine, 846 249,253 (4th Cir. 1988) (right of

access to documents filed with a summary judgment motion); Anderson v.
805 1 (1st Cir. 1986) (stating that there is a long-standing presumption in the
common law that public may judicial U.S.

705 1143 (9th Cir. a First Amendment right of access
to court records); Williamson Tobacco Co. v. Federal Trade 710
1165 (6th Cir. denied, 465 U.S. 1100 (1984) (noting a First Amendment
and common law right of access); United States v. re Nat‘l Broadcasting
635 945 Cir. 1980) (strong presumption of a right of access); Globe
Newspaper Co. v. 819 F. Supp. 89 (D. Mass. 1993) (right of access to court
record indexing system). 

Courts have also extended this presumptive right of access to unseal secret 
settlement agreements. See Hotel Rittenhouse, 800 a t 346 (granting motion to 
unseal settlement agreement between bank and developer); Vincent’sHosp.

1989 205624 (D.S.C. 11, 1989)(granting
application to unseal settlement agreement and documents in case involving hospital
and the Secretary of Health and Human Services); Boone v. 79 603

1999) (unsealing settlement agreement in back pay dispute under the Fair
Labor Standards Act where “federal common law and Virginia common law and
public policy support disclosure of settlement agreements approved by courts”);In re
Johnson, 598 406 (Ill. App. 1992) (holding “the right of access extends to the
documents filed with the court, including settlement agreement in the dissolution
case”). The Proposed Rule codifies this presumption of open access to court
documents and prevents secrecy in an institution historically open to public view.



B. Most of the arguments used to defend secret settlementsdo not
heavily outweigh the public’sinterest in access.

1. Privacy interests and the parties consent to secrecy are
insufficient to overcome the presumption of openness.

Parties seeking secret settlements often claim their civil dispute is a “private matter.” 
favoring interests that a r e

independent of the parties’ status as private persons.” v.Edson, 409
417,422 App. 1987) (unsealing settlement agreement between minor patients
and medical personnel involving sexual and psychological abuse). 

When a private party commences a civil suit in a forum that is traditionally open to
the public, any expectation of privacy is diminished. Id. By filing suit in a public
form, private parties acknowledge that private remedies have not worked. Once
parties request the full power of the state to assist them in resolving their dispute,
the process is no longer a private matter and open access is required.

The parties’ simple desire to make their suit private by agreement never rises to the
heightened interest necessary to overcome the presumption of openness. See, In

598 a t 411 (“The parties’ desire and agreement that the court
records were to be sealed falls far short of outweighing the public’s right of access to
the files. . . .Courts cannot honor such requests without seriously undermining the
tradition of an open judicial system.”). The Proposed Rule strengthens the
presumption of open access and prevents parties contracting out of this
common law right.

2. Promoting settlements is insufficient to overcome the
presumption of openness.

Claims that secret settlements promote increased settlements is speculative at best.
Edson, 409 at 423. If parties enter into secret settlements to avoid publicity,
these same parties will again seek to settle cases to avoid the publicity surrounding a
lengthy trial. This “general interest in encouraging settlement” is not enough to
overcome the presumption of openness. Hotel 800 F. 2d at 346.
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Even assuming that secret settlements encourage the quick resolution of cases and
free court dockets, as one court held, cannot permit the expediency of the
moment to overturn centuries of tradition of open access to court documents and 
orders.” Id. a t 345. The public’sinterest in the preservation of open access to the
judicial system greatly outweighs any general claims of efficiency.

Open access is vital due the nature the federal judiciary and 
necessaryto instill confidence in the judicial process.

Maintaining the presumption of openness regarding judicial records is particularly
important given the institutional nature of the judiciary itself. Openness is necessary
for both the peace of mind of the public a t large and the sanctity of our judicial
system. When secret settlements occur under the auspices of the court, the judiciary
contributes to the cloak of secrecy that conceals health and safety risks from the
public. This gives the appearance that courts prefer to shield defendants from public
scrutiny rather than alert the public to life-threatening harm, abuse or injury. The

Rule banning secret settlements would increase confidence in the judiciary
as courts would no longer be able to assist defendants in hiding their actions from
public view.

Conclusion

We greatly appreciate the Judiciary’s consideration of these Comments and
respectfully request that the Judiciary adopt Proposed Rule 5.03 to protect the
public, promote open access to the court documents, and preserve the integrity of
the judicial system. 



Respectfully submitted,

Lucy Dalglish, Esq.
Gregg Leslie, Esq.
Sara Thacker, Esq.
The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press
1815 N. Fort Myer Drive, Suite 900
Arlington, VA 2 2 2 09

Counsel for The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press
(703) 807-2100

John Aubuchon, President
National Press Club
529 14th Street
Washington, DC 20045
(202) 662-7 500

Kathleen Kirby, Esq.
Wiley, Rein Fielding
1776K Street
Washington, DC 20006

Counsel for The Radio-Television News Directors Association
(202) 719-3360

Bruce W. Sanford, Esq.
Robert D. Lystad, Esq.
Bruce D. Brown, Esq.
Baker Hostetler LLP
1050 Connecticut Avenue Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20036

Counsel for Society of Professional Journalists 
(202) 861-1500

September 27,2002
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Center for Applied Legal Ethics School of Law

San Francisco,
TEL

September 26,2002

Larry W. Propes
Clerk of Court

District Court
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, SC

Re: Comment on proposed local rule 5.03

Dear Mr. Propes: 

I am Director of our law school’s Center for Applied Legal Ethics. I have a particular
interest in the issue of secret settlements, and have written several papers and spoken at several 
conferences about this subject. Those matters are referenced on an attachment to this letter. 

South Carolina’s federal judges have taken a courageous first step by moving to ban
secret settlements in their courts. They should be accorded credit not just for proposing the rule
but for the forthright comments of Chief Judge Joseph F. Anderson Jr. and for raising the 
consciousness of other courts, attorneys, and the press on this important issue. Already, the
Florida federal court has responded in kind.

Unfortunately, however, the proposed court rule is just a first step. It stops well short of
including the vast majority of settlements and the vast majority of “secretized”information.

Chief Judge Anderson was right when he wrote that “arguably, some lives were lost 
because judges signed agreements
their attorneys sign secrecy agreements that don’t require court approval. In most cases,
approval is neither required nor sought. 

many lives are when the parties and

Agreements settling lawsuits often involve returning all documents obtained through the
legal discovery process. Thus, the “smoking gun,”whether it concerns a tire, toxic dump, or
pedophile, is buried while more people get hurt. The courts are still involved, because they
oversee the discovery process. Without an open discovery fight, however, these private 
agreements fly beneath the court’s radar. 

Moreover, it is most important for courts to prevent not merely the “secretization” of the
settlement, but of the discovery that led to that settlement. It is that vital information that tells
others what is truly going on.

Opponents of openness claim that cases wouldn’t settle without secrecy. There is no
evidence for this proposition. In three judicial seminars I have been privileged to speak at on this
subject, I did not find a single judge who believed cases would not settle. The amount of
settlement may be lower, but only because no premium is paid for silence.

JesuitEducationSince



Larry W. Propes September 26,2002

While underinclusive in this important procedural aspect, the rule if expanded to 
include all information from all settlements would be overinclusive if not limited in some way
to matters concerning the public interest. Where this line should be drawn the public health 
and safety vs. a broader public interest including financial and fiscal fraud in these post-Enron
times is of course up chis

I have enclosed for the court’s convenience an article I wrote specifically for judges at the 
2000 Pound Institute national forum. It more fully sets forth my views subject.
I would be more than happy to be contacted by you if I can be of any further assistance on this
extremely important issue. I am best reached at 415-864-5959 or by zitrinr@usfca.edu.
Again, I commend the court for its vision and

Applied Legal Ethics 
Professor of Law



Prof. Richard Zitrin - re secret settlements - page 1

WRITINGS on SECRET SETTLEMENTS

Book Chapters

Legal Ethics in the Practice of Law, Second Edition, Problem 24, pp. 626-633 on secret settlment issues 
2002)

The Moral Compass of the American Lawyer, Chapter 9, “Keeping it Secret, Or What You Don’t Know Can
Hurt You, House 1999) 

Art c1e

Time to End the Secrecy, Francisco Chronicle, August 21,2001

Lawyers Secrets About Public Harm, Professional Lawyer, American Bar Summer 2UU

The Fault Lies with the Ethics Rules, National Law Journal, July 6,2001

Overcoming Secrecy With Judicial Power, November 2000

Judges Can and Should Do About Secrecy Courts, Pound Institute, July 2000

It’s Time to Question How Our Legal System Can Afford to Allow Secret Settlements C. Langford), Voir 
American Board of Trial Advocates, Spring 2000 

The Case Against Secret Settlements (Or What You Don ’tKnow Can Hurt You), 2 J. for Study of Legal
Ethics 1 1 ( 1 999)

Hide and Secrets C. Langford) “TheMoral Compass’’ column for Law News Network on-line magazine 
and American Lawyer Media dailies, April 1999

Hide and Secrets C . Langford) “The Moral Compass” column for Law News Network on-line magazine and
American Lawyer Media dailies, March 1999 

SPEAKING on SECRET SETTLEMENTS

Speaker, Class action ethics and secrecy agreements, Louisiana Judicial College, December 2001

Panelist, New rules on sealing documents and discovery, Bar Association of San November

Speaker and Panelist, Secrecy in the courts, Society of Professional Journalists national conference, 
Seattle, October 2001

Speaker, Why secrecy in the courts is a judicial ethics issue, ABA continuing education conference for state
appellate judges, Vancouver, B.C., July 2001 

Presenter, Open courts with sealed files -- secrecy’s impact on American justice: What judges
can and should do about secrecy in the courts, The Roscoe Pound Institute Annual Forum for State 
Court Judges, Chicago, July 2000



Prof. Richard - re secret settlements - page 2

Speaker, ABA Ethics 2000: Lawyers’ duties to society vs. lawyers; duties to clients, State Bar of California
Fourth Annual Statewide Ethics Symposium, June 2000

Plenary session: Settlement and litigation secrets: the ethical boundaries, American 
Bar Association Center for Professional Responsibility National Conference, Montreal, May 1998

Speaker, Secret settlements: what you don’t know can hurt you, Hofstra University 2nd National Ethics 
Conference, April 1998



Open Courts with Sealed Files: Secrecy’s Impact on American Justice

What Judges Can and Should Do About Secrecy in the Courts

Richard A.

I. Introductory Issues and

The purpose of this paper is to augment and complement rather than duplicate Professor
work. Accordingly, I will attempt to minimize revisiting both her overview of the issues 

and her review of specific law in the area. I will focus instead, in essay format, on what choices 
are available to judges as they deal with a variety of issues relating to secrecy in the courts, as
well as what suggestions I have for the choices courts and judges should make in addressing
secrecy vs. openness.

A. Perspective

Because I intend to be prescriptive (or perhaps more accurately “suggestive,”since it is
those in my audience who wield the gavels while I -- as any lawyer appearing before members 
of the bench have only words), I must confess my biases before going further. First, I believe
in “sunshinein litigation” and openness of both court records and discovery. I reason that
arguments about the privacy of disputes should generally be outweighed by the public’s right to 
know. Some have strongly argued that civil courts exist to serve “private parties bringing a 
private dispute.”’ I believe, however, that even if the dispute began as a private one, once the 
courts are involved it is at most a private dispute in publicforum.The public nature of the
forum is, to me, generally more compelling than what once was the private nature of the dispute.
I suppose this me, Professor a

Second, although I have been a trial lawyer since my bar admission, I come to my
not primarily from the perspective of a litigator with either a plaintiffs’ or defense

perspective, but rather from my involvement in the field of legal ethics. Having evaluated what 
is and what I believe should be the ethical behavior of lawyers, and after seeing my views evolve 
substantially over more than two decades in the field, I have come to believe that the traditional 
model of the who does everything within the bounds of the law for his or her
client almost without regard to consequences, is both inappropriate and unnecessary to being an 
excellent lawyer.

Yet, those lawyers whether for plaintiffs or the defense who might otherwise agree 
with this perspective too often feel they have no choice but to accept and even argue for secrecy.
Because the rules of ethics generally (with narrow exceptions) require putting the interests of the
client ahead of those of society, lawyers are bound to settle cases in ways that serve the needs of
specific clients even if they potentially harm the interests of society as a whole. Unless counsel 
are operating in one of the very few states with strong “sunshine in litigation” laws (and 
sometimes even then, see they may feel that there is little that can be done when the 
defendant demands, and the plaintiff accepts, secrecy as a condition of obtaining information or

‘Arthur R. Miller, Protect ive Orders, and P u b l i c
Access t o t h e Cour t s , “ 105 Harvard Law Review 427 (1991)

What Can and Do About in Courts A. 1



resolving a case. 

Accordingly, in 1998, I proposed a new ethics rule that would prohibit lawyers from 
or the availability to the public of information that the lawyer

reasonably believes directly concerns a substantial danger to the public health or 
Such an ethics rule would give counsel an opportunity (and, indeed, require them) to take the
high road of openness, notwithstanding the needs individual clients. 

One assumption made drafting this rule was that courts had little power, inclination, or
resources to the facts behind stipulations entered into by all counsel, much less the
many agreements about secrecy that routinely outside the court’s field of vision. I
understand, of course, that most judges are ordinarily loathe to interfere with agreements made
by counsel, particularly those that occur outside their purview. Nevertheless, having been asked
to examine what courts might themselves do in the interests of openness, I have come to believe
that judges have several viable, even reasonably practical, alternatives.

B. Practical Limitations on What ourts A re Able to Do

It would be foolish to comment on what courts can and should do about openness and
secrecy without recognizing the limitations some -- perhaps most --judges face in dealing with
anything beyond the everyday business on their dockets. Resources available to courts in
general and trial courts in particular vary widely from state to state, even from venue to venue
within states. Among these variations (there are undoubtedly many others) are:

* the availability of research attorneys and/or law students and the extent to which
research can be done on line;

* the extent to which the court can utilize magistrates, commissioners, special masters, or
“private

* the extent of both system-wideand individual case and calendar management 
problems, including the extent of overall court backlog and length of each court’s docket; and

* whether courts are segregated into issue-specific departments or at least have separate 
criminal and civil departments.

These limits on resources present a particular problem to courts concerned with openness 
and secrecy. Since much of what occurs that affects openness happens outside the court’s
ordinary purview,see taking the time to examine these occurrences almost certainly means
extra time and work for both the judge and his or her staff beyond the ordinary functions of the
court. Given the press of ordinary court business, this can be a daunting obstacle. 

C. Two Imp ortant Variables: The Involvement of the Court and the Agreement of Counsel

proposed rule, originally presented at Hofstra University’s 
symposium “Legal Access to Justice,” was published at 2 Hofstra

Stud. Leg. Eth. 115 (1999). The text of the proposed rule is attached 
hereto as Appendix A.
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One can divide issues of openness and secrecy in two broad, general categories: those 
that involve lawyers interacting with the bench, and those that do not. This is undoubtedly an
oversimplification, but one that I believe is useful to look at this issue from the point of view of
the judge. That is because there will be a considerable difference in the allocation of judicial
resources depending on whether or not the court is already involved in the substantive issue. 

Court Among others, the following matters that commonly require court 
involvement may raise the issue of openness vs. secrecy:

motions to compel discovery and for sanctions for discovery failures; 
* protective orders; 

rulings about privilege, including attorney-clientand work product; 
* requests or motions to seal documents or testimony;
* motions in and other motions affecting trial evidence; 
* motions to compromise claims where the court’s approval is necessary minors,

* stipulations regarding any of the above; 
* stipulations regarding post-trial settlement (including waivers of motions for new trial 

bankruptcy, probate, class actions, etc.)

or appeal, stipulated reversals of judgment, etc.)

It is obvious that the extent of judicial resources necessary to deal with any of these
matters will depend directly on whether the parties come to the court in dispute or in agreement. 
For the most part, the court’s decision or series of decisions is required where the parties are in 
dispute, while if the parties agree or stipulate, all they seek is the court’s ratification. It is much
easier -- and far less time-consuming and resource-intensive-- to sign a stipulation and order
than to make a decision on the merits. But while the judicial resources needed to decide the
substance of the disputed matter may be vastly greater than the resources needed to ratify a 
stipulation, the issues concerning secrecy and openness may be identical. A court that elects to 
make an inquiry, about the validity of such a stipulation will usually be engaged in a
time-consuming, resource-intensive process that it could have avoided.

urt ‘‘Uninvolved Jurisdictions vary in the extent to which they require, or even 
permit, lawyers to make the court aware of their progress in litigation, both procedurally and
substantively. In the last generation, the interests of judicial economy, the of precious
court resources, the effect of technology, and the institution of “meetand confer” requirements 
and the like have materially diminished courts’ record-keeping about cases -- and issues within
cases resolved outside the courthouse To the extent that document production 
requests, for example, are no longer even filed with a court unless there is a dispute, a court’s 
ability itself with a particular case, even if wanted to, is considerably less than it
was a generation ago.

Nevertheless, many matters beyond the court’s purview or knowledge may have an
important impact on the question of openness vs. secrecy. Most of these relate to how discovery 

interrogatories, deposition testimony, and perhaps most significantly, document production --
is handled by the parties. In exchange for discovery, there may be private agreements to return
documents or not disseminate deposition transcripts. In exchange for settlement, there may be 
these and other requirements to maintain a veil of silence. If these agreements do not require
judicial intervention or even ratification, courts will ordinarily never of

What Can and Should Do About Sccrccy in Courts Richard A. 3



In light of the foregoing, in discussing what courts can and should do, I have broken
down the analysis into three general areas: (1) where the court is involved and the parties
disagree; (2) where the court is involved and the parties agree; and (3) where the court is 
ordinarily not involved at all.

What Can CourtsDo? What OptionsAre Available to Judges?

To an extent, the options available to some judges will be significantly affected by the
laws in each jurisdiction. Civil procedure rules and statutes may be as important, or more 
important, than anti-secrecy measures. For example, the standards orders
significantly among jurisdictions. 

A. the Status Ouo. or a "Hands Off Policv

( 1 ) Bench involved, parties disagree. Most judges favoring a "hands off" approach will 
resolve contested issues presented to them in relatively traditional ways. For example, protective
orders are likely to be viewed more broadly, seen as a way to move the of discovery
along in a manner that avoids costly court fights and may enhance the chances of settlement.

(2)Bench involved, parties agree, Traditionally, most courts have taken the view that so
long as the parties agree, on discovery, they have neither the time nor inclination to 
interfere. There are sound public policy reasons for this, most courts' limited resources
and the difficulty if not impossibility of reevaluating the merits of matters already agreed on.
Judges who take this view are most likely to accept the stipulations offered by counsel, including 
those that limit access to discovery by persons not involved in the litigation.

The only likely significant limitation on courts with a "hands off" policy is a particular 
jurisdiction's "sunshine in litigation"requirement that would limit the court's ability to accept
secrecy. Currently, only a few jurisdictions have requirements that are strong enough to either
preclude courts from ratifying what they choose to, or create clear presumptions of openness that
can only be overcome by specific showings of

(3 )Bench not involved. Courts would not inquire into the private agreements among the
parties and their counsel respecting limitations on disseminating information, Even in states 
with the broadest "sunshine in approaches, there exists no affirmative duty on the part
of courts to make inquiries sponte into parties' agreements made outside of court.

(1) Bench involved, parties disagree. As part of the decision-makingprocess, these 
courts would evaluate the extent to which secrecy is a necessary or appropriate condition of

Texas Rule of C i v i l Procedure which requires not only
that  the presumption of openness has been overcome, but that there is less
r e s t r i c t i v e means" than allowing secrecy. See, also , Florida Statute 69.081

i n Lit igat ion Act"); Washington Revised Code, 4 .24 .601 and
4.24 .611 , and ( C a l i f . ) County Local Superior Court Rule 7 . 1 9
requiring a "particularized showing'' as to each document involved.
proposed Code of Civ. Proc. S2-1306 i s very similar t o the Florida statute .

Illinois's
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resolution of the dispute. This evaluation could include making active inquiry to the parties,
through counsel, regarding the extent to which secrecy is actually appropriate, rather than merely 
desired. Courts acting this way will, for example, tend to regard claims of trade secrets, work
product, or other reasons for protective orders with some degree of skepticism. 

Courts evaluating the showing made in support of such claims will decide on the merits,
rather than grantingpro acceptance of such orders (or other secrecy devices) as the path of
least resistance to resolving contested issues. Such courts will also be more inclined to consider
remedies for inappropriate efforts at secrecy, including discovery sanctions.

(2) Bench involved, parties agree. Notwithstanding the agreement of the parties, some
courts would be interested in making an independent evaluation of the legitimacy of the
proposed agreement, at least to the extent it information or issues related to the
litigation. This means that instead of merely accepting the stipulations of the parties, these 
courts would require an actual showing that the limitations on access or dissemination of
information are actually warranted under the circumstances.

Although stipulations for protective orders may be the most common form of proposed
agreement, there are many others, including stipulations regarding privilege or a privilege log,
post-judgment stipulations including stipulated reversals or vacatur, and various agreements 
relating to case settlement, from filings under seal where court approval is necessary to
stipulations to change the name of the parties so that they would be unrecognizable to anyone
going to the court file to examine the 

( 3 ) Bench not involved. Many (and likely most) courts, including those that may have a
substantial interest in making inquiries about the necessity for secrecy in matters that come
before them, will nevertheless be unlikely to create inquiry into matters resolved by the parties
and counsel outside their purview. In federal court, or where state and local judicial rules 
permit, courts may have options available such as standing orders that require counsel to inform 
them when agreements involving secrecy are entered.' In reality, of course, such orders may be
problematic: difficult to implement from a point of view, and even more difficult to
enforce. The principal effect of such standing orders may be to enable counsel from one 
side to point to the order as the reason why a secrecy agreement must be refused.

I know of no reported cases directly addressing the propriety of such
name change stipulations, but during the course of research for chapter 9 of
The Moral Compass o f the American Lawyer (Ballantine, we learned 
anecdotally of several such circumstances involving professionals who did not 
want their names sullied by being found in the court record and conditioned
settlement on such 'sanitization." Two of these instances are personally
known to us, though the attendant umbrella of confidentiality makes it
impossible to cite to them. Indeed, the very nature of the attendant
confidentiality makea such name-change situations extremely difficult to
uncover, as anyone connected with the matter who disclosed information would
be breaching a confidentiality order or agreement. 

4

have become aware anecdotally of such orders, including a few in
Northern California. To my knowledge, no study of such orders has been 
conducted.
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(1) Bench involved, parties agree or disagree. Courts can take the "evaluative"process a
step further by presuming, as do those states with strong "sunshine in litigation" standards, that
openness will be the order of the day unless there is a specific, particularized showing of the
necessity for secrecy. In addition to skepticism about the reasons for secrecy, this presumption 
would generally be based in part on a public policy perspective that information likely to
materially affect the public welfare should be available to the general public. If this
presumption" were uniformly applied, it would operate for all matters involving the courts,
whether the were dispute

This presumption of openness could apply to all those matters involving the court that are
listed in part above. On the appellate level, this could include both stipulated reversals6 and
the somewhat in a few states of "depublishing" opinions -- particularly
controversial and potentially erroneous ones to avoid having them stand as precedent.' Both
standing orders and case-specific orders could be used. Orders, even if broad, would 
certainly be enforceable; almost all courts have recourse to a variety of sanctions, including 
monetary and issue sanctions and contempt powers, to enforce their orders.

(2)Bench uninvolved. Obviously, judges have a limited ability to monitor the activities
of parties whose secrecy agreements or understandings are never before the court. This is 
particularly true on a case-by-case, or microcosmic level, Moreover, even among states with
sunshine in litigation laws that favor openness8 only Texas specifically deals with "discovery, not 
filed of and only Florida, arguably, has language sufficiently broad to cover discovery 
and other matters not filed with the Accordingly, outside of the possibility of the
standing orders referred to above, there is little judges in the vast majority of states can do on a
case-by-case level.

( 3 )Macrocosmic solutions. There is, however, a great deal courts can do, even when a

Neary V . Regents of Of C a l i f o r n i a , 3 273
(1992).

California Rules of Court 976-979, especially Rule 979.

it is beyond the scope of this paper, it is worth noting briefly
that some of the measures described as "favoring openness" or "anti-secrecy"
may actually foster secrecy, either by ratifying exceptions to openness such
as the traditional broad definition of what is appropriate for protective 
orders (including "annoyance," and see, New Jersey Rule 
of Court 4-10.3 and New York Rule or by seeming to actually favor a
presumption or secrecy, see, Mass. or Impoundment

Rule (c).

""Any portion of any agreement or contract which has the purpose or
effect of concealing a public hazard...." Fla. Stat. Note the
contrast with the language of Wash, Code S4.24.611, limiting the agreement to
those "settling, concluding, or terminating" a relevant claim. The proposed
Illinois statute has language similar to Florida's on this question.
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. . . . .

particular case’s secrecy issues are not before them, if they choose to look at the larger
landscape. Here are some of the most important possibilities:

They can implement court rules, locally and statewide, that actively promote openness.
If they choose, such rules can include a bar on secrecy even for those matters, like much
discovery, that are part of a case but not filed or lodged with the court. 

They can adopt a scheme of sanctions or discipline for those lawyers who don’t abide by
such court rules. With the cooperation of the state’s disciplinary authorities, they can develop 
ethical requirements for attorneys along as proposal suggested in A.

Both trial and appellate courts can adopt policies of openness with respect to their own
proceedings. For trial courts, these might include revisiting and revising broad definitions
currently considered adequate justification for protective orders, sealing documents, and the like.
For appellate courts, these might include reexamining and revising the rules on unpublished 
opinions, partial publication, and depublication. Appellate courts could also examine the
informal or semi-formal practice in many states of avoiding mentioning the names of certain
offending attorneys or others when a written opinion is issued. Although this practice appears
most common opinions about prosecutors found to have committed misconduct,” other 
sanitizations also occur.

Conclusion
What CourtsShould Do: The Case For Openness

It will surprise no one that I believe courts should do what they can by taking the 
proactive” approaches I have described immediately above. The suggested “macro” solutions 
can reach the four corners of civil cases, whether before the courts or not, For the most part they 
can he implemented by a cooperative effort among members of the bench, with input from 
lawyers and other interested persons. Some practices, like sanitizing or depublishing court 
opinions, may be within the power of individual courts to change, Those solutions that relate to
cases where the court is directly involved are easier to deal with case by case and court by court.
But it is apparent that the resources of a proactive court will surely be taxed, particularly where
the parties agree and the court declines to accept that agreement without examination. 

In addition to those perspectives with which I began this paper, there are three important
additional reasons why courts should favor openness. The first relates to the claim of Professor
Arthur R. Miller and others that there exists only evidence,” or what Miller calls 

that secrecy has prevented the public from on issues of
health and safety. It is true, of course, that allegations in a lawsuit even an jury
verdict don’t prove anything. But there is no evidence that openness actually encourages 
frivolous lawsuits. More significantly, an examination of specific cases shows that many were 

See, f o r example, the informal survey of t h i s i s sue undertaken by
journa l i s t Edward i n Mean Jus t ice (Simon Schuster, 1998) .
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far more than mere "anecdotes," several involving products that were eventually removed from
the Moreover, even if legal and scientific experts argue whether something is truly
dangerous, this argument begs the more fundamental question: Does the public have a right to
know what the risks are -- and what the evidence is?

Second, while there have been numerous claims that secrecy is necessary for settlement,
these claims do not appear to have even strong "anecdotal"support. I know of no studies
demonstrating this, nor of any such claims from the states with the strongest anti-secrecy laws. 

Third, I believe that one of the natural consequences of permitting secrecy is to foster the 
art of lying to or misleading the court. Perhaps the best example of this is the Fentress case,
which I hope to discuss in my oral remarks, in which the Kentucky Supreme Court found that
lawyers who engaged in an ongoing trial after a secret settlement had already been reached
showed "a serious lack of candor with the trial court, and there may have been deception, bad
faith conduct, abuse of the judicial or perhaps even

C. One Judge Can Make a Difference

Faced with limited resources and time, no judge can take on the job of "secrecy cop"
lightly. Nevertheless, it seems there have increasingly been instances in which a single jurist 
acted alone in a way that helped maintain openness in our courts. I close with the brief mention 
of three such examples, which I hope to address more fully in my oral remarks.

In early 1995, Kentucky judge John Potter, suspicious of the actions of the lawyers in the
aforementioned Fentresscase, changed his minute order on his own motion from recording a 
dismissal after verdict to 'dismissed as settled." This act set off a controversy that resulted in the 
discovery that the 28-plaintiff case had indeed been settled, though the judge was never told.

In December 1997, California appeals court justice J. Anthony filed a dissent in
which he said that "as a matter of conscience,"he would refuse to follow the California Supreme 
Court's decision allowing stipulated reversals of court judgments as a condition of case

Although Kline wrote that he would obey a direct order to implement a stipulated

is no space here to document what Carol M. Langford and I have
articulated elsewhere on several previous occasions. See, The Moral
Compass of t h e American Lawyer, supra, note Chapter 9, and, most recently,
"It Is Time to Question How Our Legal System Can Afford to Allow Secret
Settlements," 7 V o i r Dire No. 1, at 12 (Spring 2000). Among the
examples of secrecy involving what appear to be circumstances of clear
potential danger were the drugs Halcion and the Shiley heart valve, 
Dalkon Shield intrauterine device, and General side-mounted gas tanks.
(Note that such dangers are not limited to products, but include environmental 
toxins, serial child molesters, and other circumstances.) 

v . Eli Co., 926 449 (Ky. 1996). We have 
commented on Fentress at length elsewhere (see note 12.)

Morrow Hood Communications, Inc., 59 924 (1997). Kline 14

was commenting on the Neary case, supra, note 6. His interesting defense of
his dissent can be found in C a l i f o r n i a Lawyer, September 1998, at 25.
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reversal, he nevertheless was accused by the state's Commission on Judicial Performance of
"willful misconduct in office [and] conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice." The
case created a political as well as front page news and lead editorials. A year and a
half later, the charges against were dismissed, but stipulated reversals remain.

Finally, the tobacco industry's wall of secrecy crumbled in April 1998when the House
CommcrccCommitteeopened its files and unsealed documents after the Supreme Court 
refused to overturn judge Kenneth J. broad December 1997 disclosure order in
Minnesota's suit against the industry. But much of the most explosive and documents,
including of the Council for Tobacco Research's so-called "special projects" unit,
supervised and run by lawyers in order to use the attorney-client privilege, had already been
disclosed in 1992in a published opinion written by federal judge H. Sarokin's
opinion, overruling many of the tobacco companies' privilege claims, was reversed and he 
himself was removed from the case. But the opinion remained, providing the outlines of a road
map for those, including many states' attorneys general, to use in the years that followed, 

The architect of Texas Rule Texas Supreme Court Justice Lloyd Doggett, now a
congressman, is anotherjudge who made a difference. As he put it, "To close a court to public 
scrutiny of the proceedings is to shut off the light of the

APPENDIX A

ABA MODEL RULE 3.2 EXPEDITING LITIGATIONAND
(A)A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to expedite litigation consistent with the

interests of the client.

A lawyer shall not participate in offering or making an agreement, whether in 
connection a lawsuit or toprevent or to the public of

the lawyer reasonably believes directly concerns a substantial danger to
public or safety, or to or safety of anyparticular

Comment
1. Dilatory practices bring the administration of justice into disrepute. Delay should not be

indulged merely for the convenience of the advocates, or for the purpose of frustrating an
opposing party's attempt to obtain rightful redress or repose. It is not a justification that

conduct is often tolerated by the bench and bar. The question is whether a
competent lawyer acting in good faith would regard the course of action as having some 
substantialpurpose other than delay. Realizing financial or other benefit from otherwise 
improper delay in litigation is not a legitimate interest of the client.

v. Liggett Group, Inc., 140 F.R.D. 681 (D.N.J. rev'd 975
81 ( 3 r d C i r . 1992).

Dogget t and Michae l M u c c h e t t i , " P u b l i c Access t o P u b l i c C o u r t s , "
69 Texas Rev. 643, ( F e b r u a r y 1991).
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2. Some settlements have beenfacilitated by agreements to limit the public’s access to
informationobtained both by investigationand the discovery process. However,
thepublic’s interest in beingfreefrom substantial dangers to health and safety requires
that no agreement that prevents disclosure to the public of information that directly 

health and safety may bepermitted. This includes agreements or stipulations 
toprotective orders would prevent the disclosure of It
precludes a lawyer seeking discoveryfrom concurring in efforts to seek such orders
where the discovery sought is reasonably likely to include information covered by
subsection rub. However, in the event court enters
protective order without the parties’ agreement thereto, subsection (B)shall not require
the disclosure of the information subject to that order. 

3. Subsection ( B )does not require the disclosure of the amount of any settlement. Further,
in the event of a danger to any particular under Subsection (B), the rule is

to require the of trot be
restrictedfrom any persons reasonably likely to be andfrom any governmental 
regulatory or oversight agencies that would have a substantial interest in that danger.

such the rule is limit disclosure to by
the dangers.
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Comment in Favor of the Adoption of the Proposed Amendment to Local Rule 5.03

Seymour

I. Introduction

The work of American courts, both federal and state, is built on a foundation of public

access to judicial proceedings, including documents in court records. This premise is well-

illustrated in the context of criminal trials. In Richmond Newspapers, Inc. v. Virginia, 448 U.S.

5 5 5 , 100 S. Ct. 2814 Chief Justice scholarly opinion, tracing both English 

common law and American experience, found an “unbroken, uncontradicted history, supported

by reasons as valid today as in centuries past” to support this presumption of openness. 448 U.S.

at 573, 1000, S. Ct. at 2825. The Chief Justice concluded in an open society do not

demand infallibility from their institutions but it is difficult for them to accept what they are

prohibited from observing”. 448 U.S. at 572, 100 S. Ct. at 2825. In addition to First Amendment

considerations, the Supreme Court has recognized a federal common law right to inspect and

copy public records and documents. v. Warner Communications,435U.S. 589, 597, 98

S. Ct. 1306, 1312 (1978). “Federal Appellate Courts have uniformly concluded that this 

common law right extends to both criminal and civil cases.” San Jose Mercury News, Inc. v.

U.S. District Court, Northern District, 187 109, 1102 Circuit 1999) 

The District Court’s proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03 implements this historic 

openness and will facilitate the timely and appropriate administration of cases on its docket. The

court’s legal right to enact this rule is clear based on Rule 83 of the Fed. R. C. P. Moreover,

precedent and policy strongly support the proposed change of the existing local rule.

*Professorof Law, Valparaiso University School of Law, Valparaiso, IN 46383. Member of the
Bar of Indiana, New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Seventh Federal Circuit, U.S. Supreme
court.



The sealing of settlement agreements has been the root of much mischief. In 1935, a

large asbestos manufacturers settled the first asbestos cases under seal. No one was allowed to

know what the result of this case. Similarly, over the recent past, numerous cases involving a

variety of other products and services were settled and sealed. settlements concealed the

harmful effects of the drug Zomax, the Dalkon Shield, to name just a

few. The procedures sanctioned and enforced by courts has led to unnecessary harm to the

public and the need for courts to handle numerous additional cases. 

A .

The Eleventh Circuit has made clear that the public has access to the work of the courts 

in civil cases and documents filed in those cases. In Wilson v. American Motors Corporation,

759 1568, 1569-71 (1 Cir. the court found that the records of a civil case be

open, even when the parties agreed that those records should be sealed. The court cited opinions 

Court Decisions Support the Proposed Amendment

from other circuits that based the presumption of openness on the importance of preserving the

public’s right to monitor the functioning of the public’s courts. at 1570. it is the rights 

of the public, an absent third party, which are preserved by prohibiting closure of public records, 

unless unusual circumstances. The court reaffirmed that the party’s competing interests, the 

court’s inquiry must be on the “rights of the public in maintaining open records and the 

check.. .on the integrity of the system”. .. insured by that public access.” Id. at 1571 (citation

omitted) This was reaffirmed in Brown v. Advantage Inc. 960 101 3, 1014 (11 Cir.

1992): a matter is brought before a court for resolution, it is no longer solely the party’s 

but also public’s Id. at 1016. Accord, v. 696 796, 803

(1 Cir. 1983) 



. ..

Numerous other federal and state courts have affirmed this basic principal of our

democratic government. “Access to civil proceedings and records promotes ‘public respect for 

the judicial process”’ [citation omitted], and helps to assure that judges their duties in an

honest and informed manner. Republic of the Philippines v. Westinghouse Elec. 949

653, 660 Cir. 1991) The Seventh Circuit has noted that the right of access to the courts is 

“fundamental to a democratic state” and “critical to our type of government in which the 

citizenry is final judge of the proper conduct of public business.” United States v. Peters, 754

753, 763 Cir. (citations omitted) See Cendant v. Forbes, 260

183, 192 Cir. v. Pfizer, Lnc., 2002 WL 1902526 (Minn. App.

v. Circuit Court Milwaukee County, 605 N.W. 2d 868 ( 2000).

B.

The District Court should adopt the proposed amendment in order to further the timely 

Goals

and appropriate resolution of cases. First, the rule is clear and unambiguous, thus informing all

persons of the status of filed settlement agreements and lessening the role of the court in future

disputes. Settlements are, by definition, voluntary contractual arrangements between parties. 

These parties have a variety of means to resolve their dispute, most especially in light of the

option of dismissal pursuant to Rule 41 Fed R. C. P. If the parties choose to file settlements with 

the court after the adoption of the proposed local rule, they will be fully apprised that such 

agreements are open to all. Concerns about proprietary interests such as trade secrets, or

embarrassing or confidential can be fully protected by the parties themselves via

through agreement, be able

to contract away the public’s right to be informed of the work of courts.



Second, the new rule will not necessarily hinder the settlement of cases. No study that I

am aware of shows that sealing agreements is a necessary precondition to such voluntary 

bargains. Moreover, the involvement of the court in facilitating settlements, Fed. R.C.P. 16; 

Fed. R.C.P. Fed. R. App. P. 33, strongly supports the conclusion that settlements filed in

court are “public” records because courts are intimately involved in facilitating these bargains. 

Third, by filing their settlement in court, the parties are choosing to employ the power of

the federal court as an enforcement mechanism. Unless there is an independent basis for federal 

cct matter jurisdiction, litigants would normally have no federal court oversight of their 

agreement. In Kokkonen v. Guardian Life Insurance of America, the Supreme Court

noted that if a court embodies a settlement contract in its dismissal order or (what has the same

retains j the “a would a

violation of the order and ancillary jurisdiction to enforce the agreement would therefore exist.” 

511 U.S. 375, 381-82 (1994). “Absent such action, however, enforcement of the settlement 

agreement is for state courts, unless there is some independent basis for federal jurisdiction.” Id.

Recruiting the court as an enforcement agent thus provides a powerful means of maintaining 

and enforcing secrecy.” of Hartford v. Chase, 942 130, 137 Cir. 1991); (Pratt, J.,

concurring). If the district court is to play this role, it -not the parties -has the right to decide if

the settlement is open to the public. 

C. The Proposed Local Rule Is Similar To Numerous Other Court Rules Which

Make Settlement Agreements Accessible To The Public 

District is states have similar rules

procedure; some go even further than Proposed Rule Texas Civ. P. R. and

(B), for example, creates a presumption of openness of court records, defined as all “file 



documents” but also “settlements agreements not filed of record” and “discovery, not filed of 

record” if either concerns “matters with probable adverse affect upon general public health or 

safety, or the administration of government.” Pursuant to Texas Civ. - (C)

hearings on any motion to seal “court records” are public, require public notice and allow

parties to intervene. Florida Statute 69.08 outlaws court “orders, judgments,

agreements or contracts which have the purpose of effect of concealing a public hazard or 

concealing information which may be useful to the public in protecting themselves from injury 

resulting from the public hazard.” Statutes in Washington (Rev. Stat. 1 1 Arkansas,

North Carolina, Oregon and local court rules in California, Delaware and other states are in 

accordance with the proposed amendment to the South Carolina District rule. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Seymour Moskowitz 
Professor of Law
Valparaiso University School of Law
Valparaiso, Indiana 

sy.moskowitz@valpo.edu
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September 25,2002

Larry W. Propes
Clerk of Court
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, SC 29201

Dear Mr. Propes:

This letter is in response to your invitation for public comment on the proposed
amendment to Local Rule 5.03. Previously, I wrote a letter to Judge Joseph Anderson 
stating my position on the sealing of the records to confidentiality of settlements
(copy of which is herewith enclosed without attachments). As I did in my letter to Judge 
Anderson, I am responding as a member of the South Carolina Bar, as the former 
President of the South Carolina Defense Trial Attorneys, as former President of the DRI,
the Defense Research and Trial Lawyers Association (the national defense trial
attorney's association), and as the former President of the Lawyers for Civil Justice, a
national coalition of defense attorney organizations and corporate whose
primary purpose is the improvement of the civil justice system.

In these capacities, I have considerable exposure to and experience
with the issues relating to the proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03 as it now exists.
I am still of the view, as stated in the enclosed letter, that further amendments to Local
Rule 5.03 are not necessary and not appropriate. However, I have become aware of
what may well be a recommendation by the District Advisory Committee to the 
judges as to what it feels is a more appropriate amendment to Rule 5.03. If such
occurs, I am in agreement that, if there has to be a change, the recommendation of the
Advisory Committee is the better one, subject to two caveats:

1) Any reference to the "public interest" in Rule 5.03 be understood to
preserve the judge's discretion to evenhandedly balance any public
interest in disclosure against the interests of private litigants in privacy and
confidentiality and

2) Any provision permitting non-partiesto intervene in proceedings to seal or
unseal court records should be permissive, not mandatory, and should
require a showing of good cause to intervene.



Larry W. Propes, Esquire 
Page 2
September 25, 2002

The Advisory Committee's proposal, as I understand it, would answer the concerns 
expressed about the current rule without abolishing the discretion of the trial judge, 
which is an essential element. Also, it will not strip the rights of those whose
confidential statements are most often filed, namely those of minors and incompetents.

Very truly yours,

EdwardW. Jr.
EWMJR:bf
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July 25, 2002

The Honorable Joseph F. Anderson, Jr
Chief Judge
United States District Court
1845 Assembly Street
Columbia, SC 29201

RE: Court-OrderedSecrecy Agreements

Dear Anderson:

This letter is in response to your request for input on a proposed local rule change that I understand will
be discussed at the Court's meeting on July 26, 2002. I am responding as a past president of the South
Carolina Defense Trial Attorney's Association, 'the Defense Research Institute (DRI), the national 
organizationof lawyers involved in the defense of civil litigation, and the Lawyers for Civil Justice (LU), a
coalition of defense and corporate counsel working to improve the civil justice system.

I have had the opportunity to deal with the issues relating to protecting privacy and confidentiality in
litigation on many occasions. It is my view that judges need wide discretion to protect personal privacy
and confidential proprietary information and that to inhibit the exercise of that discretion with a hard and
fast rule, that leans one way or the other, would not be in the public interest. 

Because in particular, has been active since the early in recommending improvements to civil
practice and procedure at both the federal and state levels and because it has worked closely with the
Judicial Conference on this and other federal practice matters, I thought it would be helpful to the Court
to relate some of our experience and to supply some of the information sources that have been
generated in the course of this continuing controversy.

Protecting Privacy and Confidentiality in Litigation Protects the Public Interest

Plaintiffs, defendants, and witnesses often are compelled to expose very personal, sensitive information
in court. Therefore, disclosure of such information should not be required unless there is a balanced
consideration of the interests of privacy and property versus disclosure in a particular case on a
record. To do otherwise, for example by an inflexible rule or presumption, would deprive litigants of the
privacy and property rights guaranteed to them by the United States and South Carolina Constitutions.

Enclosed is a re-print of a comprehensive article by Professor Arthur R. Miller, Confidentiality, Protective 
and Public Access to the 105 L. Rev. 428 (1991). Also attached is a copy of a

recent, brief article by the Professor, Arthur R. Miller, Courthouse ABA Journal (Feb.
1999) confirming his view (and mine) that to impose any further restrictions on a judge's discretion to
protect privacy and property rights or to "favor"or "disfavor"either privacy or openness in the exercise of
that discretion by local rule is not warranted by recent evidence or experience. The news reports

5325792.01 -
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regarding the Firestone litigation and certain alleged medical malpracticecases appear to be recent
manifestations of the same phenomenon, what Professor Arthur Miller has called the "passion for
publicity"that did not result from the sealing of settlements.

Information About Public Hazards is Available to the Public Under Existing Law

Perhaps most significant is the fact that after studying both sealing order and protective order practice 
since 1992, the Judicial Conference, its Rules Committees, and the Federal Judicial Center concluded that
there was no need for change. Some of the background of their study and the reasons for
conclusions are contained in the attached letter of March 23, 1998 from Judge Paul V. Niemeyer, then
Chair, Civil Rules Advisory Committee of the Judicial Conference, to the Chair of the U.S.House Judiciary
Committee. As Judge Niemeyer stated: number of experts on the subject have concluded that
information sufficient to protect the public health and safety has always been available from other 
sources. The advisory committee has studied this matter carefully and concluded that no change to the
present protective order practice is warranted.''

I n fact, the Judicial Conference Rules Advisory Committee also considered (at its April 28-29, 1994
meeting) the propriety of adopting a rule dealing with orders limiting public access to judicial records or
proceedings (including sealed settlements) and decided against proceeding to study such a rule. Since
that time, they have seen no need to revisit the issue.

Courts have broad discretion balance the competing goals of promoting openness and
protecting legitimate interests in privacy and confidentiality when information is sealed upon settlement, 
as well as when the production of confidential information is compelled in the course of litigation. Recent
research on this issue concludes that the current system is working effectively and no change.
Regulatory agencies already have the power to obtain information from companies about matters 
affecting "public health and safety." They do not need courts to serve as freedom of information
clearinghouses. I n fact, federal statutes already require regulated industries to provide a massive amount
of information to government agencies about the products they produce before they go to market, as
well as after they are on the market. The courts should not be asked to duplicate the of
agencies.

No Compelling Need to Consider Adopting a Local Rule that Would Have Nationwide
Implications in such a Sensitive, Controversial Area.

The recent amendment of Local Rule 5.03 would seem to answer any need to revisit the subject,
particularly in view of the Judicial Conference's "Local Rules and its actions on confidentiality 
orders. As Professor Miller noted in his Traveling Courthouse Circuses article:

"High-profile lawsuits sell ... [but] judges would not permit litigants to conceal
information about an unknown threat to public health and safety simply to clear a law-
suit from their dockets. And my own research shows that information about dangers to
the public is available even when confidentiality orders are in place. Most compelling are
the findings of empirical research conducted by the Federal Judicial Center, the research
arm of the federal courts, as well as extensive public comment submitted to the Judicial

5325792.01 -
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Conference's Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure. Both failed to detect
anything wrong with current protective order practice or the use of confidentiality
agreements. * * *
Ironically, the center's study found that protective most often were used to
protect the privacy of plaintiffs in civil rights litigation. I n light of the evidence, the
federal makers quite correctiy decided make no changes to current rules of
procedure." I d

As Professor Miller concluded: "The appropriate concern is not that there is too much 'secrecy.' Rather, it
is that there is too little attention to privacy, to the loss of confidentiality and to interference with the
proper functioning of the judicial process.'' Id.

Iappreciate very much your allowing my input on this matter and please do not hesitate to contact me if
you need any further information. 

Very truly yours,

EdwardW. Jr.
EWMJR:bfr

Enclosures:
Arthur R. Miller, Protective Orders, and Access to the Courts, 105 Rev. 420
(1991);

Arthur R. Miller, Traveling Courthouse Circuses, ABA (Feb. 1999); 

Letter of March 23, 1998 from Judge Paul V. Niemeyer, Chair, Civil Rules Advisory Committee of the 
Judicial Conference, to the Chair of the U.S. House Judiciary Committee

-
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September 24, 2002

Larry W. Propes
Clerk of Court 
U.S. District Court
1845Assembly Street 

RE:Comments on Proposed Amendment to Local Rule 5.03

Dear Mr. Propes: 

Enclosed please find Comments on the Proposed Amendment to Local Rule 5.03 regarding the 
sealing of settlement agreements. 

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in this process, and would be pleased to provide
further information if requested to do so.

Sincerely,

E. Kirtley, Director, Silha Center for the Study of Media Ethics and Law
Professor of Media Ethics and Law

Enclosure
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF SOUTH
CAROLINA

Comments of the Silha Center for the Study of Media Ethics and Law on the
Rule 5.03

Silha Center for the Study of Media Ethics and Law submits the following 

comments on the proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03.

The Silha Center is a research center located within the School of Journalism and

Mass Communication at the University of Minnesota. Its primary mission is to conduct 

research on, and promote the understanding of, legal and ethical issues affecting the mass

media. The Center also sponsors an annual lecture series, hosts forums, produces a

newsletter and other publications, and provides public information about media law and

ethics issues. More information about the Silha Center can be found on its web site: 

www,si

The proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03 would be an appropriate change. We

believe the amendment will help to preserve and cultivate public trust in the judicial 

process, and will promote effective monitoring of governmental activities by citizens.

Moreover, the amended rule ensures that the judiciary is not made complicit in 

concealing important from the public. The proposed amendment offers a

practical solution to the ethical problems raised by secret settlements, one supported by

Constitutional and common law, as well as public policy. We hope that the District Court

will approve the proposed amendment. 



Common Law and Constitutional Issues 

It is well established that a presumptive common law right of access to court 

documents exists. Warner Communications, 435 U.S. 589, 597 (1978) (“It is

clear that the courts of this country recognize a general right to inspect and copy public 

records and documents, including judicial records and documents.”) As Chief Justice 

Burger stressed in his opinion in Richmond Newspapers v. Virginia, 448 U.S. 555, 572

“People in an open society do not demand infallibility from their institutions, but

it is difficult for them to accept what they are prohibited from observing.” 

The Fourth Circuit has long favored a policy of strict limitations on the sealing of

court documents. See, In re Knight Co., 743 231 Cir. 1989). For

example, in 218 F. 3d 288 (4th Cir. the court found that the 

trial court had failed to follow the required procedures for sealing the settlement 

agreement as delineated in Knight. “In Knight, we explained that, while a district court 

‘has supervisory power over its own records and may, in its discretion, seal documents if

the public’s right of access is outweighed by competing interests,’ the ‘presumption’ in

such cases favors public access. Knight, 743 F. 2d at 235; see Stone, 855 F. 2d at 182.

(‘The public’s right of access to judicial records and documents may be abrogated only in

unusual circumstances’).” Ashcraft at 302. The court ruled that a settlement agreement 

could be sealed only if the trial judge satisfied the following requirements: 1)provide

public notice of the request to seal and allow interested parties a reasonable opportunity 

to object, ( 2 )consider less drastic alternatives to sealing the documents, and (3) provide

specific reasons and factual findings supporting its decision to seal the documents and for 

rejecting the alternatives.” Ashcraft at 302.
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The rationale for recognizing the right of access to civil court documents and 

proceedings, including settlements, was explained in Brown v. Advantage Engineering,

960 F. 2d 1013 (1 Cir. “Once a matter is brought before a court for 

resolution, it is no longer solely but also public’s case... . It is

immaterial whether the sealing of the record is an integral part of a negotiated settlement 

between the parties, even if the settlement comes with the court’s active encouragement.” 

Brown at 16. Thus, when parties use the courts to negotiate settlements, the public has 

a presumptive right of access to that settlement. Even though the parties may have agreed

to keep the terms of the settlement confidential, the public’s presumptive right of access 

almost always defeats the parties’ interests in secrecy. Recently, the Seventh Circuit 

decided two cases involving secret settlements and held in each that private settlements

lose any claim of secrecy once the court becomes involved. See v. Luther, 277 F.

3d 926 (7th Cir. 2002); Herrnreiter v. Chicago Housing Authority, 281 634 (7th Cir. 

2002).

The presumption of public access to judicial documents is one that courts are

generally extremely reluctant to ignore. See Gamble v. Banker’s Trust, 78 F.

3d 219, 225 (6th Cir. 1996) (“The private litigants’ interest in protecting their vanity or 

their commercial self-interest simply does not qualify as grounds for imposing a prior

restraint. It is not even grounds for keeping the information under seal.”) 

Moreover, as the Third Circuit observed in Bank v. Hotel Rittenhouse, 

800 F. 2d 339, 345 (3d Cir. public access to settlement documents “serves as a

check on the integrity of the judicial process” (citing Smith 787 at 114; Wilson v.

American Motors 759 1568, 1571 (1 Cir. 1985).

3



Similarly, the Sixth Circuit recognized, in Brown Williamson v. FTC, 710 F. 2d

1165, 1179 (6th Cir. that secrecy may conceal corruption. Brown Williamson

embodies perhaps the most powerful argument for prohibiting secret settlements because 

public health safety issues.Although the disputed

in Brown Williamsonhad been placed under seal pursuant to a confidentiality

agreement with the FTC, rather than in a secret settlement, the court’s analysis of the

strong public interest involved is instructive. “The public has a strong interest in

obtaining the information contained in the court record. The subject of this litigation

potentially involves the health of citizens who have a strong interest in knowing the

accurate ‘tar’ and nicotine content of various brands of cigarettes.” Brown Williamson

at 1180

The court held that Brown Williamson’s claimed interest in secrecy did not

outweigh the public interest in disclosure, and hinted that the tobacco company’s motives 

fur [uf to

information contained in the judicial records from the public and competitors] . . .cannot

be accommodated by courts without seriously undermining the tradition of an open

justice system. Indeed, common sense tells that the greater the motivation a 

corporation has to shield its operations, the greater the public’s need to know.” Brown

at 1180.

Settlements often concern matters that affect the public’s health and safety, and 

the need for public access to this information is compelling. The proposed amendment to

Local Rule 5.03 will clarify that the public’s traditional presumptive right of access

prohibits secret settlements. 



Public Policy Considerations 

The increasing emphasis on the right of access to settlements has led many state 

courts and legislatures to amend rules and pass legislation designed to encourage

in

In 1990, the Texas Supreme Court adopted Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 

which presumes that all civil court records are open to public inspection. See TEX. R.

P. 76a (4) (2002). The presumption may be overcome only by a specific, serious 

and substantial interest that clearly outweighs the presumption. Settlements may be

sealed only if no less restrictive means are available to protect the interest asserted. 

Significantly, the rule provides for public access to settlement agreements, including 

unfiled settlements and unfiled discovery documents, in cases that involve public safety

issues, reflecting the legislative intent to ensure that the goals of the rule is not subverted 

through a private settlement. See Lloyd Doggett and Michael Macchetti, PublicAccess to

Public Courts: Secrecy in the Public Interest. 69 Tex. L. Rev. 643 (1991)

In addition, Florida, North Carolina, and Oregon have passed legislation designed

to limit secret settlements. Florida’s law, passed in 1990 and titled the “Sunshine in

Litigation Act,” prohibits courts from entering orders which have the purpose or effect of

concealing a public hazard or information about a hazard. FLA.STAT.ANN. 69.081 (3)

(2002). The Act also prohibits court enforcement of private secret settlements. FLA.

STAT.ANN. 69.081 (4) (2002).

North Carolina and Oregon have adopted statutes that prohibit secret settlements

in cases in which the government is a party. North Carolina’s rule states that such 

settlements are public records. The presumption of openness may be overcome only by

5



written findings of an “overriding interest,” and there must be no less restrictive means of 

protecting that interest. N.C. GEN. STAT. 132-1.3 (2002). Oregon’s statute prohibits 

secret settlements where a state official is the defendant unless the court provides written

findings, after in review, that the individual privacy interests of the state official 

outweighs the interest in reviewing the settlement. ORE. REV. STAT. $30.402

(2001).

Legislation was introduced in Rhode Island in April 2002 that would prohibit 

secret settlements in cases involving personal injury, wrongful death, and monetary or 

property damages caused by defective products, environmental hazards and financial 

frauds. In these cases, any secret settlement entered into privately by parties “shall be

void Against policy.” 2001 Rill Tracking 2707,

21-3. The parties may move for the court to enter a protective order in such cases, but a

court may enter such an order only upon a written finding of good cause. 2001 Bill

S.B. 2707, 10-21-4 (G). The bill has been transferred to Rhodc

Island senate judiciary committee for further review. 

Statutes and rules such as these reinforce a strong presumption of openness. But 

they nevertheless remain flawed because apply only to settlements in certain types of

cases. In addition, they force individual judges to resist pressure by parties favoring 

secret settlements. The parties argue that secrecy is essential to achieving resolution of a

case short of litigation - a solution that may be extremely attractive to a judge dealing

with an overcrowded docket in an desire to compensate

plaintiffs, a judge may be reluctant to undermine an agreement struck between parties in 

the name of promoting abstract notions of openness and accountability. A rule such as the



proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03, which completely eliminates secret settlements, 

will be far more effective in guaranteeing the public’s right to know.

Practial and Ethical Considerations 

variety of and ethical arguments can be

settlements:

Rules against secret settlements are economically efficient, preventing the waste

of duplicative discovery in subsequent litigation. As Judge H. Lee Sarokin wrote 

in v. Liggett Group, 106 F.R.D. 573, 577 (1985): “To require that 

each and every plaintiff go through the identical, long and expensive process

would be ludicrous.. . . There can be no justification for defendants’ position other 

than to discourage other claimants and deprive them of evidence already known 

and produced to others similarly situated.” The amended Local Rule 5.03 will

eliminate the problem, keeping all settlement documents, as well as the terms of

the settlement itself, open to the public. 

Secret settlements deprive the public of a valuable resource. Judge Jack Weinstein 

argues that parties who bring a lawsuit and use the resources of the court system

act unethically in settling secretly because such secrecy deprives the public of an

understanding the judicial process. “When a comprehensive opinion is destroyed,

suppressed, or withdrawn as part of a settlement, so, too, are the answers to 

complex questions such as ‘the interpretation and validity of the statute, the 

intcrprctation of contract insurance coverage of pollution clean-

up costs, and the effects of hazardous substances upon individuals and the 

environment.”’ Jack B. Weinstein, Secrecy and the Civil Justice System Secrecy 



.

in Civil Trials: Some Tentative Views,9 J.L. Pol’y (2000). A rule that

covers only issues that affect public health and safety provides insufficient 

protection of the public’s right to know. 

The proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03 will help alleviate the ethical 

dilemma confronting plaintiffs’ attorneys. Secret settlements require plaintiffs’

attorneys to choose between the ethical duty to comply with their clients’ wish to

accept a secret settlement, and the ethical obligation to inform the public about 

public hazards. Richard Zitrin argues that the ABA Model Rules of Professional

Conduct should be changed because secret settlements are unethical and

dangerous to the public, listing examples of “stories” of dangerous products that

were hushed by secret settlements, including the prescription drug Zomax, Dalkon

Shield, and General Motors pick-up trucks with side-mounted gas tanks. See

Richard Zitrin, Legal Ethics: The Case Against Secret Settlements (or, What You

Don ‘tKnow Can Hurt You),2 J. Stud. Leg. Eth. 115 (1999). 

However, the ABA has been unwilling to adopt such a change to the Model Rules

of Professional Conduct because the Commission on the Evaluation of the Rules

of Professional Conduct believes that a change in the law governing secret 

settlements is best left to the courts and the legislatures. Nancy Moore, a Boston

University Law Professor and Chief Reporter for the ABA Commission on the

Evaluation of the Rules of Professional Conduct, concedes the merits of 

condemnation of secret settlements, but argues that a change in the ethical rules is 

not the correct remedy. “If [secret settlements] are bad for society - and I agree

that they are - then no one should be entitled to make them.. ..It is regrettable that 
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most courts and legislatures do not have the political will to enact such legal 

restrictions.” Nancy J. Moore, What Needs Fixing: Lawyer Ethics Code Drafting 

in the Twenty-First Century, 30 Hofstra L. Rev 923,941 (2002). Accordingly, it

would appear that any change in the law governing secret settlements must come

from the courts or the legislature.

Professor Susan P. Koniak argues that secret settlements are contracts that should 

be governed by the long-standing rule that contracts against public policy are 

void. See Susan P. Koniak. What Needs Fixing: Are Agreements to Keep Secret

Information Learned in Discovery Legal, Illegal, or Something in Between?, 30

Hofstra L. Rev. 783 (2002).

Conclusion

For all the foregoing reasons, we encourage the District Court for the District of 

South Carolina to adopt the proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03. We would be

pleased to provide further comment. 

Respectfully submitted, 

E. Kirtley, Director and Silha Professor of Media Ethics and Law
Kirsten Murphy, Silha Fellow 
Silha Center for the Study of Media Ethics and Law
University of Minnesota
111 Murphy Hall 
206 Church Street, SE
Minneapolis, 55455
6126259038
612 626 8012 (fax) 

1
8@,tc.umn.edu

September 24,2002
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September 26,2002

The Hon. Larry W. Propes
Clerk of Court, United States 

1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, SC 29201 

District Court 

Re: Comment to Proposed Amendment to Local Rule 5.03 

I am writing on behalf of the South Carolina Defense Trial Attorneys’ Association 
to comment on the proposed Amendment to Local Rule 5.03 dealing with the procedure 
for sealing court records. We appreciate the opportunity being given to the South
Carolina Defense Trial Attorneys’ Association to comment on the court’s consideration
of amendments to our local rules related to the issue of court-ordered secrecy agreements.

I am also attaching a copy of our letter to Judge Joe Anderson dated July 23,
2002. As is set forth more fully herein, the South Carolina Defense Trial Attorneys’ 
Association would submit that the proposed amendment is unnecessary and its
promulgation could lead to many unintended consequences. Accordingly, we would
propose that the status auo should be maintained with regard to the local rules relating to
confidentiality of settlement agreements leaving this matter within the sound discretion of
the trial Judge. 

Confidentiality plays an important role in civil litigation. From a defense
standpoint, confidential statements are of paramount importance in an effort to protect
trade secrets, financial information, and other proprietary information from reaching the 
general public. As such, “parties who settle a legal dispute rather than passing it to
resolution by the Court do so, in part anyway, because they do not want the terms
of the resolution to be made public.” v. Luther, 277 926 Cir. 2002). 
Defendants, particularly, are reluctant to disclose the terms of a settlement lest those 
terms encourage others to sue. Therefore, by eliminating the continued use of
confidential settlement agreements, the proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03 will not
address the perceived problems arising from the use of confidential settlement 
agreements, but instead, may ultimately foster litigation by virtue of potential Plaintiffs 
being encouraged by reports of “big money settlements.” Accordingly, eliminating 
confidential settlements will not make more useful information available to the public, 
but will rather promote more unnecessary litigation. 

PASTPRESIDENTS B. H. Grady Harold Jacobs G. Dana Edward W. G. Dewey Oxner, ‘James Alford
C. Dexter Powers (1921-1989)*JacksonL. Mark Buyck, R. Bruce Shaw Robert H. Hood Robert R. Carpenter Ernest Jr.

SaundersM. Bridges H. Logan, T. Eugene Allen, Theron G. Cochran Carl B. Epps, 111 Frank H. Mark H. Wall Glenn Bowers ‘William M. Grant, Jr. 
Hugh William A. Coates Michael B. T. Wilkes Kay G. Thomas Wills, ‘William S. Davies, JohnS. 111 Francis Marion, Jr. H. Michael Bowers
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Furthermore, the SCDTAA would state that the proposed amendment would
impede the process of protecting the parties' private proprietary information and
would therefore run the risk of an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy and a
deprivation of property rights protected by the Constitution. Upholding the continued use
and enforceability of confidential settlements would serve both the public and private 
interests at issue in this regard, that being the public interest in promoting the settlement 
of civil disputes without intervention so as to preserve judicial resources and the
private interests of litigants in a civil suit who have a compelling interest in keeping the
terms of the resolution of their dispute private. We would undoubtedly agree that 
openness is an important way of maintaining confidence in public institutions. The
openness of judicial proceedings, however, exists primarily to ensure the appropriate
functioning of our Courts, not to disclose private and confidential information that the
litigants have agreed to protect. Arthur R. Millcr, Confidcntialitv, Protcctivc Ordcrs,
Public Access-to the Courts, 105 Harv. L. Rev. 427, 484-487 (1991) (Terms of
Settlement have no relationship to a potential public hazard or matters of public health, 
and unless official conduct is at issue, matters of proper governance are not involved). 

Additionally, the SCDTAA would propose that the considered amendment to
Local Kule is unnecessary in that it applies only to settlement agreements which are
filed with the Court, while most agreements are not. In fact, the Court would continue to
retain discretion under Local Rule 1.02 to seal such agreements for good cause in
appropriate cases. That is, it is our understanding that the proposed amendment to the 
Local Rule 5.03 will have no effect whatsoever on settlement agreements entered by the
parties where the parties themselves agree to confidentiality without involvement by the
Court. Furthermore, Local Rule 1.02 provides that for good cause, any of the local rules 
can be overridden by the Court in any particular case. Therefore, even under the new 
proposed rule, settlement agreements can be sealed when a demonstrable need for
secrecy exists. Hence, even under the proposed amendment, the Court would retain
discretion to seal such agreements for good cause, despite the prohibition set forth in
proposed amendment. Accordingly, the SCDTAA would comment that the amendment
to 'Local Rule 5.03 is unnecessary and in fact, its promulgation could lead to many
unintended consequences.

Among these unintended consequences, the SCDTAA would submit that the
proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03 may ultimately result in a chilling effect on

of civil disputes. Specifically, elimination of Confidential settlement
agreements will serve as a disincentive for settlement in a majority of civil disputes.
Settlements, by their very terms, are mutual resolutions of disputed claims. That is, a
settlement is not an admission on the part of the Defendant that its product or behavior
was in any way defective, negligent or wrong. By eliminating the use of confidential
settlements, the fact of a settlement, and the terms thereof, usually including a recitation
of the perceived defect or detrimental behavior, will be made public and emasculate any 
protection from assumed liability which generally exists with voluntary settlement 
agreements. Accordingly, by doing away with the protection generally afforded by the
confidential nature of settlements, a chilling effect on voluntary settlements will
undoubtedly result. 
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Additionally, the SCDTAA would comment that the proposed amendment to
Local Rule 5.03 may also affect the enforceability of privately negotiated confidential 
settlement agreements which do not fall under the of the proposed amendment. 
Currently, the proposed amendment has no effect whatsoever on settlement agreements 
entered by the parties where the parties themselves agree to confidentiality without
involvement by the Court. However, the amendment may inadvertently result in the 
inability of the Courts to enforce privately negotiated confidential settlements. That is,
the ability to enforce the confidentiality provisions of any privately negotiated settlement 
agreement may ultimately require the parties’ submission of the issue to the Court. The
presence of the proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03 regarding confidential 
settlements,and providing for an outright ban on their use will undoubtedly serve to curb
the willingness to enforce the provisions of the agreement. Accordingly, the proposed
amended rule may ultimately result in a total and
settlements, even those privately negotiated at arms length by the parties without Court 
intervention.

It is our understandingthat the South Carolina District Court Advisory Committee 
intends to submit a proposal for an alternative amendment to Rule 5.03. As outlined
hereinabove, the South Carolina Defense Trial Attorneys’ Association is opposed to any
changes in Rule 5.03. However, it is our opinion after having an opportunity to review 
the same that the Committee’s proposal may be a more acceptable alternative than the
current proposed total ban on court-ordered secrecy agreements. It is our understanding
that the Committee’s proposal will allow court-ordered secrecy agreements after the court
has addressed the interest and allowed for possible non-party intervention 
into the process. This proposal is a more acceptable alternative and in actuality, codifies
existing law. We would suggest that a “good cause” provision might be added to the
non-party intervention aspect of the proposed rule. This proposed amendment seems to
answer any concerns that some of the Judges might have about court-ordered secrecy 
agreements without taking away their discretion to protect the rights of those parties who 
may be entitled to and need confidentiality. 

In conclusion, the SCDTAA would submit that both the public and private
interests would be best served by upholding the continued viability of confidential
settlement agreements by leaving this matter within the sound discretion of the Court
without amendment to Local Rule 5.03

With kindest regards, I am,

t

President
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TRANSMITTEDVIA FACSIMILE (803) 253-3246 MAIL

The Honorable Joseph F. Anderson, Jr.
Chief Judge
United StatesDistrict Court
1845 Assembly Street
Columbia, SouthCarolina 29201

Re: Court-Ordered SecrecyAgreements

Dear Judge Anderson:

Thank you for giving the South Carolina Defense Attorneys’ Association the
opportunity to comment on the Court’s consideration of to our local rules 
related to the issue of court-ordered secrecy agreements. 

Based on your letter of July 5,2002, and our subsequenttelephone I
understand that the Court will be considering a proposed rule change to either 

altogether or at least strongly court-ordered secrecy agreements in
cases that involve public safety concerns. We understand it will focus primarily on
confidentiality provisions regarding the settlement of civil suits.

The South Carolina Defense Trial Attorneys’ Association would state that there 
is a well recognized public interest involved when the confidentiality of
settlement - that being the public promoting the settlement of
disputes without court intervention so as to judicial resources.
litigants in civil suits have a compelling interest in keeping the terms of the resolution of
theirdisputes private. Accordingly, both the public and private interests would be served 
by upholding continuing the viability of confidential settlement agreements,
especially in situations involving arms’ length settlement agreements reached by parties
to a civil dispute.

Moore, H. Harold W. Jambs G.Dana W. G. James
C. Dexter Powers JacksonL. Mark W. K. Shaw F. Hood RobertR. Ernest

M. Wade H.Logan, Allen, G. Carl FrankH. MarkH. Wall GlennBowers M.Grant,
A. Kay J. S. W. H Michael
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The South Carolina Defense Trial Attorneys’ Association is as stated in
the ABA Article forwarded with your request, “that critics of secret settlements say they
become a barrier to removing underlying causes ofdefectiveproducts and detrimental
activities that rise to and that given recent developments in such
controversies as the defective tire cases, efforts to limit their use
has begun. However, we feel that these problems do not arise out of the
continued viability of confidential settlement agreements, and that an outright ban on
their use, or a limitation of their current use, will not address or correct the problems of
which the plaintiffs bar complains in the article.

The primary purpose of the SouthCarolina Defense Trial Association
is to promote justice, professionalism and integrity in the civil justice
with this overall purpose, we agree with the recent statements of
Toal of the South Carolina Supreme Court that openness is an
maintaining confidence in public institutions. However, we would submit
will always exist between general principle that the public has a right to
matters involving the judicial process and the need to maintain and protect of
litigants in a civil suit. The openness of judicial proceedings exists to ensure
the appropriate functioning of our courts, not to
information the litigants have agreed to protect.
Protective and Public Access to the Courts, 105 L. Rev.
(1991) of settlement “have no relationship to a potential public or
of public health, unless official conduct is at issue, matters of proper governance are
not involved.” at

From a defense standpoint, confidential agreements, are ofparamount
importance in an effort to protect trade secrets, financial information, and other
proprietary reaching the general public. Moreover, by continuing the
viability of confidential including settlement agreements, Plaintiffs will be
prevented litigating a case in the court of public opinion, and may be prevented

divulging significant details about a particular settlement, such as the mount. As
the Court is aware, “parties who settle a legal dispute than it to resolution
by the Court do so, in part anyway, because they do not want the of the
resolution to be v. Luther, 277 926 (7th
Defendants, are reluctant to disclose the terms of a
terms encourage to sue. Therefore, by the continued use of
confidential settlement agreements, the Court may very well not be addressing the
perceived problems the use of confidential settlement agreements, but
instead be fostering litigation by virtue of potential encouraged by reports
of “big money

As stated earlier, critics of confidential settlement agreements point to these
agreements as being barriers to the removal of the underlying causesofdefective
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products and detrimental activity which give rise to lawsuits. Many lawyers, law
teachers, and judges have studied these issues over the years and have concluded that 
court seals do not conceal unknown threats to public health and safety. See, A. R.
Miller, Traveling Courthouse Circuses, A.B.A.J. 1999). Moreover, the South
Carolina Defense Trial Attorneys’ Association, however, contends that the of

settlement agreements will be panacea to perceived
problem. As stated in the Article, it is important to remember the

is the master of the decision as to whether to remove the underlying
causes of defective products and detrimental behavior, regardless of the use of a
confidential settlement agreement. That is, with or without confidential settlement 
agreements, potential defendants will ultimately decide whether to remedy the problems
with their products or behavior.

Additionally, the South Carolina Defense Trial Attorneys’ Association also feels 
that an elimination of confidential settlement agreements will serve as a disincentive
settlement in a of civil disputes. As the Court is aware, all by
very are mutual resolutions of disputed claims. That is, a is not an
admission on the part of a defendant that its product or behavior was in any way
defective, or wrong. By eliminating the use of confidential settlements,the
fact of a settlement, and the terms thereof, usually including a recitation of the perceived
defect or detrimental behavior, will be made public and emasculate any protection 

liability which generally exists with voluntary settlements. That the
would bc made public, thereby clouding the defendant with perceived liability. 
Moreover, the assumption is made by the plaintiffs bar that confidential settlements Will
somehow allow defendants to resist efforts to their defective product or

conduct. We would contend that the underlying such a conclusion
suspect. The mere fact that a settlement agreement, and the terms thereof, remain 
confidential, will in no way a defendant to protect the facts of the suit

disclosure. The fact that the has been involved in previous litigation, as
well as the facts of that litigation, would be subject to discovery under existing Federal
Rules. Thus, the sameinformation the plaintiffs bar complains is now not available with 
confidential settlement agreements, is actually readily available under the current rules of
discovery. In fact, the only that will not be available under confidential settlement 
agreements will be the monetary compensation associated with the settlement and any
other facts sealed by the Court.

Aside from the public policy against a rule would
or discourage confidential settlements, the South Carolina Defense Trial

Attorneys’ Association would also point out the possible strain on judicial resources
which may be required to administer a rule of this nature. it is our
understanding that the rule would address only those cases which would impact public
safety, therefore, the initial concern would be exactly how the determination
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be made as to what types of cases would rise to the level of “public safety”. It is not
beyond the realm of possibility that an argument could be that all cases would
somehow hinge upon “public safety” pointed out, currently only
two states have enacted rules forbidding confidential settlements and in both
courts are required to go on as to why an agreement should be a

. Accordingly, under the considered it appears the Court
would be faced with increased hearings on privately negotiated settlements
in which it would otherwise not be involved in order to make threshold as
to whether the case involved a matter of public safety, and if so,
concern was involved so to allow confidentiality. 
resources may be exhausted in the implementation of the proposed

does not for then it is c
settlement will apart and the case will then have to be tried. 

In the South Defense Trial Attorney’s Association would
submit that both the public and private interests would be best by the
continued viability of confidential settlement agreements, especially
involving length settlements reached by parties to a civil dispute. we
understand it, the current allow the District Court Judges the discretion to approve
confidential settlement agreements and requests for sealing orders. We would
that the Court maintain the status quo with regard to the local rules and leave this matter
within the sound discretion of the trial Judge.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on this issue. If you need
or if we be of any furtherassistance, please let me know.

With regards,I am,

President
DirectDial: (864) 2

t

cc: Professor P. Freeman
cc: Kathryn Williams, Esq.
cc: Richard Rosen, Esq.
cc: Rebecca Esq.
cc: James B. Jr., Esq.



Alliance
American Insurers

September 12,2002

Mr. Larry Propes
Clerk of Court
U.S. District Court 
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, SC 29201

Dear Mr. Propes:

Proposed Amendment to Local Rule 5.03

The Alliance of American Insurers is a national trade association representing the interests of
more than 325 property-casualty insurance companies throughout the country. More than 30
Alliance members do business in South Carolina and in 2000, accounted for nearly eight percent
of all property-casualty insurance written in the state. 

The Alliance submits these comments in response to the Court’s proposed amendment to Local
Rule 5.03 that would prohibit the sealing of settlement agreements filed with the court. For the 
reasons outlined below, the Alliance strongly opposes this proposal. 

Every case should be evaluated independently on its own merits - a blanket 
fits-all” approach is not conducive to the fair and equitable administration justice.

The discretion currently available to trial judges to seal settlements or not should be 
retained. Judges are in the best position to know, after having reviewed the evidence,
whether a protective order is necessary. If a judge is convinced that disclosure is in the
public interest, a protective order can be denied. 

today’s litigious environment where often sued €orjust
anything, a settlement often represents a business decision to dispose of a case in the
most economical manner possible. Thus, while a defendant’s decision to settle a case
should not be interpreted as an admission of guilt by a defendant, this is precisely the
impression left with the public at large when they hear that a defendant settled a 
particular case for a certain sum of money. As a result, in the vast majority of cases, the 
potential for damage to a defendant’s reputation and image is greatly outweighed by the
public’s need to know about a settlement.

Making settlement amounts widely known drives up the cost of future settlements, 
ultimately translating into higher costs for goods and services. The practice could also
spark additional litigation, specifically class action litigation, where abuse is already
rampant.

3025 Highland Parkway,Suite 800 Downers Grove, Illinois 60515
630.724.2100 fax: 630.724.2190 www.allianceai.org



2 -Clerk of Court, September 12, 2002

Defendants will more likely submit to trial rather than settle claims if settlement
agreements could no longer be subject to a protective order. This in turn would further
burden already overcrowded court dockets. 

We appreciatethe opportunity to submit comments on the proposed amendment. Please do not 
hesitate to contact me should you have any questions or desire any further information. 

Sincerely,

Joyce E.
Attorney -Regulation, Tax, Law Claims

SC DOC



TRIAL LAWYERS FOR PUBLIC JUSTICE, P.C.

September 19,2002

Larry W. Propes
Clerk of the Court 
U.S. District Court 
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 

Re: Comment on 1,2002 Proposed Local Rule 5.03 Amendment

Dear Mr. Propes: 

Trial for Public Justicc (“TLPJ”) rcspcctfully submits following
comment on the proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03, dated August 1,2002,which
would prohibit the sealing of settlement agreements filed with the court. We 
wholeheartedly endorse the proposed amendment, which we welcome as an important
step forward in the fight against unnecessary court secrecy. 

Interest of TLPJ

TLPJ is a national public interest law firm dedicated to using trial lawyers’ skills 
and approaches to advance the public good. Litigating throughout the federal and state
courts, TLPJ prosecutes cases designed to advance consumers’ and victims’ rights, 
environmental protection and safety, civil rights and civil liberties, occupational health 
and employees’ rights, and protection of the poor and the powerless. 

TLPJ is also dcdicatcd to the proper working of the civil justice system
and open access to our courts. For over a decade, we have had a special project -
“Project ACCESS” - that opposes unnecessary court secrecy as a threat to public health 
and safety, the fair and efficient administration of justice, and our democratic system of
government. As part of Project ACCESS, TLPJ has intervened in a wide variety of cases 
to fight for the public’s right to know and has advised attorneys across the country on 
how to fight unnecessary secrecy in cases implicating public health, safety, and welfare. 

Comment on Proposed Amendment to Rule 5.03

TLPJ supports the proposed amendment because it would ensure that the public 
has access to important information about the judiciary. Sealed settlements effectively
censor such information, undermining the principles that lie at the core of our democracy. 
As James Madison wrote, “A popular government, without popular information, or the
means of acquiring it, is but a prologue to a farce or tragedy; or, perhaps both. 
Knowledge will forever govern ignorance: And a people who mean to be their own 
governors, must arm themselves with the power knowledge gives.”’

Board of Ed. v. 457 853,867 (1982) (quoting James Madison, 9 Writings of James
Madison 103 (G. Hunted. 1910)).

Reply to:
National Headquarters 
1717
Suite 800
Washington, DC 20036-2001
Phone: (202) 797-8600
Fax: (202) 232-7203

West Coast Office
One Kaiser Plaza
Suite 275
Oakland, CA 94612-3684
Phone: 622-8150

(510) 622-8155

E-Mail: tIpj@tlpj.org
Web Site: www.tlpj.org
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Based on this historically rooted system of open government, courts have recognized that the
public has a presumptive right to inspect and copy court The proposed amendment 
comports with this right of access by allowing the public to view settlement documents filed in court,
which are, by definition, judicial As the Arkansas Supreme Court has held, once settling 
parties “seek the imprimatur of a court, . . . it becomes the public’s 

The proposed amendment would also confer a specific, vital benefit on the public by 
revealing information about hazardous products or dangerous patterns and practices that lie at the 
heart of litigation, thereby avoiding risks that would otherwise remain A notorious

of harm by such is the pattern of injuries and deaths on
tires, which confidential settlements kept hidden for almost a decade. As a

result, millions of unsuspecting consumers continued to trust their lives to potentially deadly 

v. Warner Communications, 435 US. 589,597 (1978).

Luther, 277 926, 929-30 (7th Cir 2002) (“The public has an interest in knowing what tenns of
settlement a federal judge would approve and perhaps therefore nudge the parties to agree to.”); In Re
Ltd. Partnership, 2001 WL 1450749, at * 2 (6th Cir.Nov. 6,2001) (“There is a strong public policy in favor of public
access to judicial proceedings, most particularly as relates to a court’s order or decree, embodying a settlement.”); SEC v.
Van 990 845, 849 (5th Cir. 1993) (noting that settlement filed in district court is judicial record to
which presumption of common-law right of access applies); EEOC v. Erection Co., 900 168, 169-70 (9th 
Cir. 1990) (discussing presumption of access factors in reviewing propriety of sealing consent decree); Bank
Trust v. 800 339, 345 (3d Cu. 1986) to
judicial process to interpret the settlement and to enforce it, the parties are no longer entitled to invoke . . . confidentiality
. . . . Once a settlement is filed in the district court, it becomes a judicial record, and subject to the access accorded such 
records.”); see also Brown Eng’g, ,960 F 1015-1 ( 1 1 th Cir 1992) (holding that presumptive
right of access applies to court records sealed pursuant to settlement).

Courts have held that the public right of access trumps the general argument that secrecy encourages settlement. 
Brown, 960 at 1016 is immaterial whether the sealing of the record is an integral part of a negotiated settlement 
between the parties, even if the settlement comes with the court’s active encouragement.”); Bank of Am. Trust, 800

at 345 (“We cannot permit the expediency of the moment to overturn centuries of tradition of open access to court
documents and orders.”); Arkansas Best Corp. v. General Elec. Capital 878 708,712 (Ark. 1994) 

encouragement of settlement is not a sufficient basis to overcome the public’s right of access.”); see also Pansy
v. Borough of 23 772 (3d Cir. 1994) (“Neither the interests of parties in settling cases, nor the interests
of the federal courts in cleaning their can the important values manifested by freedom of 
information laws.”); re Co. Bronco Liab. Litig., 1995 WL 262257, at (E.D. La. May 4, 1995) 
(holding that Ford failed to specifically demonstrate how disclosure of the settlement agreements would hinder its ability
to settle personal injury lawsuits). 

Arkansas Best Corp., 878 at 712. 

See Ending Legal Secrecy, N.Y.TIMES,September5,2002, at A22; Martha Neil, Confidential Settlements 
Scrutinized: Recent Events Bolster Proponents of Limiting Secret Case Resolutions, 88 A.B.A. J. 20 (July 2002); Lloyd 
Doggett Michael J. Mucchetti, Public Access to Public Courts: Discouraging Secrecy in the Public Interest, 69
L. REV. 643,648-49 (1991).

See Cal. Bill A.B. 881: Hearings before Judiciary Comm. of the California State Assembly (Jan. 23,2002)
(statement of Jane Kelly, Director, Public Citizen California office) (at 
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More recently, courts have facilitated secret settlements in sexual abuse cases brought against 
officials of the Catholic church, which hid important information relevant to children’s safety. The 
Connecticut Superior Court, for example, recently admonished the lower courts of that state for 
participating in the “cover-up” of twenty-three sexual abuse cases against a local diocese by sealing 
files and delaying trials, “thus encouraging the plaintiffs to enter into settlement agreements 
containing confidentiality and non-disclosure provisions . . . Rosado v. Bridgeport Roman 
Catholic Diocesan 2002 1837910, at (Conn. Super. Ct. June 12,2002). Now, more 
than ever, courts cannot allow themselves to become unwitting accomplices to such hidden 

Conclusion

In Justice Brandeis’ oft-quoted words, “Sunshine is . . . the best of disinfectants.”’ Access to
settlements filed with the court would make the bench and bar accountable, help demystify the courl
system, and promote the flow of information that is so cherished in ow country. For the reasons 
set forth above, TLPJ respectfully urges the Committee to adopt the proposed amendment to the
Local Rule 5.03. Please direct any questions regarding these comments to TLPJ Staff Attorney 
Rebecca E. Epstein, who can be reached at (202) 797-8600 (telephone), (202) 232-7203 (fax), or at

Respectfully submitted, 

Rebecca E. 
Staff Attorney 

Accord Equal Employment Opportunity Commission v.National Children’s Ctr., 98 1406(D.C.
Cir. 1996) the Center provides services to children and the alleged misconduct by the Center’s staff in this
case was of a sexual nature, the public interest in disclosure [of the settlement] is compelling.”); Gleba v.

Corp., 2001 Mass. Super. LEXIS 364 (Mass. Super. Ct. Aug. 6,2001) to approve sealing as condition 
of settlement because “such an . . . order would serve as a secrecy mechanism that conceals of harmful
products or practices from the public.”) .

Louis D. Brandeis, Other People’s Money 67 (1933).



THE STATE

RUTGERS
Center for Negotiationand Conflict Resolution

BlousteinSchoolof Planningand Public Policy Rutgers,The State University
33 Avenue Suite 104 New Brunswlck NJ 08901-1985

Phone: Fax: e-mail: cncrQrci.rutgers.edu

September 6,2002

The Hon. Joseph F. Anderson, Jr.
U.S. District Court
Post Office Box 447
Columbia, SC 29202-0447

Dear Justice Anderson:

I noted, in yesterday’s New York Times, the action taken by the federal
district court to ban secret settlements and thought, as will be obvious that
you might wish to see one view (if no doubt, many) that supports what you
and colleague have done.

Best wishes,

Linda Stamato
Deputy Director

Cc: Sanford M. Director
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In South Carolina,Judges Seek to Ban Secret Settlements
Continued From Page

dered secrecy agreements that kept
the Firestone tire problem from 
coming to light until many years
later,” he wrote. “Arguably, some 
lives were lostbecausejudges

agreements regarding 
stone tire problems.”

Lawyers say the proposal, which
widely discussed at the Ameri-

can Bar Association’s conference in
Washington last month, is likely to

influential in other federal courts 
and in state courts, which often fol-
low federal practice in procedural

In South Carolina, the
state’s chief justice has expressed 
great interest in the proposal.
The Catholic Church scandals are

one reason for a renewed interest
the topic of secrecy in the courts, 
legal experts say.
’“‘All reactions are going to be af-

fected by the bureaucratic 
responses of

church hierarchy,” said Edward H.
a law professor at the Uni-

versity of
But some legal experts and indus- 

try groups say the blanket rule is
unwise.

judges of South
God bless them, have not evaluated
the costs of what they are

said Arthur Miller, a law pro-
fessor at Harvard and an expert in
civil procedure. He said the ban on
secret settlements would discourage

from filing suits and settling
them, and threaten personal privacy

Joyce E. Kraeger, a staff lawyer at
the Alliance of American Insurers,
said the current system, in which 
judges have discretion to approve 
sealed settlements or not, worked 
fine. ‘‘There shouldn’t be a
fits-all approach,” Ms. Kraeger said.

Jeffrey A. Newman, a lawyer in
Massachusetts who represents peo-
ple who say they were abused by
Catholic priests, praised the South
Carolina proposal. Mr. Newman said
he regretted having participated in
secret settlements in some early
abuse cases. “It was a terrible mis-
take,” he said, “and I think people 

harmed by it.”
Mr. Newman said a rule banning

secret settlements, combined with
the Internet, would create a powerful

for lawyers seeking information 
patterns of wrongful conduct. 

The impact of such a ban could be
l i l t e d , however, if adopted only by
federal courts. Most personal injury
and product liability cases, and al- 
most all claims of sexual abuse by
clergy, are litigated in state courts.

Several states have laws and rules

South Carolina’s federal trial judges have voted to ban secret legal settlements. Chief Judge Joseph F.
(front iglit) an “opportunityfor our todo the right

that limit secret settlements, typical-
ly in cases involving public safety.

for
orders that have the effect of “con-
cealing a public hazard.”

Experts say many of those limits
are difficult to enforce, particularly
when every party to a case is urging
the judge to approve a settlement.
Indeed, Judge Anderson’s colleagues 
rejected his proposal. which was lim- 
ited to matters of public health and 
safety, in favor of a blanket ban. 

The federal proposal in South Car-
olina has caught the attention of Jean

the Chief justice of the
Carolina Supreme Court. Chief

A n idea call
unwise but others
say could save lives.

Lice Toal awa i t
the formal adoption of the rule be-
fore making her own proposal, but 
that the issue was important and
timely.

“I’m very intrigued about this,” 
she said, noting that some of her
interest arose from “recent claims
involving pedophilia and sealed 
cases.” Judge Anderson and Chief
Justice Toal noted that a Columbia,
S.C., newspaper, The State, had
spurred their interest in the issue by
publishing a series of articles on
secret settlements by doctors re-
peatedly accused of medical mal- 

practice.
Even under the South Carolina

proposal, the and
the requirement that parties keep
quiet could be placed in a private
contract not filed with the court. If
the contract were violated, a new
lawsuit would be required to seek
redress. A court-approved settle-
ment, on the other hand, can be en-
forced by returning to the original 
judge for a contempt order.

“If they don’t want the might and 
majesty of the court system to en- 
force their settlement, that’s one
thing,” Chief Toal said.
“Sealing the economic terms of the
settlement is only one part of it.
We’reoften talking about sealing the 
entire public record of the case.”

Opponents of the proposal argue
that secrecy encourages settle-
ments, which they say are desirable
given limited court resources. , Judge Anderson told his col-
leagues that their court, at least, had
available capacity. He wrote that the
court had disposed of 3,856 civil

in the previous 12
which included only 35 cases tried to
a verdict. 

“If the rule change I propose were 
enacted and it did result in or
three more jury trials per judge per 
year (which is far from certain),” 
Judge Anderson wrote, “I think we
could the workload
with little problem.” 

Robert A. Clifford, a Chicago law-
yer who typically represents plain-
tiffs, scoffed at the notion that de-
fendants would not settle without se-
crecy provisions, saying the alterna-
tive to a public settlement was a far
more public trial.

“The undeniable fact is that the
reason they want secrecy is so vic-
tim find out what
victim No. 1 got,” Mr.Clifford said. 
Ms.Kraeger, of the insurers alli-

ance, did not dispute that. “Making
that information widely known could 
have the effect of driving up litiga-
tion costs,” she said. 

Professor Miller emphasized that
plaintiffs might not want to have
their new wealth made public. 

“There is a right not to enable 
every neighbor and business associ- 
ate to know what you got,” he said.
“Would you want to receive calls 
from telemarketers who discover
that you just got $1 million?”

In a forthcoming article in The
Hofstra Law Review prompted by
settlements in sexual abuse cases
involving clergy, Stephen a
law professor at New York Universi-
ty, argues that confidentiality provi-
sions that forbid victims to talk
about their experiences amount to
obstruction of justice and violate eth-
ical rules governing lawyers. 

Professor Gillers, though, would
exclude settlement amounts, trade
secrets and private information
from any requirement that settle-
ments be maae

Judge Anderson was most con-
cerned with the selling of secrecy
a commodity, he said in an interview,
He recalled being told by a plaintiff’s
lawyer that the lawyer had obtained 
additional money for his client in
exchange for the promise of secrecy.

“That’s what really lit my fuse,” 
the judge said. “It meant that se-
crecy was something bought and
sold right under a judge’s nose.”
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August 30,2002

Honorable Larry W. Propes
Clerk of Court 
United States District Court 
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, SC 29201

Dear Honorable Clerk: 

I write to voice my strong support for Chief Judge Joe Anderson’s initiative to ban secret
settlements in the district.

Having been a lawyer for 25 years, I have had first-hand experience with the
added costs and suffering that such secrecy agreements, the related requirement to 
discovery documents, can cause. Perhaps the best example where I was recently involved was
representing numerous states against the tobacco industry for Medicaid cost recovery. In the
course of those proceedings, we to tlie tobacco had survived decades 
litigation unscathed by forcing each smoker to relitigate every issue from scratch.

The industry quickly learned that it could prevent a plaintiff sharing information by
refusing to produce any documents without secrecy agreements requiring their return upon 
completion of the litigation. Indeed, the industry gloated over its success, recognizing that most 
of the cases it won were not decisions on the merits, but were achieved by exhausting the
plaintiffs’ resources. In effect, the tobacco company defeated the judicial system, not simply the 
opposing party. Industry lawyers secretly patted themselves on the back for using the industry’s
superior resources to wear down opposing counsel:

aggressive posture we have taken regarding depositions and
discovery in general continues to make these cases extremely 
burdensome and expensive for plaintiffs’ lawyers, particularly
sole practitioners. To paraphrase General the way we won
these cases was not by spending all of Reynolds’ money, but by
making that other son of a bitch spend all his. 

(See attached internal tobacco lawyer memo).



Honorable Larry W. Propes
Clerk of Court
United States District Court 
August 30,2002
Page Two of Two

The argument has been made that if a defendant does not have a secrecy agreement
option, it will not settle a case. secrecy agreements are abolished, the ultimate decision to
settle will return to its proper focus - the justified fear (sometimes on both sides) of a jury
verdict. That is the way it should be. Legitimate uncertainty produces fair settlements. 

I hope the Court will finalize the rule, recognizing that in lawsuit settlements, as in many 
other areas of life, sunshine is the best disinfectant.

Respectfully,

Edward J. Westbrook
ewestbrook@,rpwb.com

cc: Honorable Joseph F. Anderson, Jr. 
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COMMON CAUSE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Mr. W.
Clerk of Court
United States District Court 
1845 Assembly Street
PO Box 447
Columbia, SC 29201

RE: Proposed Amendment to Local Rule 5.03

Dear Propes:

September 1, 2002

Common Carolina hereby submits its comment in support of proposed Rule 5.03.
This comment was approved by the Executive Committee of our Board of Directors.

Our organization is a public interest group with over eight hundred members in South Carolina
which was established over twenty years ago. We advocate open, responsive, and accountable 
government at the local, state, and national levels. We believe that the public should receive as much
information about the of government as is practical.

We endorse the proposed rule because it is in accord with our interest in opening up to public
scrutiny the work of our federal courts. We believe that our courts should not promote or facilitate
secrecy of legal matters brought before the judiciary. 

It is especially important that legal matters relating to public safety and the expenditure of
public funds be made known to the public. We support the proposal to not seal settlements in cases
involving product liability, professional malpractice, and public monies, as well as in all other cases. 

We do not support any exceptions which would allow the sealing of settlements as such
exceptions would be difficult to fashion and implement.

Common Carolina wishes to thank Judge Joseph F. Anderson, Jr. for the 
lit; important issue and the beneficial effect that this proposal has

already had not only on other federal judges, but also on the South Carolina Supreme Court. 

ohn V. Crangle
Executive Director 

. . . .. ... .
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FAX:

S. DAVIS, JR.
bdavis@bjglaw.com

The Honorable Larry W. Propes
Clerk Court
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 -243 1 

Re: Proposed Amendment to Rule 5.03 

Dear Mr. Propes: 

I have read various documents concerning the unanimous vote of South Carolina’s ten
Federal Judges to place an outright and absolute ban on sealed court sanctioned settlements. While
I certainly have the highest respect for these judges, I question the necessity and reasonableness for
such an absolute ban. 

For many years I have practiced in the litigation areas of professional liability and products
liability. several occasions it has appropriate and desirable for both parties to enter into 
a settlement which is sealed by the consent of the parties and the court. My experience is that in the
courseof negotiation toward settlement, many factors come into play on the side of both the plaintiff 
and the defendant which make such an agreement desirable. There are numerous reasons why either
side might want to avoid publicity of an agreement reached between them. Most of the time these 
reasons are not a reflection of anyulterior motive to deprive those who need to know of information
which would be beneficial to the public. It occurs to me that when parties have a disagreement they 
should be allowed to reach any accord suitable to both sides as long as it is not unlawful, immoral, 
or against public policy. Certainly there are reasons in certain cases which would be acceptable to 
a court for sealing settlements which do not violate any of the above three criteria. 

As you are well-aware, given the changing nature of complex litigation in the century,
having rules which are“absolute” may make difficult the achievement ofjustice and accordbetween
the parties in certain cases, I am one attorney involved in these types of cases who is perfectly 
willing to trust the judgment and discretionof ajudge in these matters. It is my firmbelief that while
some guidelines regarding the sealing of a settlement are probably appropriate and necessary, an 
absolute ban on such settlements might, in some cases, infringe on the rights and desires of the
litigants and perform no useful judicial purpose. 
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The Honorable Larry W. Propes
Clerk of U.S. District Court 
August 1,2002
Page 2

Iwould hope that the Judges of the South Carolina Federal Court would revisit their position 
with regard to the ban and work toward documented guidelines to assist a judge in the
exercise of his discretion. 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on this matter. Should you have any questions or
desire any other comment, please feel free to contact me.

With best regards, I remain

Verytrul yours,

HSB

P.A.

c: Richard S. Rosen, Esquire 
S.C. Defense Trial Lawyers Association

(73555.1



108Windward Court
Pendleton, SC 29670

August3,2002

U.S. Clerk of Court
1845Assembly
Columbia, SC 29201

REF: ProposalTo Ban Secret Court

Dear Clerk of Court:

Pleaserecord my strong support of the proposal to bansecrecy of federal court decisions. There is no justice
when it is hidden from our citizens. Hopefullythis banwill also be extendedto state decisions.

Sincerely,

William A. Kester
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2600 River Road, Des 600153236

September 30,2002

GREGORY
COU EL

Via Fax:
Regular Mail

W. Propes
Clerk of Court
US District Court
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, SC 29202

Dear Mr. Propes: 

This submitted in response to the Court’s invitation for public comment concerning the
proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03 am on behalf of the National 
Association of Independent insurers the nation‘s argest full-service property and
casualty trade association,representing more than 7 15 members. Our organization opposes the
proposed for the reasons set forth in this letter.

Any discussion of confidentiality in context of settlement agreements requires 
consideration of various competing interests. While public access to court proceedings must be
assured, there are well-recognized situations where the public’s right to know is outweighed by a

legitimate right to privacy. See, e Fed. R.Civ. P. In cases, at least
party’s participation in the litigation process is involuntary, and there are no effective safeguards
to ensure that lawsuit is meritorious before a party is forced to participate in discovery. We all

that most cases settled, many times for reasons unrclntcd to the merits of the claim
asserted by the plaintiff, the many reasons parties may choose settlement is the desire to
avoid the public display of a In those and many other cases, of confidentiality is
a very important component of any settlement, and it may be critical to a desire to settle
for reasons wholly unrelated to avoiding future suits by other plaintiffs. The proposed
amendment under consideration deprives litigants assurance of confidentiality.

1

The implication in recent media reports on this issue is that the practice somehow
endangers public safety by “hiding” important information. That implication is unfounded. Any
such a conclusion is contrary to studies by the Rules Committee of the United States Judicial
Conference, practical experience, and conclusions of scholarly articles on the subject. The right
of public access to court proceedings is to ensure the appropriate functioning of the court system.
not to require public dissemination of private information the parties have agreed to protect.

T h e of preserving the orders is addressed in copy of my dated1

23,2002 Judge Joe
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In most cases, the only information contained in a settlement agreement is the fact that
the parties have agreed to resolve their differences in consideration for the payment of money,

most agreements also state that settlement is not to be construed as an admission of fault
(and is not, as a matter of law), it is well recognized that this the very implication that arises
from reporting of the settlement of a case. What interest is served by the court's refusal to
enforce an agreement of confidentiality between litigants'!

We are aware of statements that have been made by the Chief Judge to the effect that this
proposed rule would have no effect on settlement agreements parties where the court is
not asked to get involved. Admittedly, this would account for the vast majority of settlement
agreements because very few require court sanction. The concern, however, is if
court expressly refused to sanction confidential settlement agreements, litigants would have no 
forum in which to enforce valid confidentiality obligations when breached by a party
to settlement contract. Such a effectively emasculate any right of privacy that 
litigants have heretofore enjoyed. It would also deter many settlements, which is contrary to the

of the.parties, the courts,and the public.

Based upon the foregoing, our organization would strongly urge the Court to decline to
adopt the proposed rule amendment. We believe the current local 5.03 allows the proper
exercise of balanced by the court permits the protection the all
litigants while at the time ensuring that litigation is conducted in an open forum.

Thank you for allowing me to comment on this important matter. Please feel free to
contact me with any questions you may have. Additionally, I look forward to any comments you

have on this matter,
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September 30, 2002

GREGORY OST
COUNSEL

Via Fax:
Mail

Propes
Clerk of court
US District
1845 Assembly Street
Columbia, SC 29202

Dear Mr. Propes:

This letter is submitted response to the Court’s invitation for public comment the
proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03 D.S.C.I writing on behalf of the National 
Association of Independent Insurers the nation’slargest property and

trade representing more 715 members. opposes the
proposed amendment for the set forth in this letter.

Any discussion of confidentiality in the context of settlement agreements requires
consideration of various competing interests While public access to court proceedings must be
assured, there are situations where public’s to know is outweighed by a

legitimate right to privacy See, ,Fed. R P. Inmost cases, at least one
party’s participation in the litigation process is involuntary, and there are no effective safeguards
to ensure that a lawsuit is before a party is forced to participate in discovery We all
know that most cases are settled, many times for reasons unrelated to merits of claim
asserted by the plaintiff the many reasons parties may choose settlement is the desire to
avoid the public display of a trial those and many other cases, assurance of confidentiality i s
a very important component of any and it may be critical to a party’s to settle
for reasons wholly unrelated to future suits by other plaintiffs. The proposed

under consideration litigants of that assurance of confidentiality

The implication in recent media on this issue i s that the current practice somehow
endangers public safety by “hiding” important information. That implication is unfounded.
such a conclusion is contrary to studies by the Rules Committee of the United States
Conference, practical experience, and conclusions of scholarly articles on the subject. The
of public access to court is to ensurethe appropriate functioning of the court system,
not to require public dissemination of private the parties have agreed to protect.

of the of orders is addressed in the ofmy dated
July 23,2002 Judge

187-7800 FAX: 2975064
Web site: http://www.
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most cases, the only contained in a settlement is the fact that
the parties have agreed to resolve their differences in consideration for the payment of money.
While most agreements also state that settlement is not to be construed as an admission of fault
(and is not, as a matter of it is well recognized that this is very implication that arises
from public reporting of the settlement of a case. What interest is served by the court's to
enforce an agreement of confidentiality between litigants? 

We are aware of statements have been made by the Chief Judge to the that this
proposed rule would have no effect on settlement agreements between parties where the court is
not asked to get involved. Admittedly, this would account for the vast of settlement
agreements because very few settlements require court sanction. The concern, however, is that if
court expressly refused to sanction confidential settlement agreements, litigants would have no
forum in to enforce valid contractual confidentiality obligations when breached by a party
to a scttlcmcnt contract. Such a would effectively emasculate any right of privacy that
litigants have heretofore enjoyed. It would deter settlements, which is contrary to the
interests of the parties, the courts, and the public.

Based upon the foregoing, our organization would strongly urge the Court to decline to
adopt the proposed rule amendment. We believe the current local rule 5.03 allows theproper
exercise of balanced by the court and the protection of the interests all
litigants while at the same time ensuring that litigation is conducted in an open forum.

Thank you for allowing me to comment on this important matter. Please feel free to
contact me with any questions you may have. Additionally, 1look forward to any comments you
may have on this matter.
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2600 Road. Des ROBERT L. ZEMAN
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

STATE GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

July 23, 2002

The Joseph F.
United States District Court for the District of SouthCarolina
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, SC 29202-0447

RE: Proposed Amendment to Local Rule 5.03

Dear Judge

I am writing on behalf of the National Association of Independent
nation’s largest full-service property and casualty trade association, representing more than700
members. We understand that the Court is considering an amendment to Local Rule 5.03D.S.C.
that may limit the discretion of the District Judge in sealing court records and settlements, at
least cases involving public safety. We would the Court’sconsideration of this
letter betting forth organization’s opposition to the proposal.

Although the Court has only indicated an intent to reexamine rules relating to
and sealed court records, our organization is concerned over the

implications any restrictions may have for protective orders issued during the course of
discovery. Through discovery procedures, a litigant can compel production of materials of a
highly sensitive and nature such as trade secrets and other proprietary materials.
Rule sets forth a procedure whereby the Court can issue order which justice requires”
upon a showing of “good cause” to provide proper protection of material from public 
dissemination, etc Simply because material subject to a protective order is filed with the Court
in conjunction with a dispositive motion or proceeding does not make it any
confidential, and the Court should maintain discretion to extend the protection of these materials
by sealing a portion of the Court’srecords. To restrict that discretionary power serve
to the substantial provided by Rule

A to similarly limit power of District Courts to issue
orders matters affecting “the protection of public health or safety” was considered and rejected
by the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules of the Judicial Conference of the United States. (See
letter of March 23, Paul Niemeycr, Chairman to
Representative Henry Hyde, Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary of the United States House
of Representatives.) This committee conducted a “serious study of protective order practices . . ,

in response to pending legislation.” According to the report of the T h e s e studies all

(847)
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suggested that there is no need to make it more difficult to issue discovery protective orders. The
studies generally showed:

That there is no evidence that protective orders in fact create any significant 
problem in concealing information about public hazards or in impeding

sharing of discovery information;

That much information can be gathered from parties and during
discovery that no one would a right to learn outside of a
particular 1awsuit;

That discovery would become more burdensome and costly if the parties can
not reasonably rely on protective orders; and 

That administration of a rule creating broader rights of public access would
impose great burdens on the court system.”

We would urge this Court to adopt the reasoning of Judge Niemeyer and his committee members 
in to further restrict the important safeguards provided by protective orders. 

The United States Supreme Court has concluded that trial courts have the discretion
to enter protective orders, “Liberal discovery is provided for the sole purpose of assisting in the
preparation and trial of litigated disputes. Because of the liberality of pretrial

by Rule j, it is necessary for the trial court to have the authority to issue
protective orders conferred by Rule Times 467U.S.20, 34

(emphasis added). “It is clear from experience that discovery . . . has a significant
potential for abuse. This abuse is not limited to matters of delay and expense; discovery also
may seriously implicate privacy interests of litigants and third parties.” at 34.

Such protective orders do not implicate any First Amendment interests of the public. As
the Supreme Court recognized in Times, there exists no right of public access
to discovery Discovery materials and proceedings 

are not public components of a civil tr ial. Such proceedings were
not open to the public at common law, and, in general, they are
conducted in private as a matter of modern practice. of the
infomation that surfaces during pretrial discovery may be
unrelated, or only to the underlying of
action. Therefore, restraints placed on discovered, but not yet
admitted, information are not a restriction on a traditionally public 
source of infomation.

467 U.S.at 33 (citations omitted). 
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Moreover, it is commonly recognized that protective orders warranted to limit use of
discovery materials to the litigation in they were produced: “The courts are empowered to
issue protective orders on a good cause showing that a party intends to use the discovery for a
purpose unrelated to settlement or trial preparation of the case in which the discovery is taken or
requested.” 6 James Moore, Federal 26.1 at 26-241 (3d ed.

To the extent that courts have endorsed sharing of discovery as a matter of efficiency,
they have recognized that the proper approach is to enter the protective order, and then allow
actual litigants in cases who need the information for another action to appear and seek a
modification of the protective order that allows them access under a similar protective order 
while still preserving the confidentiality of the

could also be that the proposed may run afoul of Rule 83 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Rule 83 provides that local rules adopted by district courts 
must be consistent with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Acts of Congress. idea
[of Rule was to enable local courts to diverge in ways from the national
scheme embodied in the Civil Rules.” 12 Charles Alan Wright R. Miller et al.,

3 15 1 (2d ed. The United States Supreme Court has held that
where the subject is “weighty” and and of “great importance to litigants,” it not
suitable for resolution by local rule. v. U.S. 641, (1960). The proper
method for whether a local is inconsistentwith a Federal Rule of
Procedure to first, whether the two are textually inconsistent and, second,
whether the local rule the overall purpose of the Federal Rule. See

Ct., 53 1349, 1355, 1995). The fact that Congress, in consultation with
the Judicial Conference recently considered and rejected similar limitations militates against 
adopting a restrictive rule in this district,

In summary, the Districts Courts must have discretion to enter protective orders under
Federal Rule order to balance the confidentiality interests of the producing party against
the interests of the opposing party in obtaining discovery in order the instant
litigation Any rule that would limit the of the District Court to carry the force and
effect of protective orders beyond the termination of the particular litigation would unnecessarily 
water down the impact of protective orders and diminish their balancing effect. Accordingly, we
respectfully request the Court not to amend the local rules in a that would take
away this important protection for litigants,

Very yours,

Robert L.
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September 30, 2002

VIA FACSIMILE 765-5469

Larry Propes
Clerk of the Court
U.S. District Court
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, South Carolina

Dear Mr. Propes:

I am writing to comment on proposed changes to Local Rule 5.03
regarding the filing ot documents under seal.' Although substantive law
regarding when federal courts is well-settled [see,

467 20, 33 we believe Local Rule 5.03 is an
appropriate method for laying out the procedural ground rules for how and
when issues relating to the court record sealing are to be raised and
decided.

of the limited procedural purpose of local rules of court, we
feel it important t o note tha t the Federal Judicial Conforonco has studied
how confidentiality in litigation works in practice, including whether

our firm Is a California of 210
throughout the state and we have, for many years, represented companies in disputes
which required the disclosure of confidential and proprietary informadon, 
secrets, which needed the issuance of a Protective Order. We also have been involved in
many cases where the terms of the settlement needed to remain confidential. have been
personally involved for several years in analyzing proposed legislation concerning
protective orders and confidential settlements in several and I have testified on
several occasions before the California Legislature concerning these topics.

15333039.3
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confidential settlement agreements (filed with the court) are misused, and
concluded that no substantive change in the law was required. See,
Report of Committee on t h e Rules of Practice and Procedure of the Judicial
Conference of the United States, March 23, 1998 (Justice Paul V.
Niemeyer, U.S. Court of Appeals).

To that end, we trust that the Court intends Local Rule 5.03 t o be a
the procedural mechanism by which litigants may move for the sealing of
court records, one that also ensures adequate briefing on the issues that
existing substantive law allow federal judges to weigh as they exercise

discretion t o seal records.

Nevertheless, there are two issues concerning with the proposed
changes to Local Rule 5.03 which we feel are problematic and should be
revisited. The first is new subparagraph (B), which would allow non-parties
to intervene in an action to object t o a motion to seal documents filed with
the court.

Subparagraph appears t o run afoul of controlling federal law in
several respects. First, by mandating a role for non-parties in actively
opposing sealing issues (and being bound by the court's ruling),
subparagraph impermissibly conflicts with Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 24, which requires non-parties to seek leave to intervene.

Moreover, because subparagraph (B) purports t o mandate a role for
non-parties on issues, it also appears t o violate the Constitution,
which requires t h a t parties seeking to intervene have Article standing.
See Diamond Charles, 476 U.S. 54, 68-69 that standing
may be required for party sought t o be added through permissive joinder); 
Sokagan Chippewa Community Babbitt, 214 941, 946 (7 th Cir.

split in circuits over whether parties intervening as of right
must have Article standing).

Because of these fundamental problems, we respectfully request that
Subparagraph not be adopted. If, in a given case, a non-party wishes to
weigh in on the sealing of a court record, existing amicus procedures
allow that party to seek leave to file a brief, without conferring them a
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participatory role permitted them by the Federal Rules or the
Constitution.

The second problem with the proposed changes to Local Rule 5.03 is
in subparagraph We have no doubt that the briefing considerations
listed in that subparagraph are not intended to alter substantive law on the 
propriety of sealing court records or limit the discretion judges possess in
deciding whether to court records. We are concerned, however, that
the list in subparagraph (A) may overemphasize the factors weighing 
against the sealing of court records, while glossing over factors such as
privacy concerns - that justify the sealing of such records. Thus,
subparagraph appears to create a risk that judges will decide sealing
issues under the wrong substantive legal standard. We accordingly request 
that this subparagraph be further revised t o more strongly acknowledge the
propriety of sealing court records when an appropriate showing has been
made.

I would be pleased to discuss t
other members of the Court.

15333039.3
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BY AND FIRST CLASS
W. Propes

Clerk of Court
1845 Assembly
Columbia, SC 29201

AT

843-720-4607
FAX 943-723-7398

Dear Propes:

This letter is in response to your public comment on the proposed
to Rule 5.03. I wrote a previous letter dated July 24, 2002 (copy of which is enclosed)

Anderson stating my position on the sealing of the records lo protect
of settlements. in this letter, I am responding as a lawyer practices in the product
liability area representing manufacturers as a member of Product Advisory
an organization which prepares and submits briefs amicus curiae to and state courts in cases

significant product issues. have also represented in the federal and
state of twenty-five

I had considerable experience with the issues relating to the proposed to
Local Rule 5.03 now exists. remain Local Rule
are not necessary or appropriate. However, I have become of what may well be
recommendation by the District Court Committee to judges regarding may be
more appropriate amendment to Rule 5.03. there is to be change, I in the

of the Advisory Committee is subject to two caveats:

1. to the “public interest” in Rule 5.03 be understood to the
judge‘s discretion to balance evenhandedly any public interest in disclosure against interests of
private litigants in privacy and and

2. provision permitting non-parties to intervene in to seal or unseal
court records should be not and should require a showing of good to
intervene.

00495131
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As I understandit, the Advisory Committee’s proposal would answer the concerns expressed
about the current rule abolishing the trial judge.

truly.

Henry B. Jr.

1.
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July 24,2002

Direct Dial
(843j 720-4607

BY
The Honorable Anderson, Jr.

S. Judge
U. S. Dismct Court for District of SC
P. 0.Box 447
Columbia, SC 29202-0447

RE: Court-Ordered Secrecy

Judge Anderson: 

The letter is in response to your request for input on a proposed local change to be
discussed at a with on July 26,2002. I writing to express views
a lawyer who practices primarily in the product liability area representing manufacturers and a
member Product Liability Advisory Council. an organization prepares and submits
amicus curiae and state courts in cases significant product liability issues.
also represented Firestone in the and state courts of South Carolina for about
years.

considering matters addressed inyour letter of June 24,2002 to the South Carolina
U. District Court Judges, I urge that amendment of Local Rule 5.03prohibiting all court-
ordered secrecy agreements suggesting are ”strongly
disfavored” not be adopted. I strongly the present system allows the judge

discrstion to balance factors in each casewith regard to whether to allow
a confidential secrecy agreement.

Our system is 1 to do a job addressing these issues if j and the parties are
allowed on a case-by-casebasis to fashion appropriate agreements taking into account facts and

764
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nesds of the parties and the public. As your letter to the indicates, thejudiciary is
to the need for appropriate to ensure that the is a5 part of
equation in matters to secrecy agreements. The strict requirements of Local Rule 5.03
ensure that a file would be sealed only after consideration and acceptable
to the court.

In experience, of is an important factor 
as well as the defendant in negotiating settlement of a Privacy issues should continue to
be as the court balances the various interests. judge should retain the present

to whether private is to he to the public. The absence
confidentiality impede settlement of cases.

to report to public safety to
agencies, such as NHTSA, before products placed on the market, aswell after. For

existing law gives NHTSA broad authorityto about and litigation.
the courts should public safety in connection proposed secrecy they

should on the role of agencies.

Because Firestone is mentioned in your of 24, would like to address
Firestone’s policy in South Carolina it is to me: Firestone se e h protective
orders for trade and proprietary appropriate. If the court this

generally remains protected after a settlement. Although I do not to
review all of the old files, I believe Firestone has not sought to seal a filehandledby this office since
at least 1985. The standard settlement agreement contains a clause protecting

regarding terms of the and the of money paid.”

In summary, are rules and standards in place which allow appropriate balancing of
the of privacy aid the public interest. the discretion of the judge to inquire
thcsc and appropriate order for the particular case would be step.

you for the opportunity submit these

very

-7
HB

0047476.1.

Henry B. Sinythc, Jr.
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FEDERATION OF DEFENSE
CORPORATE COUNSEL

Via Overnight Delivew

The Honorable Joseph F. Anderson, Jr. 
Chief Judge 
United States District Court
1845
Columbia, SC 29201

RE: Court-Ordered Secrecy Agreements 

Dear Judge Anderson: 

ROBERTV. DEWEY,JR.
EXECUTIVEVICE PRESIDENTAND
PRESIDENT-ELECT
600 BANK ONE BUILDING 
124 ADAMS

PEORIA, 61602-1320
(309)676-0400 FAX: (309) 676-3374
rdewey@hrva.com

This letter is in response to your request for input on a proposed local rule change 
regarding the sealing of confidential settlement agreements filed with the court. I am
responding as the President of the Federation of Defense and Corporate Counsel. 

The Federation is aprofessional organization consistingof lawyers actively in the
private practice of law who devote a substantial amount of their professional time in the
defenseof civil litigation, aswell as corporate counsel and other executives engaged in risk 

of claims. Election is by rcvicw and mcmbcrship of
lawyers in private practice is limited to 1000. Current membership is slightly over 1300
and includes members from each of the United States plus Australia, Canada, Europe,
Puerto and other areas.

Many Federation members have had the opportunity to deal with the issues relating to 
protecting privacy and confidentiality in litigation. Our organization is firmly committed 
to the belief that judges need wide discretion to protect personal privacy and confidential
proprietary information and that to inhibit the exercise of that discretion would not be in 
the public interest. 

Settlement agreements filed in court often contain personal, sensitive information.
Disclosure of such infomation should not be required unless there is a balanced
consideration of the interests ofprivacy and property versus disclosure in aparticular case 
on a full record. To do otherwise, for exampleby an inflexible rule or presumption, would
deprive litigants of the privacy and property rights guaranteed to them by the United States
Constitution.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

MARTHA STREEPER
11812-A NORTH 56TH STREET

983-0022 FAX (8131983-0066
rnrng@gte.net
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It is significant that after studying both sealing order and protective order practice since 1992,the Judicial
Conference, its Rules Committees, and the Federal Judicial Center concluded that there was no need for 
change. Judge Paul V. Niemeyer, then Chair, Civil Rules Advisory Committee of the Judicial
Conference, to the Chair of the U.S. House Judiciary Committee stated: “A number of experts on the
subject have concluded that information sufficient to protect the public health and safetyhas always been 
available from other sources. The advisory committee has studied this matter carefully and concluded that 
no change to the present protective order practice is warranted.” Courts have broad discretion to balance 
the competing goals of promoting openness and protecting legitimate interests in privacy and
confidentiality when informationissealedupon settlement,aswell aswhen the production of confidential
information is compelledin the course of litigation. Regulatory agencies already have the power to obtain 
information companies about matters affecting “public health and safety.” Federal statutes already
require regulated industries to provide a massive amount of information to government agencies about 
the products they produce before they go to market, as well as they are on the market. Sealing of
settlement agreements does no harm to the public interest. 

Furthermore,theJudicial Conference Rules Advisory Committee also considered (at its April 28-29,1994
meeting) the propriety of adopting a rule dealing with orders limiting public access to judicial records or 
proceedings (including sealed settlements) and decided against proceeding to study such a rule. Since 
that time, they have seen no need to revisit the issue.

The recent amendment of Local Rule 5.03 would seem to answer any need to revisit the subject,
particularly in view of the Judicial Conference’s “Local Rules Project” and its actionson confidentiality
orders. As Professor Miller noted in his Traveling Courthouse Circuses article: 

“High-profile lawsuits sell . . . [but] judges would not permit litigantsto conceal information 
unknown threat to public health and safety simply to clear a law-suit their

dockets. And my own research shows that information about dangers to the public is
available even when confidentiality orders are in place. Most compelling are the findings 
of empirical research by Judicial the research arm of
federal courts, as well as extensive public comment submitted to the Judicial 

Professor Miller concluded: “The appropriate concern is not that there is too much ‘secrecy.’ Rather, it
is that there is too little attention to privacy, to the loss of confidentiality and to interference with the 
proper functioningof the judicial process.”
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Thank you for the opportunity to address the concernsof the Federation with you regardingthe proposed
amendment to Local Rule 5.03.

Robert V. Dewey, Jr.
President
Ext. 294
rdewev@hrva.com

z
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September 27,2002

The Honorable Joseph F. Anderson, Jr. 
District Court Judge
United States District Court
1845 Assembly Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Re: Court-Ordered Secrecy Agreements

Dear Judge Anderson:

I note your proposed rule and that the comment period expires at the end of the month. For the
record, I continue to adhere to the views stated in my letter to you of July 11, a copy of which is
enclosed.

Thanks for giving me a an opportunity to be heard.

regards,

John Freeman
Professor of Law
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July 11,2002

The Honorable Joseph F. Anderson, Jr.
District Court Judge
United States District Court
1845 Assembly Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 

Re: Court-Ordered Secrecy Agreements 

Dem

Thanks for inviting me to comment on the issue of court-ordered secrecy agreements which is
currently under review by our district courtJudges.

Your letter of June 24 to the various district courtjudges does a good job of laying out the 
different positions on the issue. You, your fellow judges, and the other persons you invited to 
comment all have more experience dealing with confidentiality agreements and orders than I do.
In this field, you folks are the experts than me. the other hand, it will come no
surprise to you that I have some views on the subject, which I am glad to have a chance to share. 

As you point out, a confidentiality agreement that hides from public view material
information inherently is suspect. Though I am all in favor of seeing cases settle, I also believe
that lawyers’ ability to sweep dirt under the rug and keep it there is limited. So is lawyers’ and
litigants’ to enlist thejudiciary accomplices in taking

I appreciate that one strong argument in favor of confidentiality agreements and orders sealing 
documents is that such action makes settlementseasier some cases. There is a dimension that
needs scrutiny, however. That dimension relates to the propriety of the underlying
confidentialityagreement which the order sealing records springs. 

OF SOUTH CAROLINA COLUMBIA, CAROLINA 29208

AN AFFIRMATIVE

..... . 
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I am concerned about the ethical propriety of 1 wyers agreeing to contracts that are illeg 1or
which contravene public policy. reason for being skeptical about orders sealing documents 
where the public interest is involved is that the court’s action may be a part of a transaction that 
is illegal or otherwise offends public policy. Let me develop this concept. 

One form of illegal contract is a compounding agreement. It is not clear how a lawyer or litigant
can square strong confidentiality clauses in settlement agreements involving egregious 
misconduct by defendants with the crime of “compounding.” Black’s Law Dictionary 259 (5th
ed. 1979) defines “compounding crime’’as follows: 

Compounding crime consists of the receipt of some property or other 
consideration in return for an agreement not to prosecute or inform on one who 
has committed a crime. There are three elements to this offense at common law, 

statute; (1) prosecute;
(2) knowledge of the actual commission of a crime; and (3) the receipt of some
consideration.

The offense committed by a person who, having been directly injured by a
felony, agrees with the criminal that he will not prosecute him, on condition of the
latter’smaking reparation, or on receipt of a reward or bribe not to prosecute. 

The offense of taking a reward for forbearing to prosecute a felony; as where a
party robbed takes his goods again, or other amends, upon an agreement not to
prosecute.

Compounding crime is forbidden in South Carolina. A compounding agreement is illegal. S.C.
Code Ann. 16-9-370(1980) reads:

Any person who, knowing of the commission of an offense, takes any
money or reward, upon an agreement or undertaking expressed or implied, to 
compound or conceal such offense or not to prosecute or give evidence shall: 

(a) If such offense is a felony be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be fined not more than
five hundred dollars or imprisoned not more than one year, or both;
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(b) If such offense is a misdemeanor be deemed guilty 
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction be fined not more than one
hundred dollars or imprisoned not more than three months or both.’

It is true that many requests presented to a court to seal evidence are not part of a compounding
agreement reached by the litigants. On the other hand, undeniably many of the wrongs people 
sue over in civil cases involve some form of conduct that would support a criminal prosecution. 
These include investment fraud, breach of trust, embezzlement, mail fraud and wire fraud. The 
risk compounding poses for lawyers was forcefully driven home by the ethics case of In
re Himmel, 125 531, 127 708, 533 790 (1988). Himmel represented a
woman injured in a motorcycle wreck who sought to recover from her former attorney, Casey,
$23,233.34, which was her share of a $35,000 settlement Casey had negotiated on her behalf. 

Himmel conducted an investigation which included contacts with the insurance company
that paid the money, its counsel, and Casey. After studying the situation, Himmel concluded that 
Casey had stolen the client’s funds. The client specifically directed Himmel to take no further 
action against Casey other than to get her money. Himmel then negotiated a settlement by which
Casey agreed to pay the client $75,000 and in return the client agreed not to file a criminal, civil, 
or disciplinary complaint against Casey. Had Casey paid the money, Himmel would have 
received one-third of the settlement as his fee. Casey failed to perform, leaving Himmel with no
choice but to sue him. 

Himmel subsequently obtained a $100,000 judgment against Casey, which eventually 
translated into a $10,400 payment to the client, and zero dollars for Himmel. Himmel did not

misconduct to Illinois Board. At Illinois had in cffcct
Code of Professional Responsibility, DR of which called for mandatory reporting by
lawyers of their unprivileged knowledge of another lawyer’s unethical behavior. 

Casey was disbarred for other misconduct. In the course of disbarring Casey, the Illinois
investigators learned of Himmel’s litigation, and about the attempted confidential settlement 
agreement. Himmel was charged with violating DR The hearing board found that he 
violated the provision and recommended a private reprimand. The Reviewing Board
recommended dismissal. The Illinois Supreme Court weighed the evidence, which included 
proof that (1) Himmel had never had a grievance against him in over 10 years of practice; (2) he
never took a fee for his work on behalf of victim; (3) he had been instructed by his client

It is noteworthy that the Model Penal Code’s compounding provision gives victims 
an “affirmative defense” to prosecution so long as the pecuniary benefit they receive as part of the 
bargain does not exceed what was due them as restitution or indemnification. Id. $242.5. No such
affirmative defense is present in South Carolina’s formulation. 
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not to report Casey; (4) he thought his client had reported Casey; (5) he believed that his
information about Casey was privileged and hence not subject to the mandatory reporting DR 1-

mandatory reporting requirement. The Illinois Supreme Court suspended Casey for a 
year.

The court announced that it was “particularly disturbed,” by proof that Himmel chose to
try to settle with Casey and give him confidentiality rather than make the mandatory report. The 
court held that by doing this,

both respondent and his client ran afoul of the [Illinois] Criminal Code’s prohibition 
against compounding a which stntcs in 32-1:“(a) A compounds
Crime when he receives or offers to another any consideration for a promise not to
prosecute or aid in the prosecution of the offender. (b) Sentence. Compounding a Crime 
as a petty offense.“

The court pointed out that “both respondent and his client stood to gain financially by agreeing
not to prosecute or report Casey for conversion.” 

reliance on the Illinois compounding statute was a wake-up call for lawyers.
One can safely assume that when Himmel came down, few lawyers were aware whether the 
crime of compounding was on the books in the state in which they practiced, and fewer still or
appreciated the consequences of the statute if it were. Because South Carolina is a state with a
compounding statute, several consequences are immediately evident. 

One is that if a settlement agreement (like the one in gives rise to the
compounding offense, then the confidentiality agreement is unenforceable. In Jacbon v. Bi-Lo
Stores, 437 168, 170 (S.C. App. the Court of Appeals emphatically endorsed
the illegality defense, saying: 

It is a well founded policy of law that no person be permitted to acquire a right of
action from their own unlawful act and one who participates in an unlawful act cannot 
recover damages for the consequence of that act. 86 C.J.S.Torts 12 (1954). This rule 
applies at both law and in equity and whether the cause of action is in contract or in tort.

C.J.S. Actions 29 (1985). See also Graham v. Graham, 276 S.C. 341,278
345 (1981); Nelson Bryant, 265 S.C. 558,220 647 (1975); Roundtree v. Ingle,
94 S.C. S.E. 931 (1913); Restatement 774 (1977). 

The illegality doctrine has also been recognized by the United States Supreme 
Court which, in v. Hoffman, 174 U.S. 639, 19 1117
(1 held illegality is a defense to a contract action: 
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The authorities from the earliest time to the present unanimously hold
that no court will lend its assistance in any way towards carrying out the
terms of an illegal contract. In case any action is brought which it is 
necessary to prove the illegal contract in order to maintain the action, 
courts will not enforce it, nor will they enforce any alleged rights directly 
springing from such contract. 

Id. at 654, 19 at 845 (emphasis added). South Carolina courts have 
reached similar conclusions refusing to aid plaintiffs who are themselves 

of an illegal act. In Roundtree, the court concluded that whole
is without of and [hc] of

the courts in enforcement of any claim depending on it.” Id. 77 S.E. at
932. See also, Berkebile v. 31 1 760, 762
(1993) (“an illegal contract has always been unenforceable . . .South
Carolina courts will not enforce a contract which is violative of public
policy, statutory law or provisions of the Constitution.”), 

Jackson and cases like it give a lawyer a good reason not to cause a client to enter into a 
compounding agreement. Lawyers have no business sponsoring criminal acts and, in any event,
nothing is gained by a party to a compounding agreement since the confidentiality provision is 
unenforceable. An even better reason to refrain from getting involved with compounding 
agreements is that the illegal provision may taint the entire contract, enabling the other side to set 
it aside altogether. Indeed, reported decisions dealing with compounding . . . are civil 
disputes in which the victim is attempting to enforce a note or other obligation given by the
alleged offender.” ALI, Model Penal Code Commentaries, 242.5, 3, at 252 (1980)
(Model Penal Code). Another problem with a compounding agreement or any contract that 
contravenes public policy is that the lawyer who negotiates it is setting the table for multiple 
ethical violations on his or her part: 

Rule A lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in conduct
that the lawyer knows is criminal or fraudulent . . . . 

Rule [A] lawyer shall not represent a client, or, where representation has 
commenced, shall withdraw the representation of a client (1) The 
representation will result in violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct 
or other law . . .

Rule It is unprofessional conduct for a lawyer to: (e) in conduct that is 
prejudicial to the administration of justice. (Note: purpose of the
law of compounding is to encourage reporting of crime by punishing
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agreements to forestall prosecution.” Model Penal Code 242.5, cmt. 3,
at 251 (1

I recognize that a court order sealing documents is not a compounding agreement, but where the
court’s action is spawned by such an agreement, the order’s parentage is dubious. 

Your proposal to bar court-ordered secrecy agreements in cases involving matters of public 
safety is a good one. It rests on the idea that agreements contrary to public policy are disfavored
in South Carolina. Reeves v. Surgeant, 200 S.C. 184, 186 (1942) 
(noting that contracts in restraint of trade “are against public policy and void.”); Grunt v. Butt,
138 298, 17 689,693 (“It seems to be well established in this State that 
contracts having for their object anything that is obnoxious to the principles of the common law,
or contrary to statutory enactments or constitutional provisions, or repugnant to justice and
morality, are void; and that the courts of this State will not lend aid to the enforcement of
contracts that are in violation of law or opposed to sound public policy.”). 

The alternative position mentioned in your letter would be to take the position that secrecy
agreements are “strongly disfavored” in the district. This is better than nothing, but it troubles
me. We live in an age when personal safety, public safety and “homeland security” are matters 
of everyday concern. The “strongly disfavored” option translates “sometimes favored.” There is 
a serious risk, even a likelihood, that the exceptions will devour the rule. A bright line test is 
better. I question why and when a judge should ever grant private litigants the right to hide
information “implicating public safety.” At a minimum, litigants sponsoring an agreement 
calling for judicial action in such a case should be required to explain, in detail, how their (and
the court’s) proposed course of action squares with public policy. Sponsoring parties should 
back up the representations with affidavits or testimony under oath.

Finally, let me briefly add two points. First, I do not believe that secrecy provisions are 
break settlement components. Cases that can settle will settle without them. I say this because I
know from experience what happens when defendants come sniffing around, requesting what are,
in essence, compounding agreements. When told to go fly a kite they always come back with the 
money and settle anyhow. As Richard Zitrin and Carol Langford point out in the article included 
in your materials, there is no evidence that settlements are less common or less ample in states
having sunshine-in-litigation laws barring secret settlements. 

My second point is that I take issue with the view that lawyers are duty-bound to give their client 
whatever settlement the client would like or, as stated by Steven Gillers in an article
included with your letter, “the client is the master of the decision.” Gillers’ statement is a half-
truth. Missing is the qualification that clients properly may only enter into valid, enforceable 
contracts, i.e., not ones that offend statutory law or public policy. To my knowledge lawyers
have no ethical obligation to help their clients enter into illegal agreements or ones that 
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contravene public policy. An agreement that, in the presiding judge’s considered opinion, 
threatens to jeopardize public safety ought to qualify as one offensive to public policy. Just as 
parties have no legal right to enter into such contracts, courts have no business taking steps to 
facilitate them. Let me add that, in my opinion, agreements calling for concealment of evidence 
relating to serial frauds are no less suspect. 

Thanks for giving me an opportunity to make these comments. 

With kindest regards, 

Sincerely yours,

John P. Freeman
Professor of Law

cc: H. Mills Gallivan, Esquire 
Kathryn Williams, Esquire 
Richard S. Rosen, Esquire 
Rebecca Esquire
James B. Pressly, Jr., Esquire 
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September24,2002

Larry Propes, Clerk, 
US District Court 
1845Assembly Street 
Columbia, SC 29201-2431

Dear Larry: 

Pursuant to your request on the new proposed Rule change on secrecy, please find enclosed 
several the news media and evaluations of the suggested change. As is reflected, the
innovative and courageous act by the South Carolina Judiciary is supported widely throughout
the United States. Many of us are confident that the citizens of our country would benefit 
tremendously by the openness that is embodied in the Rule. The Rule certainly reflects our
country’s endeavor to protect its citizens through its public forums.

Most respectfully, 

Terry E. Richardson, Jr. 

gd
Enclosures



MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 2,2002

In South Carolina,
Seek toBan

Secret Settlements
By ADAM LIPTAK

South Carolina’s 10 active federal 
trial judges have unanimously voted 
to ban secret legal settlements, say-
ing such agreements have made the 
courts complicit in hiding the truth
about hazardous products, inept doc-
tors and abusive priests.

“Here is a rareopportunityfor our
court to do the right thing;’ Chief
Judge Joseph F. Anderson Jr. of
United States District Court wrote to
his colleagues, “and take the lead 
nationally in a time when the Arthur

priest
controversies are undermining pub-
lic confidence in our institutions and
causing a growing suspicion of things
that are kept secret by public bod-
ies.”

the court formally adopts the
rule, after a public comment period 
that ends Sept. 30, it will be the
strictest ban on secrecy in settle-
ments in the federal courts. Mary 
Squiers, who tracks individual fed-
eral courts’ rules for the United
States Judicial Conference, said only
Michigan had a similar rule, which
unseals secret settlements after two
years. The conference is the admin-
istrative body for federal courts.

Judge Anderson said the new rule
might save lives.

“Some of the early Firestone tire
cases were settled with

Continuedon A12
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In South Carolina, to
ContinuedFromPage

dered secrecy agreement8 that
the Firestone tire problem from 
coming to light many years
later,” he wrote. “Arguably, some 
lives were lost because judges signed
secrecy agreements 
stone tire problems.”

Lawyers say the proposal,
was widely discussed at the Ameri-
can Bar Association’s conference in 
Washington last month, is likely to
be influential in other federal courts

in state courts, which often fol-
low federal practice in procedural 
matters. In South the
state’s chief justice has expressed 
great interest in the proposal.

The Catholic Church scandals are
one reason for a renewed interest
the topic of secrecy in the courts,
legal experts say.

reactions are going to be af-
fected by the bureaucratic cover-

responses of the
church hierarchy,” said Edward H.
Cooper. a law at the Uni-
versity of Michigan.

But some legal experts and indus- 
try groups say the blanket rule is
unwise.

judges of South Carolina,
God bless them, have not evaluated
the costs of what they are propos-
ing;’ said Arthur Miller, a law pro-
fessor at Harvard and an expert in
civil procedure. He said the ban on 
secret settlements would discourage
people from filing suits and settling
them, and threaten personal 
and trade secrets.

E. a staff lawyerat
the Alliance of American Insurers,
said the current system, in
judges have discretion to approve 
sealed settlements or not, worked
fine. “There shouldn’t be a

approach,” Kraeger said. 
Jeffrey A. Newman. a lawyer in

Massachusetts who represents peo-
ple who say they were abused by
Catholic priests, praised the South
Carolina proposal. Mr. Newman said
he regretted having participated
secret settlements in some early
abuse cases. was a terrible mis-
take;’ he said, “and I think people
were harmed by it.”

Mr. Newman said a rule banning
settlements, with

the Internet, would create a powerful 
tool for lawyers seeking information
on patterns of wrongful conduct.

The impact of such a ban could be
limited. however, if adopted only by
federal courts. Most personal injury 
and product liability cases, and al-
most all claims of sexual abuse by 
clergy, are litigated in state courts.

Several states have laws and rules

South Carob’s trial have to ban legal settlements. F.
left) vote “a for our courttodo therightthing.”

that limit secret settlements, typical-
ly in cases public safety.
Florida. fnr forbids
orders that have the effect of ‘‘con-
cealing a public hazard.” 

Experts say many of those limits
are difficult to enforce, particularly
when every party to a case is urging
the judge to approve a settlement.
Indeed, Judge colleagues
rejected his proposal, which was

to matters of public and
safety, in favor of a blanket ban.

The federal proposal in South Car-
olina has caught the attention of Jean
Toal, the chief justice of the South
Carolina Supreme

An idea call
unwise but
say could lives.

tice Toal said that she would await
the adoption of the be-
fore making her own proposal, but
that the issue was important and 
timely.

“I’m very intrigued about this.”
she said, noting that some of her
interest arose from “recent claims
involving pedophilia and sealed 
cases.” Judge Anderson and Chief
Justice Toal noted that a Columbia,
S.C., newspaper, State, had 
spurred their interest in the issue by 
publishing a series of articles on
secret settlements by doctors re-
peatedly accused of medical

practice.
Even under the South

proposal, the settlement amount and
the requirement that parties keep
quiet could be placed in a private
contract not filed with the court. If
the contract were violated, a new
lawsuit would be required to seek
redress. A court-approved settle-
ment, on the other hand, can be en-
forced by returning to the original 
judge for a order.

“If they don‘t want the might and 
majesty of the court system to en-
force their settlement, that’s one 

Chief Justice Toal said.
Sealing the economic terms of the

settlement is only one part of i t
We’re often about sealing the
entire public record of the case.”

Opponents of the proposal argue
that secrecy encourages settle-
ments, which they say are desirable
given limited court resources. 

Judge Anderson told his
leagues that their court, at least, had
available capacity. Hewrote that the 
court had disposed of
cases in the previous 
which only to
a verdict.

“If the rule change I propose were
enacted ‘and it did result in two or
three more jury trials per judge per
year is far from certain),” 
Judge Anderson wrote, “I think we
could handle the increased workload
with little problem.”

A. Clifford, a Chicago law-
yer who typically represents plain-
tiffs, scoffed at the notion that de-
fendants would not settle without se-
crecy provisions, saying the alterna-
tive to a public settlement was a far
more public trial.

undeniable fact is that the
reason they want secrecy is so vic-
tim does not find out what

No. 1 got;’ Mr. Clifford said
Kraeger, of the insurers alli-

ance, did not dispute that. “Making 
that information widely known could
have the effect of driving up

costs,” she said. 
Professor emphasized that

plaintiffs might not want to have
new wealth

“There is a right not to enable
every neighbor and associ-
ate to know what you he said.

want
from telemarketen who discover
that you just got $1million?”

In a forthcoming in The 
Hofstra Law Review prompted by
settlements in sexual abuse cases
involving clergy, Stephen a
law professor at New York Universi-
ty,argues that confidentiality provi- 
sions that forbid victims to
about their experiences amount to
obstructionof justice and violate 

rules governing
Professor would

exclude settlement amounts, trade
secrets and private information
from any requirement that settle-
ments be made public.

Anderson was most
cerned with the selling of secrecy as
a commodity, he said in an interview.
He recalledbeing told by a
lawyer that the lawyer had obtained 
additional money for his client in
exchange for the promise of secrecy.

“That’s what really lit my fuse,”
the judge said. “It meant that se-
crecy was something bought and
sold right under a judge’s nose.”
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Ending LegalSecrecv
One of the most troubling, and least scrutinized,

aspects of the child sexual abuse scandal now
roiling the Roman Catholic Church is the enabling 
role played by the court system. In case after case,
judges have signed off on secret settlements of
child-molestationsuits, freeing the offendingpriests
to molest again. In one Boston case, brought on
behalf of a boy who was raped by a priest, the judge
sealed all the records and the priest to New
Hampshire, where he later pleaded to abus-
ing two more children. .

South Carolina’s 10 active federal judges re-
cently struck an important blow against this kind of
secrecy when they voted to ban secret
settlementsin all kinds of cases. If South Carolina’s
federal courts formally adopt the rule after a public
comment period ends later this month, will be the
nation’s strictest ban on secret settlements. Michi-
gan, the only state with such a rule, requires that
secret settlements be revealed after two years.

It is not hard to see why secret settlements are
popular; they often advance the interests of every-
one in the Defendants, usually a corpo-
ration or a large institution, can dispense with an
embarrassing lawsuit without exposing its wrong-

to public scrutiny. Plaintiffs, by agreeing to
remove an obstacle to settlement, can generally get
a resolution, and damages, more quickly. For
judges, secret settlements make it easier to resolve 
cases, reducing often overcrowded dockets.

The main loser in secret settlements is the
public. Consumers are deprived of information they
need to protect themselves from unsafe products. 
Workers are kept in the dark about unsafe working 

conditions.And, aswe now know, parishioners have 
been prevented from that their priest had
been successfully sued for abuse. In 1933, the Johns

company settled a lawsuit by 11 employ-
ees who had been made sick by asbestos. If that
settlement had not been kept secret for 45
thousands of other workers might not have con-
tracted respiratory diseases.

The move by the South Carolina judges is still
just a start. It would prohibit judges from sealing 
court files, but it does not prevent the parties
themselves from contracting to keep a settlement
secret - could be in their narrow self-
interest, but is clearly not in the broader public 
interest. Some experts, including Stephen Gillers 

York University Law have put forward
the provocative notion that private secrecy agree-
ments constitute illegal obstruction of justice. And
they have urged that state legal ethics rules be
rewritten, or in some cases simply applied in their
current form, to prohibit lawyers from participat-
ing in such settlements.

One Boston judge who sealed court records in a
priest molestation case told The Boston Globe 
earlier this year that she might not have done so “if
1 had been aware of how widespread this issue
was.” It was, of course, rulings like hers across the
country that helped hide just how big a problem sex
abuse was in the church. The American public Is
entitled to know when lawsuits are settled. Judges 
around the country should follow South Carolina’s
lead and ban court-approved secret settlements.
Obstruction of justice laws and legal ethics rules
should be used to prohibit the rest.
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In Boston, the Roman Catholic archdiocese secretly
settled case after case of priests accused of child molestation 
and sealed many of the files. That freed some priests
to move

Until the Firestone tire scandal erupted in the
summer of 2000, most Americans had never heard about
certain tires' potentially lethal problemswith tread separation
mainly because the company had quietly settled most
claims--and judges often sealed key documents. Some 27
deathsand more than 800accidentswere linked to those tires, 
federal authorities said. 

The Johns-Manvillecompanywas sued in 1933 by
l employees who argued that asbestos 
made them sick. The ensuing settlement was kept secret for
decades.Bythen, thousands more workershad been exposed.

For decades, courts across the country have
routinely sealed legal files, and ignored the
potential public health perils that come from dangerous
products, incompetent doctors, and otherswho have benefited 
from secret settlements. 

Now South Carolina's federal district court has
voted to ban secret settlements filed with the court, sending 
a clear message to the nation's legal community. "Here is a
rare opportunity for our court to do the right thing, and take 
the lead nationally in a time when the Arthur 

priest controversies are
undermining public confidence in our institutions and
causing a growing suspicion of things that are kept in secret
by public bodies." Chief Judge Joseph F. Andersnn Jr of the
United States District Court in South Carolina wrote to his 
colleagues before they voted in July. 

That's exactlyright,Judge Anderson. Northwestern 
University law professor Steven Lubet was more blunt. He
called secret settlements"anabomination...really of
depriving the public of knowledge" that it should have. 

The South Carolina ban would be limited to that
district, but proponents hope it may galvanize federal and
state efforts to pass new anti-secrecy laws. Those laws need 
to be carefully 
crafted to demolish unwarranted secrecy but allow judges
enough room to maneuver.

elsewhereand molest again. 

egal secrecy
Everyone acknowledges that some cases merit

secrecy; for example, when a company's legitimate trade
secrets are stake in Carolina, the federal
judges would retain the discretion to seal cases. The laws
also would need to deal with the reality that many secrecy
agreements are struck outside the court, between, say, a
patient and a doctor who is being sued for malpractice. In
many of those cases, the settlement is kept secret by an
agreement between
the two, and the court is only tangentially involved.

Illinois, court files must remain open unless
lawyers demonstrate a compelling reason to seal them.
practice, however, most judges rarely challenge secret 
settlement agreements, many of which are settled on the
condition that the details not be disclosed. 

Some lawyers argue that anti-secrecy measures
would discourage settlements and clog the courts with more
trials; they say future plaintiffs would take advantage of
knowinghow much the last claim was settled for. That's hard
to dispute. More openness means more knowledge for
plaintiffs' lawyers to exploit. Still, that's a byproduct of 
openness, not a reason to thwart it. 

Several states have passed legislation clamping
down to some extent on court secrecy. In Illinois, an
anti-secrecy bill has failed twice since by
some manufacturers' groups and insurance companies. That 
legislation would have barred any settlements, inside or
outside court, that concealed a public hazard. Rep. James 

introduce the bill again next year. If it doesn't go too far, the 
bill may have merit.

In the meantime, the Illinois Supreme Court could
also help send a message encouraging
openness by issuing a rule to provide clear direction to state
trial judges--no secrecy, with a few rare exceptions. The rule 
would help judges carve out what exceptions they could
make, and
force judges to ask some tough questionsbefore sealing filed
court documents, including settlements. The first question 

Brosnahan (D-Evergreen Park) says he will

should be: If seal this file, could others he harmed7

Copyright 2002, Chicago Tribune 
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years before recalled too willing to allow secret settlements.
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veto
sealed
deals I

rirestone
where critics say hundreds
lives might have been savedbench S.C. dangers revealed in early
suits hadn't been concealed
secret settlements. 

By Eric

Judge Joe Anderson proposed a 
dramatic change in the local
rules of South Carolina's federal
courts.

His an end to court or-
ders for wanting to seal
settlement agreements.

His didn't think 
much of the idea: and voted
down.

SPECIAL TO NATIONAL LAW JOURNAL

EIGHT YEARS AGO, District

Maybe, Anderson thought, it
was time to try again, and he 
was right. The state's federal 
judges have unanimously ap-
proved a proposed amendment
to their court's local rules. one
which simply states that "noset-
tlement agreement filed with
the court shall be sealed pur-
suant to the terms of this rule."

don't think judges should
be in the bus'ness of rubber-
stamping the buying and selling
of secrecy," says Anderson,... South Carolina's chief district 

charges that secret settlements
The vote has attracted atten-

tion across country, with 
plaintiffs and con-

hailing it as a
similar accusations in the Ford- PAGE

S.C. step
start

PROM PAGE
sign of nationally se-
cret especially when such
agreements and discovery documents
might hold clues to public health or safe-
ty hazards.

has stirred quite a buzz," says
Robert a Chicago who
chairs the American Bar Association's 
litigation section. South Carolina

started a trend."

'A lot of merit'
South Carolinas statc courts could

follow. Jean chief justice the
South Carolina Supreme Court, says she
has talked to Anderson and plans to 
cuss the at a for South
Carolina's statc judges this month.

"Ithink a very intriguing that
has a of merit." Toal says. "Public
health and safety issues might be dra-
matically affected."

The judges' plan hasn't yet
been inserted into their local rules. The 
judges are accepting public comment un-
til the of September, and will
after that whether their proposal should
be

But the vote-and the
circumstances surrounding it-suggest
strong support from the bench. Anderson 
actually suggested banning court-ordered
secrecy only in cases where the settle-
ment amount suggested a legitimate cam-
plaint and where an ongoing public health
or hazard

His judges, however, opted for

broader ban. South pressure from pro-business
be Emily the center's
adopt local rules limiting But she and others ac-

says Mary Squiers, tivity in South Carolina
Rules Project for the might be

Conference. accounting scandals at companies
Michigan's eastern district is such as Enron and

jurisdiction. There, a gest, have heightened the de-
sealed settlement agreements mand for more information

for two years from the date of ,
scaling. the documents must 
be unsealed and placed the court file.

nation's state courts.

health or safety.

fore-
shadowon a

luctance orders lending their
settlements.

expressed re-

Florida, for Instance. has a "sunshine
settle a

necessary.
might conceal a public hazard. 

Trade secrets "not pertinent to public 
hazards" are exceptions to the rule.

In Texas, the rules of civil procedure
say settlement agreements can be sealed
only upon a showing of specific and seri-
ous cause. Those reasons must outweigh
the presumption of openness and any
probable adverse effect the secrecy
might have on health or safety.

Center for Justice and Democra-
cy, I consumer-oriented think tank op-
posed to secret settlements. says legisla-

in at least seven states considered
adding such anti-secrecy laws last year
as the tire controversy
drew national

Those died, under
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ter a private confidentiality agreement
that isn't with the court? If the plain-

notice of voluntary dismissal can be
signed by tho parties, submitted to the
judge and placed in the court file.

But for large insurers and corpora-
tions with potentially large prod-
ucts liability cases, secrecy-and a
judge's order enforcing it-literally can
he worth millions.

Defense lawyers say their rou-
tinely settle cases not because of wrong-
doing, but to make claims "go away" and
save on legal bills. They say banning

settlements will clog courts because 
the incentive for a defendant to settle is
greatly reduced if they fear plaintiffs
won't keep the terms confidential.

With ajudge's order, litigants who vio-
late confidentiality can be held in con-
tempt of court. Without that kind of in-
surance, defense lawyers contend, their
clients could face media leaks, frivolous 
copycat lawsuits and unwarranted dam-
age to their corporate reputation.

"It can be a very important factor in
litigation, depending on the type of
lion you're talking about," says William
Coates, a Greenville, S.C., lawyer and 
board member of Defense Research In-
stitute, a Chicago-based group for
lense trial lawyers and corporate coun-
sel. "If it's patent litigation, I suspec:
secrecy is of paramount importance to

litigants, as well as third parties."
He says sometimes, it's the 

who desires secrecy, perhaps to keep
others from learning about the money he
has won.

Discovery is key issue
Defense attorneys say that their

biggest concern often isn't 
dollar amount of a settlement but
rather keeping discovery documents 

those containing
secrets or company finances.

of information you cor-
porations trying to protect is proprietary
information," says Mills presi-
dent of the South Carolina Defense Trial 
Attorneys Association. think that's
ally what this comes down to, ultimately."

Limitson secret
settlements have
not clogged dockets. 
Coates wondered, would the underlying
confidentiality and settlement agree-
ments then go the public record?

"Those issues have to be expbred,"
he says. "It's got some ramifications we
all need to take a look at."

Some plaintiffs attorneys say it's not
just about pratecting proprietary docu-
ments.

Ken Suggs, a Columbia, S.C.,
lawyer, says he has encountered

some defense lawyers so concerned
about secrecy that not only want
discovery documents destroyed, but they
also want to block plaintiffs attorneys 
from saying the case settled "favor-
ably" or "to my client's satisfaction"

Suggs called the judges' proposal a

welcome change. "We've all seen in-
stances where money was used to cover
up the continued marketing of a danger-
ous product," he says we
uncover a particularly dangerous prac-
tice, the courts can't be an accessory to
the covering up."

JEAN TOAL: The chief
justice the South
Carolina Supreme 
Court will discuss the 
ban with other state
judges at a state
conference later this
month, and they may
follow suit. 

the Carolina Supreme
Court chief justice, says she has dis-
cussed the issue with judges from states
that have banned or enacted aggressive
limits on secret settlements. She says the 
judges reported no clogging of dockets.

Clifford, the litigation section 
chief, says he doesn't see where such
bans wauld chill settlements. After all, he
says, a nonconfidential out-of-court set-
tlement would likely still look more at-
tractive to most defendants than a public
trial. "They'll still settle the cases," he
says. "They'll just hope nobody goes
looking" in the court files.
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Editorial

to
DECISION LAST MONTH BY federal judges
in our state to ban secret court settlementswas
a bold move that should benefit the public in aAnumber of areas. Thanks to all the U.S.

court judges, and especially Chief Judge JoeAnderson,
who led the move.

The ban, thought to the most far-reaching in the
nation, stops the practice of parties using the courts to
keep important information from the public. Such gag
orders kept the public unaware of the
Explorer problem for years after the companies and
some victims were aware of it and helped the Catholic
church secretly keep abusive priests in parishes. They
even keep secret the actions of elected officials.

The ban won’t affect parties to lawsuits reach-
ing a settlementbefore trial and agreeing to keep quiet
about it. It will simply prevent them from using the
power of the federal court to enforce their agreement.

Of course, most lawsuits are handled in state court. 
We are encouraged that S.C. Chief Justice Jean Toal
plans to address that problem with state judges this
month. While we’d like for her to follow the federal
judges’ lead, she could do the public a huge favor by
simply requiring that certain types of settlements -
including those that affect public safety or involve the

-remainopen to public review.

I
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COLUMBIA- South Caroli-
10 federal judges have

agreed to a ban on sealinglawsuit
settlements they preside over. 

The judges voted
last week for an outright ban on
sealed, court-sanctioned settle-
ments. Chief District Court
Judge JoeAnderson had wanted
to ban only those cases
public safety.

The community is going
to be "a little shocked" by the
broad secrecy ban, said Richard
Rosen, prcsidcnt of the South
Carolina Bar. 

While the federal judges' vote
will not affect ap-
proved the South
Carolina Supreme Court could
consider a similarban.

These rules can be very influ-
ential on state practices," said
Columbia lawyer Richard Gergel, 
who specializes in medical mal-
practice and personal injury 
cases. "I think they (secretsettle-
ments) are going to become very
disfavored in both state and fed-
eral courts."

Opponents of the secrecy ban 
say the openness hamper
the quick settlement of potential-
ly long and complicated cases.

Secrecy can protect people
who bring suits as well as the
reputation of defendants, said
Mills Gallivan, a attor-
ney and president of the state
Defense Trial Attorneys Associa-
tion.

said he would like to
see federal judges keep the dis-
cretion they now have to seal set-
tlements.
This is the kind of thing that

catch national attention,"said
Robert Clifford, a Chicago attor-
ney who chairs the American Bar 
Association's litigation section. "I
certainly hope that it is a signal of
anemerging trend."

No other federal court district
has a similar ban, said Mary

a legal based
in Massachusetts who works
with a com-
mittee for federal courts. A rule
in Michigan unsealssecretsettle-
ments after two years. 

"It's going to change the dy-
namic of settlements," Squiers
said.

The new is set to take ef-
fect in the fall after a public com-
ment period that ends 30.
Proponents hope it will increase
public awareness of faulty prod-
ucts, such as Firestone tires. and
other potential dangers, such as

accused of child
molestation and medicalmalprac-
tice.

State Supreme Court Chief
Justice Jean has said she
was not ready to go as far as An-
derson's initial proposal to ban
secrecy in cases involving public
safety. But, she has said she will
air the issue of secret settle-
ments when the state's 100-plus
judges meet next month for their
annual conference. 
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Ban
THEASSOCIATED judges vote on An-

the active federal judges to
fewer secret settlements law-
suits that safety.

events have occurred ments
which have caused me to become
even more convinced that
ordered agreements ad-

disallowed entirely,” U.S.
District Court Chief Judge Joe
Anderson said a June 24 letter at-

torney and president of the S.C.
the state. He wants a ban

on settlements. secrecy is needed in a

have come high-protile
cases Firestone in-
priests accused of child *

and jury enough towin a big award,
some lives were even though the corporation be-

because judges signed lieves itself innocent. Conse-
cy agreements quently, it might pay a big settle-
stone hre problems,” Anderson ment but wouldn’t want anyone
wrote. to know because the size of the

26.

Secret, court-approved

settlement impliesliability.
Ken Suggs. a Columbia plain-

tiff‘s attorney and national officer 
in the Association of Trial Law-
yers, said defendants often dan-
gle money before a victim to win
asecret settlement.
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Secret deals oftenbreak rules
1991rulingset

standard for 
settlements,chief

justice says

ByRICK
Staff Writer

South Carolina’s judges often
break for sealing settle-
ments the topstatejudge
said

“I every level, including
my own has been guilty,”Supreme
Court Chief Justice Jean Toal said
during a judicial conference in Co-
lumbia. is a good time for all
of to get on the same page.”

speechwas her firstpub-
lic commentssince tellingThe State
newspapertwo weeks ago that she

secret settlementsin

The state’s federal judges last 
month adopted a temporary rule

secret settlements in fed-
erallawsuits. she

won’t present her proposal to the
state SupremeCourt the fed-
eral judges make a decision, ex-
pected inNovember.

She’llrelyon feedbackto the fed-
eraljudges andresponses to her by
state judges, lawyers and the public.
A new court rule wouldn’t take ef-

next spring at the earliest, 
after lawmakershave reviewed it,
shesaid.

At least nine states, including

secret settlements. 
State judges want clarification, 

said CourtJudgeGary
of

‘Ithinkissomethingthat’s been
aconcernof a numberof judges for
quite some time,” he said during a
break at Thursday’s conference.

who’s been on the bench
10years, certain settlements 
don’t need to be sealed,but he said
that decision be made case
by case.

federalrule
forexample, the publicto
about suchasthe de-

fective t i res in the late

sensitive as

out entire

openness.
In her speech Thursday, she

”Thereis a strongpresumption
that if somethingis filed in thepub-
lic court system,it‘s public and it re-
mains public.”

But she said state judges 
tinely seal settlements be-
cause the parties to
keep the case secret.

Toal reviewed a 1991 state
Supreme casethatestablishes
what she said are the “rulesof the
road” for sealing settlements. 
ruling make

secrecy against the rightof
Circuit JudgeAlisonRenee

Lee of Columbia,who was elected
to bench ago,said af-

a settlementandwasn’tawareof the
ruling. be sure to

those she
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Toalbacks

lawsuit
settlements

chief justice
propose rule

changeto rest of
state's high court

Writer

The top state judge now
banning secret settlementsin

South Carolina lawsuits,
"Our positionhas long been that

settlements not
Chief Justice Jean Toal.

Last week, South Carolina's
U.S. judges- led by Chief

Court JudgeJoe- called for an outright ban
settlementsin lawsuits filed 

federal courts.
month, Toal wasn't

to go as far asAnderson
initialproposal to shinethe light
settlements.
But,now,Toalsaid,they're "two

beating asone."
She became more convinced 

SEE PAGE

DEALS
PAGE

talkingwith otherstate
court justices a New Eng-
land

Florida and Delaware judges
told her that banning sealed settle-
mentsm theirstateshasn't dogged
the with lawsuits,nor has it
had a "chilling effect" on settle-
ments.

At least nine states, including
Georgia and North Carolina,have

or court rules restricting se-
cret settlements.
Toalsaid rulechangesfar South

courtswould have to be
made by the entire five-member
SupremeCourt.She plans tomake
a proposalto hercolleaguesaftera

presentation later thismonth at a
statejudicial conference. She also

reviewfeedbackaboutthe fed-
eralrule changeand state
judges.

A new rule wouldn't take effect
untilnext springat theearliest,Toal
saidState could any

when
year, although a

vote in eachhouse is to do

State Rep. Rick R-Rich-
land, saidTuesday he sup

fastrule for every case-
support it. But if therewere some
standards,I would support it."

Toal, a former law-
maker, said the Assembly
has voted "prettystrongly in favor
of public disclosure."

secret

the public by them,
forexample, to learn more
aboutfaultyproducts, say support-
ers of the ban. And plaintiffs' 

have
to informationfrom defen-

dants,they say.
more

base our decision on the
law that our courtsareopen."

RichardRosen, president the
the state bar association, said in-
surance,medical andmanufactur-
ing -and their lawyers-
might oppose a blanket ban.

"That could be a very con-
tentious debate," the Charleston
lawyer said Tuesday.

Dr. R Johnson Jr., pres-
ident of the South Carolina Med-
ial Association, wrote to
that patients mightwant set-
tlements to protect their condition

and treatment from "public expo-
sun."

Other reasons for secretsettle-
ments includeprotectingthe iden-
tities of molested children, or pre-
ventingthosewhoarenotinvolved
inwrongfuldeath casesfromgoing
after large awards, Rosen said.

said informationsuch as
trade secrets could remain confi-
dential without sealing the entire
file
Most lawsuits are settledwith-
atrial,and most settlements are 

done without a court order, said
Robert Clifford,a Chicago lawyer
who is chairman of the American
Bar litigationsection,
sonew open rules might not have 
an impact on many settlements.

In SouthCarolina, very few set-
tlements require court approval,
Rosen said.

WEDNESDAY,AUGUST 7,2002
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By JOHN MONK
Writer

Two of South top
judges-one one state-
say they want to ban or limit se-
cret court settlements, especially
in cases where the public’s safety
is at stake. 

In recent letters to prominent
lawyers and the state’s.12 other
federal judges, U S . Chief Judge
Joe Anderson proposed banning 
secret court settlements where 
public safety is involved.

”Severalevents have
which have caused me to become 

court deals
in face scrutiny
Federaljudge
ban ondeals when

publicsafetyat risk;
S.C. chief justice to
air issue at meeting

Judge Joe Anderson
even more convinced that
ordered secrecy agreements ad-
versely affect public safety and
should be strongly discouraged, if
not disallowed entirely, by our
court,“ wrote Judge Anderson in

Chief JusticeJean Toal
theJune 24 to theother fed-
eral judges in South

Anderson cited his concerns
with secretcourt-approvedagree-
ments incasesinvolvingdefective
Firestone tires, Catholic priests

who and incom-
petent S.C. doctors-all matters
where the couldbe harmed
by ignoranceof events
and people.

someliveswere
because judges signed secrecy
agreements regarding Firestone
tire wrote.

He the judges to 
vote on thematterat their 26

of the 10 active fed-
eraljudgesmustvote before

other three on senior
status and avote.)

The State newspaper obtained
Anderson’s letters; he confirmed
their authenticitybut declined

Anderson’s comesafter a
State series. published in June,
pointed outhundredsof secret

court-approved se-
crecy agreements are common
in much of the nation, there are
precedents ac-
tion.

A 1980 SupremeCourt de-
cision involving public access to 

noted that opennessin
assures fairness and discourages
misconduct.

“Peoplein an open society do
not demand infallibilityfrom their
institutions, but it is difficult for
them to accept what they pro-
hibited from observing,’ the
SupremeCourt said.

Texas and Florida are theonly
states that ban settlements
in matters where public is
an issue, according to the Ameri-

,can Bar
Around the country, various 

federal appeais courts in recent

‘AN
IMPORTANTISSUE’

State Supreme Chief Jus-
tice Jean Toal is not going as far
as who wants to ban
cret settlements in all cases in-
volving public safety.

But Toal did say she intends 
to air the issue of secret settle-
ments at the annual conference
of the state’s 100-plus judges in
August.

an extremely is-
sue. Openness is an way
of maintainingconfidence in pub-
lic institutions,”she said, “I’m de-
lighted that Chief JudgeAnderson
is also discussing this.”

Toal said that since mid-June,
when The State reported on se-
cret court settlements involving
doctors and hospitals,judgeshave
asked her what the S.C. Supreme
Court’s policy is on such settle-
ments.

That‘s why she’sairingthe mat-
ter at the August judiciary confer-
ence, she said.

Toal said she’ll remind state
judges that they must meet a high
standard-such as finding
someonecould be harmedby dis-
closingtermsof a settlement-be-
fore sealing a public record. 

Those standards are set out in
a 1991S.C. Supreme Court case,
Davis v. It requires
judges to make specific 
on the to why a case
should be closed.

tlements are S.C. courthouses
involving doctors whose
gence has killed or harmed

years secret
tlements, saying public interests 
were involved.

tients.Those settlementsare
from public view. SEE PAGEA 1 2



JUDGES “Severalevents have occurredwhich
have caused me to become even more 
convinced that court-ordered secrecy

agreementsadversely affect
safety and should be strongly
discouraged, if not disallowed

entirelyby our court.”

PAGE

making those findings, a

secrecy against right access,”

considered include the “publicor

to parties from

Even if a judge thinks that by

judge should “the need for

the decision said. Factors to be

significance of the

disclosure,” the decisionsaid.

might a plaintiff 
money to settle the case. This of-
fer oftenmade on conditionthat
the not reveal the

approving a secret deal, parties 
might settle a case more easily, 
that’snot enoughby itself to close 

”We have to get to the point
where professional people and
the public truly understand who is
creating the mischief,” said

- aJune 24 letter by Chief Judge JoeAnderson
tootherfederal SouthCarolina

records, the said.
‘SOMETHINGWRONG’
Judges are key figures in de-

Their role works this way:
Before or a trial,a

ciding how open courts are.

tled for that sendsa sig-
nal there must have been some-
thing wrong,”Csiszar said.

Csiszar said when bad doctors
areallowed to settlements,
no one benefits.

Once the plaintiff agrees to
keep secret, thejudge orders
the parties not to talk. This order
could be enforced by a fine or re-
quiring the plaintiff to give back
money awardedaspart of the set-
tlement.

However, the size of a settle-

Any effort to curtail secret set-
tlements might prove controver-
sialwith lawyers.

Although not all settlementsare
secret, the is ingrained in
the state’s legal culture,lawyers..

ment is to er-how serious allegations are, said rors,
settlements in courthouses,

rector Csiszar. lawyers said.
lawyers want 

or that probably means 
the defendant wasn’t at fault but

Ken a Columbia plain-
tiff‘s attorneywho is a of-
ficer in the Association of Trial
Lawyers, said defendants whose 
products or practiceshave killed
or injured people often dangle
moneybefore a victim to a se-
cret settlement. 

Banningsecret settlementswill
remove thatunfairpressuretactic,

said.
“If a court rule says, You can’t 

have secret settlements,’ then the
weakest person in the chain-the
victim-isnot put in the position 
of having to make the decision to
keep silent,” said.

Plaintiffs often agree to take a
monetary settlement and keep 
silent because it’s far easier than
going through a trial, Suggssaid.

The most common exceptions 
are people who’ve had a child 
killed-they want a trial or pub

settlement to make a point,
Suggs said.

Mills a
wants to avoid the expense of a

maintaining confidencein public
institutions.”

-S.C. Jean

tomevwho is of the S.C.
Associa-

tion, said his group wil l study the
matter.

However, said, court-
approved secret settlements can 
speed a case’sresolution.

He said other forkeep
ing settlements private include:

Insomecases, a corpo-
ration might be womed that an

impressthejury
enough to win a big jury award,
even though the corporation be-
lieves itself innocent. Conse-
quently, a defendant might pay a
big settlement but wouldn’t want
anyone to know because the sue
of the settlement implies

Partiesto a lawsuit, includingin-
dividualsand corporations, ought 
to have the right to settletheir dis-
putes privately. me, the court
should not have a dog in that 

.
Plaintiffs’ lawyers would to

take the size of the public settle-
ment anduse it as leverage in sim-
ilarcases. Each has
facts, he said, addinga settlement 
in one shouldn‘t influencean-
other case.

As for public safety, Gallivan
said, “It probably is being ad-
dressed in other forums.”

agenciesand legis-
latures c a n make public safety
changes like product im-
provements, said. Courts 

ages- make public policy, he 
said.

“Evena plaintiff somecases
wants settlements secret,” 
van said.
‘ACOMPLEX

Rosen, president of the
S.C.Bar Association, which has

lawyersin the state, said
his association has a task force
studyingthe issue.

“It’s a complex subject,” said 
Rosen.Hisgroup has lawyerswho
will have differingviews.

To others, the subject is not

Should dam-

“Peoplein anopen societydo not
demand from their

institutions, but it is difficult for them 
to acceptwhat they are prohibited

-A 1980US.
public to

“Sunshineis the best cure,”
said.

Reach Monk at (803)771-8344

hard The public should a
right to know about-gathered in taxpayer-supported
courts- that can or harm
them. or jmonk@thestate.com
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Judges.back ban
10federal.
S.C.vote
end sealed

settlements

Writer

Lawsuits settled by federal
judges in South Carolina would
not bekeptsecretif the state's U.S.
judges have their way.

The 10 judges voted unani-
mously last week far an outright
ban on sealed, court-sanctioned
settlements.

The change might make S.C.

federal courts the nation's firstto
institutesuchaban on set-
tlements, change the way even

are handled andlead a
trend toward openness, 

S.C. and BarAssocia-
tion lawyers Tuesday.

"This is the of thing that
will catch attention,"said
Robert Clifford, a Chicago
ney who chairs the

section."Icertainlyhope that

it is a signalof an emergingtrend"
The rule would allow the pub
to learn of faulty products such

as the defective tires in
the late 1990s.

The would not apply in
statecourts.But S.C. Chief Justice
JeanToal said shewould bring up
the at next month's con-
ference of statejudges. The chief

hassweeping over
the state's judicial system.

The federal change would go
further than many S.C. lawyers
thought it

Chief U.S.District
Joe Anderson wanted to ban se-
cret settlements only in cases in-
volving public safety.

Anderson would not discuss
the changeand referreda
to the document filed Tuesday
with the federal clerk of court in
Columbia.

The new rule is set to take ef-
fect in the after a public
ment period that en& Sept.30.

The legal community is going
to be "a little shocked" by the
broad secrecy ban, said Richard 
Rosen,president of the State Bar
Association.

Lawyers who represent insur-
ance companies and others who

SEE PAGE
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FROM PAGE

are sued oppose the change, said 
Mills Gallivan, president of the
S.C. Attorneys As-
sociation. *

Judges keep the
they now have to seal settle-

ments, said Gallivan, a
attorney. can protect peo-
ple who bring suitsaswell as the
reputation of defendants.. Thejudges’proposal follows a
senesof ih Statepoint-
ing out hundreds of secret

in state courthousesthat in-
volved negligenceby doctorswho
hurt and killed patients.

Somelawyers say the rule will
have more symbolic thanpractical
effect.

Most for damages are
filed in state, not federal, courts,
said Rosen, a Charlestonattorney.

malpractice, for example, 
‘isalmost exclusively argued in 
state courts. 

In addition, few suits filed in
federal court seek a judge’s ap-
proval. Most are settled privately
between the parties before trial.

Still, federal judges handle
many suits that allege defective 
products,civil rights and employ-
ment discrimination,

violations and negligence, as in
airplane crashes. 

A court-ordered settlemenl 
binds everyone to secrecy-
forced by the fear of violating
judge’s order.

A legal consultant who work!
a national

mittee for federal courts said
knows of no other district that
such an outright secrecy ban. 

But case law and other direc
tives might place the same kind
of limits on sealed agreements i

states, said Mary
who works in Massachusetts.

The most comparable ban
could find was a Michigan

rule that unsealssecretsettlements
after years.

“It’s going to change the dy-
namicof settlements,”she said of
SouthCarolina’s proposal. 

But it could result in fewer set-
tlements and settlements involv-
ing far less money, Squiers said. 

often motivates defen-
dants to bargain. 

Gallivan said there are valid
reasons for sealed settlements: 
Companiesmight have trade se-

crets to protect, and individuals
prize their privacy; 

Someone subjected to sexual
harassmentmay not want the pub

to know, Gallivan said;
In casesof large

plaintiffsmight not want 
or relativestoknow their cash flow
has jumped.

Gallivansaid federal judges in
1994rejected a similarban being
considered by Congress
the Judicial Reform Act.

He and S.C. Bar presidenl
Rosen agree there is a national
petite for fewer secret settlements 

The failure of Firestone tires
for example, caused abaut
deaths,by governmentestimates

More recent disclosures that
courts were used to hide sexual 
abuse by Catholic priests fuel a’

openthe courts, they said.
“The courts feel like they are

under some pressure not to par-
ticipate,”Rosen said. “I feel that
this is going to be a cutting-edge
rule.’

Columbia lawyer Richard
Gergel,who specializes in medical
malpractice and personal injury 
cases, said state courts might fol-
low suit.

“Theserules can be very influ-
ential on state practices,”Gergel

said. ‘I think they (secret settle-
ments) are going to become very
disfavored in both state and fed-
eral

Toal could not be reached
Tuesdaybecause she was in New
England attendinga conferenceof
chief justices.

But earlier this month she said
shewas not ready to go as faras
Anderson’s initial proposal, which
would have banned secrecy only
in cases involvingpublic safety. 

Current practice secret
settlements but directs statejudges
to weigh harm to parties.
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Editonal

should
lead

HIEF JUSTICE Toal's decision to push
for an end to court-ordered secrecy agree-
ments is a big boost for the idea that SouthCCarolinians have a right to know what their

government does. We hope her colleagues on the state
Supreme Court will go along with her plan to write reg-
ulations-which would be in keeping with the court's
insufficiently followed rulings on the matter-that will
prohibit judges from sealing records of lawsuit settle-
ments, and we hope the Legislature will sign off on
them. As Justice Toal explained recently, base our 

decision on the common law that 
our courts are open."
As federal judges in South

Carolina recognized in approv-
ing their rule last to
outlaw secret settlements in U.S.

Court, there's nothing to
prevent individuals from decid-
ing on their own to settle a law-
suit and to keep their decision
secret. With the new rule, they
simply can't count on the courts
to enforce that agreement. That 
is as it should be. 

there's nothing to stop our justices from 
carving out a few targeted exceptions, for instance pro-
tecting trade secrets and the names of children who 
have been victims abuse. Such exceptions not
distract from the larger point - the public to
know about potential threats (rather than using our
court system to cover up those threats), and to evaluate
the performance of our court system. 

Even though it will be at least next spring before Jus-
tice Toal can get state regulations written and approved
by the Legislature, there is nothing to stop judges from
refusing to lend a governmental cloak of secrecy to pri-
vate agreements between now and then. Justice Toal 
likely will ask judges to do just that when she addresses 
them at a state conference later this month. They would
do the public a great service by voluntarily acceding to
her request. 
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Editorial

Judges could help
publicby
secret settlements

OUTH CAROLINA IS not known as a state
where the public’s business is done in public.

threaten citizens with imprisonment ifSthey so much as mention that they have
that elected officials may have acted uneihically 

illegally.
Our Commerce Department gives out tax breaks that

nearly impossible to trace, and money the state
spends wining and dining industrial recruits is 
cases never made public.

And local governments routinely make it difficult for
citizens to get basic public information, from who has
been arrested to what the council did at its last meeting.

But in an extraordinary display of leadership and
concern for the public good, federal and state judges 
are considering proposals to eliminate or at least
reduce one particularly problematic form of secrecy in
South Carolina: secret court settlements. 
U.S.District Judge Joe Anderson has asked his fel-

low federaljudges to prohibit secrecy agreements when
the parties settle lawsuits that involve questionsof pub-
lic health and safety. The state’s 13 district judges will
consider that proposal at a meeting Friday.

No matter the federal judges S.C. Chief
Justice Jean plans to discuss the problem of secret
settlements with state judges at a meeting next month.
She will remind them of standards her court set out a
decade ago that prohibit many secret settlements. 

It has become routine for parties settling lawsuits to
insist that the settlement, and often any Information
unearthed as part of the be sealed from 
lic view. Defendants want the secrecy so the

can’t be used against them elsewhere: plaintiffs 
usually go along because it means they get their money;
and the sign off because settlements are less
expensive and time-consumingthan trials.

But as Judge Anderson noted, such secret settle-
menls meant that the Explorer threat
was for years, with the blessing of our court 
tem, while people to die. It meant that 
tions against pedophile priests were kept secret while
the priests abused their next victims. It means that
handful of incompetent doctors continue to practice
while evidenceof the threat is sealed away.

It would a huge step forward for the federal
judges to ban secret settlements that involve
safely. But they, and the state judges, would do well
to consider another harmful type of secret settle-
ments: those that allow the government to hide its
misdeeds.

year, for exampb, the state paid a former gov-
ernment employee$300000 to settle a lawsuit in which
he charged that the governor had him fired because he
waswhite and the governor needed to appease support-
ers upset a similarly placed black employee had
been fired. The hasty settlement included a gag order, 
so the public could never find out the truth. There is no
reason settlements involving allegations against elected
officials- or any government official, for that matter-should ever be secret 

Ideally, our Legislature would pass laws to prohibit
such secrecy. But given lawmakers’ track record on
other matters of public to government, we’re not
particularly hopeful. Perhaps judges, because they are
not so easily influenced by those who benefit from it,
will be able to take a step our elected officials have 
been unwilling to take to pull back the veil from South
Carolina’sculture of secrecy.
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Loose Lips...Save Lives? Judges Abolish
Secret Legal Settlements
found on The New York Times (registration required)
written by wka, edited by Nick (Plastic) [ read unedited 
postedMon 2 Sep

Some of the early firestone tire cases 
were settled with court-ordered secrecy 
agreements that kept the firestone tire
problem from coming to light until many 
years later. Arguably, some lives were lost
because judges signed secrecy
agreements regarding firestone tire
problems.

"South Carolina's federal trial judges have
voted to ban secret settlements. Stating that 
now is a bad time for secrecy in our society.
and noting specificscandals (Enron, Catholic
priests)where the public good would
probably be better served by public
settlements, all 10active federal judges in
the state voted in favor of the ban. Critics of
such a ban note that secrecy encourages 
settlements, and that a ban would 'threaten 
personal privacy and trade secrets.' The 
South Carolinaban, which would only apply
to federal settlements (not sexual abuse,
personal injury, or product liability cases,
which are state matters), could go into effect
as early as September 30th."

[ comment on this story more plastic ...

1comment
oldest first

1. Actions, Consequences
by eric b

at Mon 2 Sep 12: score of 1

it's about damn time. perhapsthese companies might ust
might consider doing better safety tests on their products 
before shipping them out (at least to south Carolina). the
secret settlement is an easy way for large corporations to
avoid a whole lot of bad publicity, especially when the

http w w .pl 14573 407 
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amount of money they settle on is less than a drop in the
bucket compared to what they'd lose if the public knew what
was going on (eg: firestone). i see no reasonwhy the
federal courts should assist these companies, or the priests
for that matter, in saving face when they screw up. the only
part of the article that i don't commend is the fact that "only
Michigan had a similar rule, which unseals secret 
settlements after two years."

[ to this comment on the next new

4. Re;
by Violator

score of 2.5
compellingat Mon 2 Sep 11

in reply to comment

This issue isn't just about safety a consumer
products it is also about the transparency of the
legal system, in my opinion.
By engaging in a secrecy agreement system,
public is first of all denied access to the information 
on what is going down in their state, town, flyshit
hamlet. This gives J. Q. Public an unrealistic
impressionof the prevalence of crimes, and of the
risks associated with certain activities (ie; driving 
Ford Explorer It denies the public the
informationwhich members need to make decisions 
and by decisions Imean, getting fed up with SUV

explosionsand writing letters to their
representativesto demand stricter legislation. 

Consider Chemical Company X, which "accidentally"
dumps a thousand tons of waste into a stream, and 
is sued by a bunch of who now have six
eyes and glow at night. The farmers and the
company settle out of court, with secrecy AKA
disclosure" agreements. The farmers and/or the 
chemical company can then sell up their farms, to
unsuspecting people, and leave the messto spread
through the environment to affect all manner of
people. This gets the farmers money, and saves the
chemicalcompany on legal fees, settlment fees, and
cleanup.

However, it costs the community in terms of
pollution, non-disclosure, and removes a key aspect
of the Law precedent. Every case which is settled 
out of court in secret (as opposed to out of court in
the open where the malfeasance is publicised, 
entering it into the public domain for discussion and 
processing via democracy) is one case where 
precedent cannot be inheritedand passedon to
future cases. There is no heritanceof legal
perspective, of the arguments and judgments of
what is right and wrong, no terms of referenceby
which future cases may be judged. 

http://www
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this is a serious problem, especially in areas where
the law is poorly explored lets say, online piracy 
and so on. nukes your computer, trashing a
$60,000 at-home contract for your home business,
and you sue them, they settle out of court in secret, 
and they just keep on doing what they do. When
someone else comes along and doesn't take a
off due, perhaps, to losing something irreplaceable
and beyondvalue like the only digital photos of their
deceased foetus, then they lack the terms of
reference which could have potentially been gained 
from the earlier cases, and cannot the same
quality of justice.

In this way, Ithink Sou has laiddown a very
sensible precedent. 

Disingenuous wanting in noble candor or 
frankness; not frank or open; unworthily
or meanly
[ ... just to this comment on the sto

6. Re: Actions, Consequences 
by Thalia

score of 1.5
informative

Three wrong assumptions here...although
the gist is right.

First, in a real estate contract you do have to
disclose anything that affects the property, 
regardless of settlements. There is a
disclosure law for that. 

at Tue 3 Sep 11
in reply to comment 4

Second, there is no precedent set when a
settlement is open either. If you settle,
insteadof reach a legal resolution, you 
remove your case from the law. In other
words, the second guy suing the company
may have your settlement to see, but judges 
will NOT use it as precedent if it was a
settlement.

Third, settlements are optional. It's not like
the defendant forces the poor plaintiff to keep
quiet. It looks more like the defendant pays
off the plaintiff to keep quiet. In other words,
those farmers are offered$1 million for their
farm as settlement...which they take instead
of the potential judgement of maybe
Is that unfair? Well, that depends on whether
you believe that people's silence should be
purchasable. If you have a case which you
are pursuing for moral reasons, not for the

http://www tic 14573407
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money, you can always refuse to settle.

Thalia

[ ...reply to this comment on the story,
next new

2. Oh good...
by Misch

at Mon 2 Sep 1
score of 1.5

astute

Now we might finally get to see the settlement between
and the ... (Eventhough it was published,

briefly, before being thrown behind the curtain again by
lawsuit.) Strangethat they're the only "religion" that has tax
deductible "religioustraining" fees.

It'sabout time.

[ ...reply to this comment on the sto next new

7. Re:Oh good...
score of 1

by Thalia
at Tue 3 Sep 11
in reply to comment 2

While no fan of Scientology, your statement that 
it's the only religion that has tax deductable training
fees is simply wrong. If you donate to any

unit of your
choice, you can deduct it from your taxes. This even
applies if the organization is providing training for
you (for example as a lay minister, or or
whatever.) The only question about Scientology was
whether it was a real religion or not. And in 99% of
the cases, the IRS doesn't question this at all.

I recommend Germany if you really hate
Scientology. There, it has been declared an illegal
cult, and you may not be a Scientologist if you want
to hold public office, be a teacher, or work for
government. Of course, Germany also has an
official state religion. to which a percentof your
taxes go. (But, for freedom, you may choose to give 
your money to the Catholics or the Lutherans.)

Thalia

[ ...reply just to this comment on the sto 

8. Re:Oh good...

http://www

Page 4 of 6
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1
by Blue Dot

at Thu 5 Sep
in reply to comment 7

But, for freedom, you may choose to give
your money to the Catholics

Nothingsmacks of freedom like bloated
hierarchy, antiquated authoritarianism, and
state sponsored theology. 

[ ... to this on
nextnew

9. Re:Oh good...
by Misch

at Thu 5 Sep
in reply to comment 7

score of 1

That's for a donation.

We're talking about payinga "fixed donation"
and receivingservices in return.

Under the terms of the
"Scientology would receive a special religious 
education tax deduction for its members.
Scientologistscan deduct tens sometimes
hundreds of thousands of dollars per year
for their private religious education. This kind 
of religious education deduction appears not 
to be available to Catholics, Protestants, or
Jews sending their children to private
religiousschools. The Tax Notes Journal 
published by the prestigiousTax Analysts'
organization, a nonprofit organization which
provides information relating to U.S. tax laws, 
also noticed this most unusual inequity. 
According to Tax Analysts, The
Revenue Ruling 93-73 may give a tax break 
to the Church of Scientology which is not 
shared by other churches."

This came up in a court case this year. A
Jewish man who sent his children to a private

school tried to claim 55% of the
expenses as religioustraining (basedon the
percentage of classes that were such). Didn't
fly with the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals.

LA Tim-es story.

Tuesday's decision, the appellate court
criticized the IRS for refusing to disclose the 
terms of a 1993settlement with the Church of
Scientology. That agreement, among other 
things, permits Scientologists to get

http://www.plastic 9/25/02
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stories

deductions in conflict with the 1989 Supreme 
Court decision, accordingto the 9th Circuit.

In support of their claim, the Sklars presented 
a 1997 Wall Street Journal article that
provided details of the settlement. The 9th
Circuit said that since the IRS failed to
present any contradictory evidence on the
nature of the settlement, the court was
obligedto accept the Sklar's representations."

[ ... to this comment on the sto
next new

3. Here'sa lawyer who knows which side
of his bun...
by

at Mon 2 Sep score of 1.5
nuanced

...is buttered.

"JeffreyA. Newman, a lawyer in Massachusetts who
representspeople who say they were abused by Catholic
priests, praised the South Carolinaproposal. Mr. Newman
said he regretted having participated in secret settlements
in some early abuse cases. 'It was a terrible mistake,' he
said, 'andI thinkpeople were harmed by it.

I'm sure that Mr. Newmanwould be willing to divulge the 
of settlements to the people who were harmed

later on, but, well, you know he signed that secrecy
agreement.

Non
[ ...replv to this comment on the sto next new 

5. good.
by

at Tue 3 Sep

Maybe now we might see

score of 0.5
modappeal

Page 6 of 6

... just to this comment on the sto next new
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Legal community weighs ban on secret settlements

By: Warren Wise Of The Post and Courier Staff
Originally Published on: 08/12/02
Page: 1 

COLUMBIA - Plaintiffs who suddenly fall into large sums of cash from a product 
liability settlement in court may no longer be able to shield their windfall from creditors or
relatives. Institutions trying to hide embarrassing facts from the public might find it harder 
to keep things quiet.

But desperate plaintiffs trying to get the money to pay their medical bills might find
themselves with less leverage in cases against deep-pocket defendants. 

The issue is the secret settlement of civil lawsuits, and the rules of the game in South
Carolinajust changed. That's because the state's 10 federaljudges voted unanimously last
month for a proposed rule change to ban sealed, court-sanctioned settlements- a decision 
that could place South Carolina as a national trendsetter toward not only openness in federal
courts but state courts as well. 

No other state requires all federal suit settlements to be open. Michigan comes closest,
requiring secret settlementsto be unsealed after two years.

So far, the policy affects only cases in federal courts here. But with state judges expected
to take up the matter at a conference this month, the idea could spread. South Carolina's top 
jurist, Chief Justice Jean Toal, said last week she was leaning in the direction of a ban on
sealed settlements. 

Sept. 30, but the legal community already knows it could affect suits that allege defective 
products, civil rights and employment discrimination, environmental violations and 
negligence, as in airliner disasters.

But in what ways will it affect of the positive outcomes could be that the 
public finds out about dangerous situations sooner. For example, the failure of Firestone
tires in the late 1990s was an instance in which sealed settlementshelped keep details of the .
design flaws out of the press. Though those flaws eventually became a national storyand led
to a massive product recall, critics say lives could have been saved had information
some early lawsuits not been held under seal.

Yet some observers point out that secrecy can serve a purpose. For example, if a
company faces a court trial in a liability case, one of its concerns may be the public
disclosure of information it would rather keep private, That can be a powerful incentive for
the defendant to settle - reducing the of the court and speedingup the time it takes
for defendants to receive their checks.

But it also reduces the ability to talk. Some settlements not only keep the records private 
but include agreements requiring all parties to stay silent on the terms. Plaintiffs who release

The new federal rule doesn't take effect until this fall a public comment period ends

Legal community weighs ban on secret settlements http://www.charleston.net/PSUser/psre 1
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information about these settlements can find themselves back in court - this time on the
receiving end of a suit.

fear that public disclosure of the terms of a settlement will be an embarrassment? Will
defendants take their chances in court rather than settle one case with a public settlement
that might encourage others to file similar suits?

B. Stravitz is Stravitz - who specializes in civil procedure, federal courts and
cases involving breast implants, asbestos and tobacco - thinks the rule will affect defendants 
more than plaintiffs. Defendants will become reluctant to settle in the open for fear of
spawning new suits, he says.

He frames the issue simply: public interest versus a "chilling effect'' on settlements.
A counter-argument to that is that while the public may not know the terms of a

settlement, the lawyer who got the settlement does. If the settlement was profitable, the 
lawyer can always go looking for new clients with the same complaint. For example, the 
lawyer in a 1994 lead paint lawsuit in Charleston won a secret settlement for his client and
then held a "Lead Fair" in the neighborhood,handing out hot dogs and while
testing children for lead poisoning. 

of litigation, many corporations adoptedpolicies of settling even lawsuits -
not because they believe they can't win, but because it's cheaper. 

That raises another interesting point: If corporations are less likely to settle secretly with 
who suits, will of such suits actually dccrcase? 

Attorneys who bring suits may be less likely to do so if they know the companies involved
are no longer inclined to automatically propose a settlement.

It remains to be seen whether more openness will clog the court system and slow down
the judicial process, but almost everyone agrees there are examples, such as court
proceedings that deal with child molestation, when it's best to keep settlementsclosed.

case of pedophile teacher Eddie Fischer led to a series of lawsuits - and several secret 
settlements. For example, the $105 million in damages awarded in 2000 to plaintiffs who
sued Fischer's employer was never paid. Instead, the plaintiffs settled out of court for $22
million - in secret. The amount was revealed through court documents in another case.

And then there's the perception issue. Will defendantsbe less likely to give ground for 

That's the significant issue as far as University of South Carolina law professor Howard

Plus, not all companies that settle cases believe that they are at fault. With the rising cost 

But should everything involving child sexual abuse be kept under seal? The Lowcountry 

Warren Wise covers the Legislature and state government. Contact him at (803)
799-1165 or wwise@,postandcourier.com.Insight is a regular feature in which Post and
Courier writers take a look at the news behind the news. Is there a topic or an issue you'd
like for us to explore? Please send suggestions to Insight, Robert Behre, The Post and
Courier, 134 Columbus Charleston, S.C. 29403.

I

Click to sendfeedback.
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Federal Court in South Carolina Approves Proposal
To Sealing of Settlement Documents Filed Court
Lawyers who file settlement documents with the District Court for the 
District of South Carolina will no longer be able to obtain a protective order
sealingthose documentsunder aproposal approvedby the court’sjudges. The
proposal would amend the court‘s local rules of civil procedure to expressly
prohibit the sealingof settlement agreements filed with the court, absent a re-
quirement to seal in the governing statute, or order.
The Chief Judge Joseph F.Anderson Jr., who initiated the change, says the
rule amendment would be the first of its in federal court. Anderson says 
that the court should not sanction the privacy of settlement documents that
contain informationon dangerousproductsorotherthreats to healthor safety
about which the public has an interest in being informed. 

71,No.6) 2085

Civil Procedure-Protective Orders 

South Carolina Federal District Court
Proposes to Cease Sealing Settlements

ALEIGH, at the U.S.District Court
for the District of South Carolina proposedRan amendment to the local rules of civil

procedure that would prohibit the sealing of settlement
agreements filed with the court.

Chief Judge Joseph F.Anderson Jr., said that, if the
amendmentto Local Civil Rule 5.03 is formally adopted,
“I think we’d be the federal to adopt such a
rule. Formal adoption by amendment by the district
court‘s judges is likely following the end of a public
comment period, he said.

to Rule. A year ago, the court
adopted Rule 5.03, which prescribes sealing of docu-
mentsfiledwith the court except when certain strict re-
quirements are met, including public notice.

5.03 expressly applies a
to seal in the governing rule, statute, or order.” More-
over, in [the local rule] limits the ability of
the parties, by agreement, to restrict access to docu-
ments which are not filed with the Court.”

Subsections(A)and of the local rule set forth the 
procedures that must be followed by a party to
file documents under seal and the public notice that
must be provided by the clerk of the court.

The court’s proposed amendment to Rule 5.03 would
clarify that settlement agreements filed with the court
will not be sealed. the proposal would add
a new subsection providing: “No settlement agree-
ment filed with the court shall be sealed pursuant to the
terms of this rule.”

Anderson said he originally proposed a narrower
change that only would have included product liability
settlementswhere the product is still being marketed or 
widely used. However, following consideration by all
the district judges, it was decided to expand the scope
of the rule to include all settlementsfiled with the court.

The rule changes only would impact settlements that 
the district court was asked to approve, according to 
Anderson. Attorneys still could reach confidential
settlements without court involvement. In addition, lo-
cal rules also would retain a provision allowing settle-
ments to be kept secret if a judge deems it is appropri-
ate and there is no public involved in case,
Anderson said. 

Anderson told BNA that he proposed the change be-
cause certain settlements contain information on dan-
gerous products or other threats to health or safety
about which the public has an interest in being in-
formed. “I don’t think the court should sanction the
buying or selling of secrecy where public safety is at
stake,” he said.

The court is accepting public comment on the pro-
posal through Sept. 30.

The text of Local Civil Rule 5.03 and the proposed
amendment are available at

on the court’s Website.
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September 30. 2002

Via 765-5960
The Honorable Larry W. Propes
Clerk of Court
U.S.District Court 
1845Assembly Street
Columbia, SC 29201

RE: Proposed South Carolina Federal Order Rule Change

Dear Larry:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the rule revisions above-referenced. 
Accordingly, please allow this letter to as my categorical objection to any proposed 

to Rule 5.03that purport to do the following,to any degree:

a.
b.

c.

dilute or delete judicial discretion;
abolish protective orders or severely restrict them in scope and purpose;
and,
prohibit the sealing of settlement documents on the vagaries of the self-

few.*

Generally, the rule changes as proposedwould do violence to the very structure of
South Carolina’s legal system. The judiciary as a body is the most circumspect of
institutions in law, and to call into question, generally or specifically, its wisdom is to
degrade society’s faith and trust in our legal system.

Specifically, the changes would remove the privacy and confidentiality privileges 
provided by protective orders to any and all actual and potential defendants, harming one 
class of litigants to benefit another. The value of a protective order in all but a few,
exceptional cases is known by all to be significant, even to its detractors, and the 
arguments for preserving protective orders are classic. Where an issue to be protected is
portrayed by an adverse party to be so vile as to be publicly harmful, that issue has
usually already been made public through the media and other means.

Changes to the sealing of settlement agreements have the potential to seriously
harm innocent litigants and victims. Particularly in settlement agreements, the good of
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The Honorable LarryW. Propes
September 30,2002
Page 2

the whole would rarely be served by harming those directly affected by the settlement
agreement. This is a well-settled premise.

Finally, I have received the Advisory Committee’s proposal regarding settlement 
agreements tempered by judicial discretion, and I find it infinitely preferable to any
proposal usurping judicial discretion in any area, but particularly in the area of protective
orders and settlement agreements.

I have attempted to abbreviate my comments herein in consideration of the reader
hereof. In summary, no good can come of the weakening or abolishing of judicial
discretion in any area of our law. To take a current rule and attempt to adjust it for the
sake of a few in the name of many is contrary to everything our freedoms stand for.

Sincerely,



WASHINGTON LEGAL FOUNDATION
2009 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036
(202) 588-0302

September 30, 2002

Larry W. Propes 
Clerk of Court
1845 Assembly Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Re: Comments to Proposed Amendment of Local Rule 5.03

Dear Mr. Propes:

The Washington Legal Foundation hereby submits these comments in response to this Court's
proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03 regarding the sealing of settlement agreements filed with the
Court. WLF is opposed to this amendment on the grounds that it is against the public interest and
sound public policy. The proposed rule unnecessarily and arbitrarily denies the district court with
discretion to decide on a case-by-casebasis whether a settlement agreement should be allowed to be
kept confidential. The proposed amendment may also have adverse precedential effect throughout the
federal judiciary and thus, run counter to the efforts of the Judicial Conference and Judicial Council of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit to harmonize local rules of practice.

Interests of WLF

WLF is a national non-profit public interest law and policy center based in Washington, D.C.,
with supporters nationwide, including litigants and attorneys who practice in the federal and state courts
in South Carolina. WLF itself engages in litigation on a wide variety of legal issues, including civil 
justice reform and the proper and efficient functioning of the judiciary. With particular relevance to the
current proposal, WLF has filed amici curiae briefs in several courts advocating the protection of trade
secrets and other confidential information in the course of litigation and discovery. See. Chicago
Tribune Co. v. 263 1304.(1lth Cir. 2001) (discovery
containing trade secrets not subject to public disclosure under common law or constitution). 

Comments on Proposed Amendment to Local Rule 5.03

In August 2001, the U.S. District Court for the District of South Carolina adopted a new Local
Rule 5.03 which sets forth the procedure that must be complied with before documents filed with the

t In general, a Motion to be filed that states the reasons for scaling
documents. The trial court retains the discretion to grant to deny the motion. Current Rule 5.03
generally comports with the Fourth Circuit's decisions in re Knight Publishing Co., 743 231
(4th Cir. 1984)and v. Conoco, 218 288 (4th Cir. 2000) regarding the sealing of
court documents.



On August 16, 2002, an amendment to this rule was proposed that would add a new subsection
to Rule 5.03 as follows: 

(C) No settlement agreement filed with the court shall be sealed pursuant to the 
terms of this rule.

As is evident by this proposed rule, district court judges would be stripped of their authority 
discretion to whcthcr scttlcmcnt agreements filed with the Court will be allowed to 

remain confidential, even though both parties to the litigation agree that the settlement agreement 
should be kept confidential. The proposed rule would, in essence, make it an irrebuttable presumption 
that the interests in disclosure outweigh the significant privacy and other concerns that may warrant 
keeping the settlement agreement confidential. 

While WLF recognizes that most settlement agreements are not filed with the court, and hence,
would not be subject to the mandatory disclosure rule as proposed in the current amendment to Rule 
5.03. WLF believes that there are compelling public policy reasons that warrant keeping the current 
practice that give the district courts discretion to determine on a case-by-case basis whether settlement
agreements should be made public. In the first place, the proposed rule would likely discourage parties 
from settling litigation if the parties desire that the terms of the agreement should remain confidential 
and 1)the settlement agreement is required to he filed with the nr 2) if the agreement is not
required to be filed with the court, but the parties nevertheless prefer that the agreement be filed with 
the court so that the court can better supervise the execution of its terms.

Because of our overcrowded court dockets, it is in the public interest to have rules and
procedures that facilitate, rather than hinder, the settlement of costly litigation. There are sound

why the parties wish to keep their settlement agreements confidential. such as the desire to keep
financial information, trade secrets or other confidential business information private. The public's 
"right to know" the terms of settlement agreements between private parties in civil litigation is not
based on the common law or constitution, and certainly does not automatically trump the privacy and
private property concerns of the parties. In addition, forcing settlement agreements that are filed with 
the court to be made public may stir up unwarranted litigation if relatively large settlement awards are
made in particular cases. In short, the case has not been made by the proponents of this inflexible rule 
that the status quo regarding the filing the sealing of court records and documents should be altered. As
the old adage goes, "if it ain't broke, don't fix it."

In addition to these public policy concerns, WLF believes that the proposed rule is such a 
departure from current practice of this and of other federal courts regarding the filing of settlement
agreements, that it undermines the efforts of the Judicial Conference to harmonize the practice of all the 
district courts nationwide in general, and the practice in the Fourth Circuit in particular. This Court,
therefore, should proceed with caution in this area, lest the proposed rule runs afoul of either the letter
or spirit of Fed. R. Civ. Rule 83. Rule 83 allows local courts to promulgate local rules, but only so
long as those rules are "consistent with" the federal rules and Acts of Congress. In particular, Kule

providing for a protective order of certain trade secret and confidential information may be
implicated if settlement agreements contain such information. There may very well be other unintended 
or adverse consequences of this amendment as a precedent for other courts to revise their rules
regarding the sealing of court records and settlement agreements. 



By forbidding the sealing of any settlement agreement filed with the court, the implication is 
that the current practice has allowed certain public health and safety matters to be kept from the public.
However, practical experience and studies have shown this not to be the case. WLF believes that the
current practice of allowing the district courts to use their sound discretion regarding the sealing of filed
settlement agreementswill satisfy any public interest concerns. 

For the foregoing reasons, WLF urges this Court not to adopt the proposed amendment to 
Local Rule 5.03.

Respectfully submitted,

Senior Executive 
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Water Street, 24"Floor

New 10038
(212) 820-2805

Dial: (212)820-2684
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September 30,2002

Larry Propes
Clerk of
UnitedStates District Court
1845Assembly Street
Columbia, SC 29201

RE: Proposed Amendment to Local Civil Rule DSC

Dear Mr. Propes:

In responseto the Court's August 16,2002 Notice requestingcomments on the
proposed amendment to Local Rule 5.03, DSC, I am writing on behalf of
American International Companies Iam Manager of Claims Litigation at

insurer member companies of American International Group), one of the world's 
leading providers of commercial and general liability insurance. Because our
companies and insureds are frequently parties to litigation in the Federal Courts of
South Carolina, we felt it would be helpful to the Court to provide an
perspective,

I have had an opportunity to review the proposed amendment to Local Civil
Rule 5.03, In addition, I have considered some of the previous analysis by the
Federal Courts of these issues, including the findings of the Judicial Conference,
Rules Committee and the Federal judicial Center that there was no need to change the
existing law.

AIC has had the opportunity to with the issues relating to protecting
privacy and confidentiality in litigation on many occasions. There are certain
where a confidentiality agreement may be important to some or all
parties. We further feel that it is importantto leave with the trial judges, the
to decide if and when a confidentiality agreement is appropriate.
Litigants in civil suits have a compelling interest in keeping the terms of their
resolutions private. Often our insureds require measureof confidentiality before
settling a case. From the insurer's standpoint, confidential settlement agreements are
of paramount importancein an to protect trade secrets, financial information and
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other proprietary information from reaching the general public, and often protect the
disclosurethat a plaintiff (oftena minor) may receive a large sum of money.

As the Court is aware, “parties who settle a legal dispute rather than pressing it
to resolution by the often do so, in part anyway, because they do not want the
terms of the resolution to be made public.” v. Luther, 277 926 (7th Cir.
2002). insurance companies and their insureds, particularly, are reluctant to disclose

terms of a settlement less those terms encourage others to sue. Therefore, by
eliminating the continued use of confidential settlement agreements, the Court may
very well not be addressing the perceived problems arising from the use of
confidential settlement agreements, but instead be fostering I by virtue of
potential plaintiffs being encouraged by reports of “big money settlements.’’ it may
also, in instances where an insured has the power to reject a settlement, make the
difference in whether the case is settled or proceeds to trial,

Moreover, the assumption made by the plaintiff‘s bar that the confidential
settlements will somehow allow defendants to resist efforts to rectify dcfcctivc
product or detrimental conduct suspect. The mere fact that a settlement agreement,
and the terms thereof, remain confidential, will in no way allow a defendant to protect
the facts of the underlying suit from disclosure. Further, Confidential settlement
agreements do not control whether or not a potential defendant will ultimately remedy
the problemswith their products or behavior. In the bigpicture, the ultimateand most
efficient gatekeeping device is the discretion of the trial judge and the amendment
eliminatesthat.

In conclusion, would submit that both the public and interests
would best be served by upholding the continued viability of confidential settlement
agreements, especially in situations involving arms-length settlements parties
to a civil suit. As we understand it, the current Rules the District Court judges
the discretion to approve confidential agreements and requests for sealing orders. We
would request that the Court maintain the status quo with regard to the Rules
and leave this matterwithin the sound of the trial judge.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this issue. If you need anything
further or if we can be of any further assistance, please let me know.

J. Tierney
Manager, Claims Litigation
American International Companies

TOTAL P. 83


